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· SECTlON III. Abstracts of Thesis
ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Forward Simulation and Linear Inversion of

Earthquake Ground Motions

by

Allen Hiram Olson

Doctor of Philosophy in Earth Science

University of California, San Diego, 1982

Professor James N. Brune, Co-chairman

Research Geophysicist John A. Orcutt, Co-chairman

In PART I of this dissertation, a new method is presented for computing the complete'

elastic response of a vertically heterogeneous halfspace. The method u~i1izes a discrete

wavenumber decomposition for the horizontal dependence of the wave motion in terms of a

Fourier-Bessel series. The series representation is exact and consequently eliminates the need

to numerically integrate a continuous Bessel transform. The vertical and time dependence of

the YJave motion is obtained as the solution to a system uf partial differential equations. These

equations are solved numerically by a combination of finite element and finite difference

methods which accommodate arbitrary vertical heterogeneities. By using a reciprocity relation,

the wave motion is computed simultaneously for all source-observer combinations of interest so

that the differential equations need only be solved once. A comparison is made, for layered

media, between between the solutions obtained py discrete wavenumber/finite element,

wavenumber integration, axisymmetric finite element, and generalized rays.

In PART II of this dissertation, subsurface slip on a known fault is formulated as the

solution to an inverse problem in which recorded surface ground motion is the dnta. Two

methods of solution are presef' ted: the least squares method, which minimizes the squared

differences between theory and data, and the constrained least squares method which
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simultaneously maintains a set of linear inequalities. Instabilities in the solution are effectively

• eliminated in both methods and the sensitivity of the solution to small changes in the data is

quantitatively stated. The inversion methodology is applied to 77 components of near-field

ground acceleration recorded during the October 15. 1979 Imperial Valley eanhquake. The

faulting is constrained to propagate bilaterally away from the epicenter at an average velocity of

90 percent of the shear wave speed on a vertical fault plane extending from the surface to ten

kilometers depth. Inequality constraints are used to keep the faulting sequence physically rea

sonable by maintaining right lateral motion and positive slip velocity. The preferred solution is

stable and provides a good fit to the data; it is also realistic and consistent with observed surface

offsets and independent estimates of seismic moment.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS AND RESULTS

3.1 Introduction

The Imperial Valley earthquake of Cbtober 15, 1979, provided a

weal th of strong motion data, both oouth and north of the U. S.-Melt ico

international border. This earthquake may be one of the most if not the.
most important earth4uake yet recorded in terms of engineering seisnol-

ogy: (1) it has the highest recorded accelerations and velocities of any

earthquake to date, even though it was only moderate in magnitude (6.6)

and occurred in relatively highly attenuating sediments; (2) it severely

da1iaged a heavily instrunented building; 0) it was recorded on a spe-

cial close-spaced digital array and an array of instrunents on a bridge

alrr.ost at the fault trace; (4) it was surrounded by instrunents both in

the direction of rupture propagation (northwest) and in the direction

away frem rupture propagation (southeast to our array in Baja Califor-

nia, Melt ico), thus allowing for the first time a detailed stud y of the

focusing of energy by rupture propagation; and (5) it was recorded on a

large nunber of digital instrunents (7 in our own array) allowing for

the first time a detailed carlparison of the performance of digital and

conventional accelerographs. Because this earthquake is so important

and because of the urgency associated with rLany of these problems (for

example, related to siting of nuclear power plants or choices between

digital and conventional instrmentation)" we considered that it was

important to carry out extensive studies related to the data we recorded

south of the border and to the aftershock data we reoorded on both sides

of the border.

We therefore requested support for ex penses reI ated to data from
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the main shocks recorded south of the border and dOata fran aftershocks

on both sides of the border. In particular, we requested funds for (1)

preparation and analysis of strong motion data recorded south of the

border, most of it on special new digital accelerographs (Terra Tecfmol-

ogy and Kioenetric~); (2) special instrurlent checkout and calibration to

verify the data recorded; (3) reconnaissance survey of site conditions

and shallow site geology at each station; (4) field work, travel

expenses and expenses for recording, preparation and analysis of data

fran nllf,erous aftershocks recorded both 00 digital seisnographs and on

digital strong motion instrunents; (5) comparison of integration using

digital delay recording with integration using conventional records; (6)

purchase of a new DCS-300 - OCA-310 combination playback unit; and (7)

detailed modeling of the strong motion data to determine the nature of

the rupture process during the earthquake

3.2 Preparation and Analysis of Strong Motion Data Recorded South of

the U.S.-Mexico Border.

Strong motion accelerograms recorded in this earthquake. together

with all other accelerograns fror, sites south of the U.S. Mexico border

for the years 1978-1980 have beetl catalogued and are now available from

the National Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data Genter, National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Adm inistration. Ebulder. Colorado. These data

are described in Appendix I. Preliminary analysis of accelerograms from

the October 15. 1979 earthquake is given in Appendix II.

3.3 Speci a1 Instrurrent Checkout and Cali bration.

Tilt test calibrations were performed, and the results were incor-

;' ,
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porated into the data preparation stage as the accelerograms were

prepared for distribution. Special ·problems originating with individual

accelerograns are noted in Appendix I.

3.4 Reconnaissance Survey of Site Conditions and Shallow Site Geology

at Each Stati·on.

Appendix In des~ribes an analysis of the coda of the accelerograms

to derive the relative site amplifications, as a function of frequency,

for digital accelerograph sites.

3.5 Preparati on~ Analyst ~ .£!~~ Aftersbocks.

All digital aftershock records have been transferred to 9-track

ccxr:.puter-ccmpatible magnetic tape, and are available for use by

interested scientists.

Spectra and spectral attenuation for selected aftershocks have been

studied and are described in Appendix IV, which aloo shows.station loca-

tions and locations of some of the more widely recorded aftershocks of

the earthquake.

3.6 Corr.pari son of Integration Using Digital Delay Recordings with

Integration Usi ng Conventi onal Phot.ographic Recordings.

Appendix V describes an evaluation of the performance of the digi-

tal accelerographs in Mex ico, incl ud ing reliabil ity, noise levels, and

integration of the accelerograms.

3.7 Purchase of ~ ~ playback uni t for di gi tal data.

The playback uni twas purcr;ased and is operating satisfactorily.

VI j;





3.8 Modeling of~ strong motion data to determine the nature of the

rupture process.

The rupture process of the main shock has been studied with one

relatively simple mathematical model and by means of a ver'y sophisti-

cated inverse procedure. Appendix VI describes a parametric study of

the phase of strong ground motion caused by passage of the rupture on a

near'by faul t. We observe that this phase is sJmmetric with respect to

the ti~e when rupture passes the site. Therefore, as described in

Appendix VI. thJs sym:r,etry has been exploited to obtain one estimate of

the rupture velocity during this earthquake. Resul ts in Appendix VI,

a1 so suggest that layered structure of the earth is more important than

asperities or the fault starting and stopping phase in determining the

a'llplitudes of strong ground motion. We also note (Appendix VII) that a

dipping fault plane or a dip-slip co:nponent of ground motion might lead

to some of the aSy.lllTtetry of ground motion on opposite sides of the fau1 t

surface.

Appendix VIII, describes a formal inversion of all the strong

ground motion data to obtain the detail s of the earthquake source

rnechc:nisa: during the earthquake.

~
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APPENDIX I

Mexicali Valley Accelerogram Data: 1978-1980

John G. Anderson, Richard S. Simons

Report 82-1

Strong Motion Project

Institute of Geophysics & Planetary Physics

University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093

(Report accompanies data.tape of the same title)

(N.B.)
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Mexicali Valley Accelerogram Data: 1973-1980

John G. Anderson, Richard S. Simons

Introduction

The Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics (IGPP) of the

University of California, San Diego and the Instituto de Ingenieria of

Universidad Nacional Autdnoma de M~xico (UNAM) jointly operate a

strong-motion accelerograph network in the Mexicali Valley, Baja Cali-

fornia Norte, i'!exico. The ~1exicali Valley is the southward continuation

of the Imperial V~lley of California, USA, and as such it sits astride a

portion of the strike-slip boundary between the North America plat2 and

the Pacific ~late. The Mexicali Valley has a high historical rate of

earthquake occurences, with magnitude 6 or larger earthquakes occurring

more frequently than once every ten years, on the average. Accelero-

graph locations are shown in Figure 1 and listed in Table 1.

The network consists of both digital and analog accelerographs.

Experiences with the digital recorders are described in Anderson et al.

(1982). In the years 1978 to 1980, the IGPP-UNAM accelerograph network

recorded accelerograms from two earthquakes with magnitude greater than

6: the October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake and the June 9, 19~0

Mexicali Valley earthquake. In addition, it recorded several smaller

events, as listed on Table 2. A tape has been prepared which includes

all data from Table 2 for earthquakes with .t1L ~ 4. O.

Characteristics of the Data

Accelerograms are stored on the tape as one accelerogram per physi-





cal file.
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Table 3 lists only the accelerograms which are on the tape,

and the corresponding file numbers. Each file consists of a 12-line

header followed by the acceleration data in a (2X, F8.3,4 (2X, 515))

format. Data are equally spaced at 100 or 200 points per second,

corrected for the gain of the instrument, but not corrected for dynamic

response. Units of acceleration are mm/sec 2 , With the data rounded to

the nearest integer. Positive integers correspond to positive accelera

tion of the ground in the component direction identified in the header.

The floating· point number in the F8.3 format at the start of each line

is the time of the first sample of that line relative to the start of

the record. Figure 2 contains a listing of the first part of one file.

Table 4, from Mena ~ al. (1980), lists the instrument characteris

tics for analog accelerographs which have· contributed data in 1979 and

1980. For the DCA-310, and the DSA-l. we do ~ot yet have individual

measurements of natural frequency and damping for the force-balance sen

SorS. Nominal natural frequency for the DGA-310 sensors is 30HZ, nomi

nal damping is 70% critical. For the DSA-l sensors, the nominal natural

frequency is 53Hz, and the nominal damping is 64% critical. The digital

recorders are designed to record a se~ent of the background accelera

tions i~ediately preceding the motions which caused the recorders to ~e

triggered. The d~rations of the pre-event data segments varies because

the first seismic motions do not necessarily trigger the accelerographs;

actual durations are listed in Table 3.

The zero level of acceleration on the data is only approximately

removed; i.e. any datum 3 i is associated with. a true ground acceleration

a i - aO·' where aO is an UnK:10Wn for each record. For the digital data
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with a leader consisting of pre-event data, aO is similar to the values

in this leader. However, for reasons explained in Anderson et al.

(1982), the leader is not sufficient to accurately define ao; rather it

serves as a check on estimates derived by other means. Because of

least-significance-bit errors in the analog-to-digital conversion on

some accelerographs, aO may differ from the leader by up to several

cm/sec 2 in this data. The peak. values of accel~ration in Table 3 and

the file headers are ·subject to this same uncertainty in aO'

Analog accelerograms have been digitized by hand at IGPP or at

UNAM. Raw accelerations at unequal spacing averaging 30-50 per sec have

been converted to equally spaced data points (100/sec) by means of

linear interpolation to 600 samples/sec, followed by low-pass filtering

(fc = 40 Hz) and then decimation. For these analog accelerograms, aO

may be a function of time.

Files 59, 60, and 61, corresponding to the record from station Vic-

toria from the June 9, 1980 earthquake, deserve special mention.

Because of difficulty with the playback (discussed by Simons, 1982),

there are some gaps in the accelerograms totaling 1 to 2 sec on each

channel. These gaps have been flagged by acceleration values of greater

than 14000 mm/sec 2 on this tape.

For the users' convenience, preliminary versions of Simons (1982)

and Anderson et al. (1982) are attached as appendices.
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TABLE 1
ANALOG STRONG MOTION STATIONS IN NORTHERN BAJA CALIFORNIA

Station Name Location

Aeropuerto Mexicali 32° 39.05'N
115° 19.90'W

Ignacio Zaragoza 320 11 .58' N
116° 29.10' 'N

Ciencias Marinas 310 51.85'N
116° 39.70'W

Bufadora 310 41.22'N
116° 37.40\-1

K:n 62 310 49.83'rl
116° 03.45 " ..I

Sta. Catarina 310 39.17'N
115° 49.53'\-1

Valle TI"'ini,jad 3.10 24.00'N
115 0 43.00' 'tJ

t1exicali SAHOP 320 37.05' N
115° 26.25 "d

'Mexicali Hospital 32° 38.45'N
115° 28.28"11

Mexicali Casa Flores 32° 37.08'N
115° 06.18'W





TABLE 2
CATALOG OF STRONG MOTION DATA FROM MEXICALI VALLEY

Event Stations That Recorded

Date Time Location Mag. I Name Recorder Comments

03/11178 23:57:46.5 32° 15.50'N 4.8 Victoria SMA-l Digitized on a
115° 07.75 'w Del ta St~A-l Bend ix Digitizer

:J3/12178 00: 30: 17.3 32° 19.30'N 4.5 Victoria SMA-l Digiti zed on a
115° 05.45'W Bendix Digitizer

83/12178 18:42:24.0 320 15.1'0' N 4.8 Victoria SMA-l Digiti zed on a
1150 05.90 '\'i Bendix Digiti zer

10/10179 19:48:36.65 320 17.73'N 4. 1 Del ta Terra Tech
1150 19.23'''{ Cerro Prieto Terra Tech

.10/15179 23: 16:,5.09 32° 38.37'N 6.6 Del ta Terra Tech
115° 19.68''v{ Cerro Prieto Terra Tech

Chihuahua Terra Tech
Compuertas Terra T2ch No. Timing
Agrarias Terra Tech
Victoria Kinemetrics No Timing
Cucapah Kinemetrics No Timing;

1 Hori z. Inop.
Ae1"opuerto SMA-l Digitized at Uh:I:'~

t·1ex ical i SMA-l Digitized at UNA:-;
( Casa Flores)

10115179 23: 19: 29 •98 320 45.94' 5.2 Delta Terra Tech Triggered on S
115° 26.45 '

10/24179 06: 44: 27 . 15 320 25.09'N 3.2 Cerro Prieto Terra 1'ech Triggered on S
115° 13.22'W

12/21179 20:40:23.26 32° 27.03' 4.8 Chihuahua Terra Tech Triggered on S
115° 11.72 ' Compuertas Terra Tech Triggered on S

Cucapah Kinemetrics No Timing;
1 Hori z. Inop.

06/09/80 03:28:19.4 32° 11.12' 6.1 Chihuahua Terra Tech Triggered on S
1150 04.55' Victoria Kinemetries Severe Dropouts

Cucapah Kine.metries No Timing;
1 Hori z •• lnop.

Cerro Prieto Sl~A-l Digitiz2d at UNA:"
i1exicali SMA-l Digitized at U',A;>j

( SAHOP')
Hospital SMA-1 Digitized at UN At'l

( 3 level s)

06/09/8B 03:2~ (Aftershock of above? : Ch'ihuahua Terra Tech s-p -3 sees
Follows by -40 sees) Victoria Kinemetrics

Cucapah Kinemetr ic s No Timing;,
~ori z. loop .•

S-p -Lj 5e~s

Cerro Prieto 3~A-l

7





Event Stations T~at Recorded

Date

06/09/80

06/09/80

06/09/80

06/09/80

06/09/80

06/09/80

06/09/80

06/09/30

06/10/80

06/10180

0611 0/80

06/10/80

06/10/30

06110180

06/10/80

06/10/80

Time

03:30:04.7
(P arrival)

03: 30 ~ 28.1
(P arri val)

19:47:54.9

20:17:11.6

20:31:32.3

21: 05: 37.7

23: 26: 18.6

23: 33: 41. a

00: 17: 36.9

00: 17: 58.8

00: 36: 51.0

01:07:08.6

01: 35: 36.6

01: 36: 28.1

01:59:01.9

05: 36: 24.0

Location

32° 23.64'N
11 5° 11 ~ 52 ' ',0/

32° 16.32 ' N
1150 09.24 I ',>l

32° 13.14 'N
115° 05. 34 I W

32° 23.52 'N
115° 10.44 'W

32° 16-.14 'N
1150 09. 30 'W

32° 21.90' N
115° 12.90' W

32° 20.40'N
115° 12.18",0/

32° 2~. 02 'N
'15° 12.00 ' IJ

32° 22.86 'N
11 50 11• 88 I W

32° 19.20'N
115° 12.72 ' W

32° 22.62 ' N
115° 12.54 I W

32° 22.98 'N
"5° 13. 02 ' W

32° 22.86'N
115° 11; 52 I W

32° 24.00'N
115° 12. 84 ",0/

~~ag . *

5.3

3.2

2.5

3.9

2.4

3.0

3.3

3.3

3.4

3.4

2.9

2.7

3.3

Name

Victoria

Victoria

Delta

Del ta

Delta

Del ta

Del ta

Del ta
Cerro Prieto

Del ta

De.:' ta

Delta

Delta

Del ta

Del ta

Del ta

Delta

Recorder

Kinemetrics

Kinemetrics

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Ter-ra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Terra Tech

Comments

S-p -1.7 secs

S-P -2.0 sec

Triggered on S

Triggered on S

Triggered on S

Triggered on 3

Triggered on S

Triggered on S

Triggered on S

* Cal Tech Magnitude (ML)

Note concerning the interval Oct. 25, 1979 through Mar. 8, 1980 at Station Victoria: T~e

Kinemetrics ~igital Recorder at Victoria recorded seve~ events during this period, with max~~~~

acceleration lev~ls CO-P) ranging from about 1Scm/sec 2 to 110cm/sec 2 , and S-P's generally "eS3

:.han 4.5 seconds..Lacking timing on the tape it has not yet been possiole to correlate :::.e3e
signals positively with the (Cal Tech) catalog of.nearby events.





TABLE 3A
1978 DATA (UCSD FILE R.tW78) ON TAPE

Epicenter ML~ Station UCSD EDIS Component amax Duration of Comments
Date/Time/ Inst. Type File Tape PEDr/Record
Location~ No. File (cm/sec 2)

Mar 11 • 1978 4.8 Victoria 101 1 S4501ti 451 0/14.68 ME
23:57:46.5 SMA-l 102 2 <.lp 328 0/ 9.00 M

320 15.50''t[ 103 3 3450E 458 0/ 9.67 M

11 5° 07 •75 "ti Del ta 201 4 S450".,r 128 0/16.67 MB
Si1A-l 202 5 up 286 0/10.00 M

203 6 3450 E 299 0/16.68 M

Mar 12, 1978 4.5 Victoria 301 7 S450w 410 0/11. 68 MB
00: 30: 17.3 Si'IA-l 302 8 up 88 0/ 7. 00 /1

320 19.30'N 303 9 3450E 452 0/11. 68 M

115°05.45' \{

Har 12, 1978 4.8 Victoria 401 10 3450 w 552 0/14.00 Me
18: 42: 24.0 3MA-1 402 11 up 218 0/10.00 /1

32° 15. 10' N 403 12 3450 E 324 0/13.99 M

11 5° 05 •90 "1'1

... Cal Tech determinationsI

T PED = Pre-Event Data





TABLE 3:3
1979 DATA CUCSD fILE R.~V79) ON TAPS

Epicenter '1 .. Station UCSD EDIS Component am ax Duration of CommentsI L'
Da<;e/Timer Inst. Type File Tape

Ccm/sec 2
PEDt/Record

Location No. File

Oct 10, 1979 4. 1 Delta 101 13 N8°w 145 0.301 AE
19:48:36.65 DCA-310 102 14 down 78 25.81
32° 17.73 'N 103 15 382°'1'1 141
115019.23 ' H Cerro Prieto 201 16 S570W 65 1.201 AE

DCA-310 202 17 down 57 23.65
203 18 $33°£ .42

Oct 15, 1979 6.6 Del ta 301 19 N80\~ 340 0.641 AS
23: 16:55.09 DCA-310 302 20 down 149 100. 15
320 38.37 ' N 303 21 S820W 231
li5019.68'W Cerro Prieto 401 22 S570,I'/ 154 0.741 AS

DCA-310 402 23 down 196 99.25
403 24 333°£ 163

Chihuahua 501 25 N120E 262 0.741 AS
DCA-310 502 26 down 211 51.59

503 27 N78°w 251
Compuertas 601 28 N150£ 184 4.761 NJ

DCA-310 602 29 down 72 57.03
603 30 N750'", 145

Agrarias 701 31 N30E 351 0.601 AEI
DCA-310 702 32 down 889 28.44

703 33 N87°'1'/ 230
Victoria 801 34 N750E 119 2.581 BE

DSA-1 802 35 up 57 86.38
803 36 N150W 165

Cucapah 901 37 N850E 303 9.041 CEH
DSA-1 902 38 up 136 92.54

Aeropuerto 1001 39 ·N450W 256 0/13.60 .""
"'"SMA-l 1002 40 up 156 0/11. 22 G

1003 41 N450E 319 0/14.76 G
Mexicali 1101 42 NOOoE 238 0/17.01 GD

Casa Flores 1102 43 up 328 0/15.77 G
SMA-l 1103 44 N90°{/ 435 0/18.97 G

Oct 15, 1979 5.2 Del ta 1201 45 N 8°W 108 AF
23: 19: 29.98 DCA-310 1202 46 down 24 0/18.13
32°45.94 'N 1203 47 382°{/ 58
115° 26 . 45 ",~

Dec 21 , 1979 4.8 Cnihuahua 1401 48 N120E 114 AF
20:40:23.26 DCA-310 1402 49 down 51 0/14.44
32027.03 ' N 1403 50 N780W 160
1150 11.72 I 'vi Compuertas 1501 51 N150E 181 AF

DCA-310 1502 52 down 54 0/13.74
1503 53 N750/l 72

Cucapah 1601 54 NS50E 165 1.801
DSA-1 1602 55 up 124- 45.89 CE:H

.. Caltech de~er~inationsI.. PED = Pre-Event Datar

1 /7
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TABLE 3C
1980 DATA (UCSD fILE R.MV80) ON TAPE

Epicentert I\t Station UCSD EDIS Component amax Duration of Comments
Date/Ti'lle ___ Inst. • Type . -File -- Tape ----_.~ ._.:.-. __ ._-~--. PEDf/Record
Location No. File (cm/sec 2 )

Jun 9, 1980 6.1 Chihuahua 101 56 S120W 182 0.051 A
03:28: 19.4 DCA-310 102 51 down 170 56.41
32° 11. 12' N 103 58 S780E 150
115°04.55 'w Victoria 201 59 N500E 959 2.01 BEKL

DSA-l 202 60 up 980 99.68
203 61 N400W 858

Cucapah 301 62 N850E 76 1.761 CEH
DSA-l 302 63 up 114 87.07

Cerro Prieto 461 64 N450E 613 0/24.49 GB
SMA-l 402 65 up 288 0125.55 G

403 66 N45QW 575 0/24.58 G
Mexicali 501 67 Nl00E 110 0/15.72 GD

SAHOP
SMA-l 502 68 up 56 0120.24 G

503 69 N800w 75 0/15.64 G
Mexicali 701 73 NOOoE 46 0/18.40 GD
Hospital
Basement 702 74 up 25 0/21.95 G

SMA-1 703 75 N900w 30 0125.59 G
2nd level 601 70 NOOoE 139 0126.10 GD

SMA-l 602 71 up 52 0/21.14 ,..
\.J

603 72 N90o\-i 73 0125.12 G
Roof 801 76 NOOoE 180 0/37.05 GD

SMA-l 802 77 up 69 0/20.87 G
803 78 N900~{ 126 0/36.14 '-'

Jun 9, 1980 Cerro Prieto 1401 82 N450E 137 0/15.43 Gas
03:29 SMA-1 1402 83 up 77 0/7.97 G
( immediate 1403 84 N4501d 104 0/10.23 G
aftershock)

Jun 9, 1980 4.9 Victoria 1201 79 N500E 272 3. 141 BP
03:30:04 DSA-l 1202 80 up 90 88.32 Q

and 1203 84 . N400W 382 R
Jun 9, 1980 5.3
03:30:28

Jun 9, 1980 4.3 Delta 2001 85 N80w 175 0.621 A
23:33:41.0 DCA-310 2002 86 up 347 15. 14
32021.90'N 2003 87 S820W 159
115°12. 90 '\~

Cerro Prieto 2101 88 N450E 64 0/7.80 GB
S~IA-l 2102 89 vert 32 0/2.92 G

2103 90 N450,,.[ 31 0/6.31 G
... Caltech determinationsI

t PED : Pre-Event Data

JI





~l Comments

A Accelerogram timed by internal clock

B Accelerogram timed by WWVB radio

C Accelerogram not timed: WWVB not recorded

D Accelerogram not timed

E Digital record~ng recovered first P-wave motions

F S-wave trigger

G Traces are not simultaneous due to digitization from original film
recording

H Third component failed

I Coupling of sensor and pier partially failed: Vertical component
unreliable, horizontal components probably less affected.

J Accelerogram triggered in time to record P-wave. but first non-zero
motions on all three components coinci~e with S.

K Difficulty in playback of cassette tape.

L Largest peak accelerations from recovered portions of accelerogram.

M Care was taken during digitization to keep traces simultaneous.

N Accelerogram timed by internal c~ock. but clock correction was not
obtained.

P Continuation of accelerogram from main shock CEDIS Tape File 59).

Q Continuation of accelerogram from main shock (EDIS Tape File 60).

R Continuation of accelerogram from main shock (EDIS Tape File 61).

S Accelerograph at Cerro Priet~ recorded continuously between main
shock (EDIS Fils 64, 65, 66) and these records. This constitutes
only segments which were digitized. Long period motion occurred
continuously between main shock and this aftershock.

r ~~j) ,
1-
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STRONG MOTION DATA RECORDED IN MEXICO

DURING THE OCTOBER 15 MAIN SHOCK

James N. Brune', Jorge Prince2, Frank L. Vernon 1111,

Enrique Mena2 and Richard S. Simons l

ABSTRACT

Seismic signals from the October 15 earthquake were recorded

at nine strong motion stations in the Northern Baja California array

operated jointly by Mexican and U.S. research interests. Seven of

the stations were occupied by three-component digitally-recording

accelerographs; the other two contained three-component film-recording

accelerographs. This report summarizes the peak accelerations and

velocities observed on all components, and the P and S phase arrival

times where possibleo Four of the stations lacked absolute timing and

one station triggered on the S phase rather than the P phase. Near the

border, most of the instruments recorded peak horizontal accelerations

of about 0.3g, decreasing to 0.17g at the farthest station. The

general pattern of strong motion shows con~iderable complexity.

From each of the digital stations we present playbacks of

th~ three-component accelerograms, as· well as integrations of the

acceleration records (without instrument correction) to show velocity

and displacement. To determine local magnitude, the digital horizontal



strong motion records were converted into equivalent Wood-Anderson

seismograms using a deconvolution-convolution technique. The average

magnitude from this group is about 6.3, which is somewhat lower than

the average magnitude determined to the northwest (6.6), suggesting

some focussing of energy to the northwest.

INTRODUCTION

The Imperial Valley earthquake of October 15, 1979 provided

a wealth of strong motion data, both south and north of the Mexico - U.S.

international border. Most important relative to the data presented

here, the earthquake was surrounded by instruments both in the direction

of rupture propagation (northwest in the Imperial Valley), and in the

direction away from rupture propagation (southeast to our array in

Baja California,-Mexico). In addition, it was recorded on a large

number of digital instruments (seven in our own array) allowing for

the first time a detailed comparison of the performance of digital

and conventional accelerographs.-

PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION OF DATA RECORDED
ON THE NORTHERN BAJA CALIFORNIA STRONG MOTION ARRAY

The North~rn Baja California strong motion array was installed

as a cooperative Mexico - U.S. project, with U.S. funding by the

National Science Foundation (NSF) Research Applied to National Needs

(RANN) and Applied Science and Research Applications (ASRA), and Mexican

funding by Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologla (CONACYT) and the

Institute of Engineering, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico.
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*Initially, 16 SMA-l film recording instruments were installed (Prince

et aL., 1977). Pri or to the October 15, 1979 Imperi a1 Vall ey earthquake

strong motion records were obtained from the Mesa de Andrade earthquake

of December 7, 1976 and the Victoria earthquake swarm of March 1978.

We subsequently replaced a number of the SMA-l instruments with 10

*digital accelerographs of the two kinds then available (Terra Technology

*and Kinemetrics in~truments), and deployed a cross array of stations to

study attenuation of strong motion perpendicular to the fault. At the

time of the October l~ earthquake, most of the digital instruments were

in operation (two had been temporarily diverted to record possible

aftershocks of the March 14, 1979 Petatlan, Mexico earthquake) and most

of the piers in the cross array had instruments on them. The part of

the array in the Mexicali Valley is shown in Figure 1. Aside from the

instruments in the regular array, one instrument operated by the

Secretaria de Asentamientos Humanos y Obras Publicas (SAHOP) - UNAM was

temporarily at the private residence of Mr. Alfonso Flores in Mexicali.

Most of the instruments performed well. However, no radio

time was recorded on any of the Kinemetrics instruments (two digital

and two SMA-l, all relying on WWVB radio for time); one of the Terra
. *Technology DCA 310 digital instruments malfunctioned and we have not

been able yet to read the cassette tape from it; and another Terra

Technology instrument had unexplained erratic low bit behavior. One

channel of one of the Kinemetrics digital recorders also failed.

One presumably erroneous recording of a high frequency vertical

acceleration occurred at the station Agrarias (~Oo8g at frequencies of

~30 Hz). Inspection of this 1nstru~ent after the earthquake revealed

-*--
The use of trade names in this publication is intended for descriDtive

purpose only and does not constitute endorsement by the U.S.G.S. .



that one of the mounting bolts was loose on the accelerometer package

and this was very likely the cause of the anomalous high frequencies

recorded. One corner of the accelerometer package could be oscillated

vertically a small amount with one finger. However, the package could

not be moved horizontally, and thus we believe that aside from the high

frequency cross coupling (which can be filtered o~t) the horizontal

records should be reliable, especially the velocity and displacement.

In all, for the main event we obtained 11 records (seven Terra Technology

DCA 310, two Kinemetrits digital DSA-l and two Kinemetrics photographic

SMA-l). Table 1 lists the location, orientation and peak accelerations

for these records.

Near the border, most of the instruments recorded peak

horizontal accelerations of about 0.3g, decreasing to 0.17g at the

f~rthest station. The Cerro Prieto record is of special interest since

it is the only record obtained on solid rock south of the border. The

stations on solid rock north of the. border which recorded this earthquake

were at larger distances and recorded considerably lower accelerations

(Matthiesen and Porcello, this volume). Cerro Prieto is a massive

volcanic cone emplaced through the thick sediments of the Mexicali

Valley. Its higher rigidity would normally be expected to reduce the

surface accelerations. However, since it is connected to the basement

beneath the sediments, one might expect it to transmit high frequency

energy to the surface more efficiently than sediments, thus tending to

increase the accelerations. Its peak acceleration ;s somewhat lower

than that for nearby stations in sediments. However, its predominant

frequency appears to be higher.

/7



Figure 2 shows a plot of peak accelerations as a function of

distance from the intersection of the Imperial Fault with the international

border, including some of the stations north of the border (Matthiesen

and Porcello, this volume). The accelerations to the southeast are

quite high to fairly large distances, i.e., they do not show a sharp

falloff with distance near the epicenter. The high acceleration

observed at Delta at a distance of 33 km is quite surprising.

Figures 3 through 9 show the (unprocessed) three-component

acceleration records Qbtained from the digital accelerographs. Note

that the station'Compuertas triggered on the S-wave, not the P-wave.

We have done a preliminary integration of the acceleration

records to obtain particle velocities and displacements for some of

the stations, following Trifunac and Lee (1973). The results are

shown in Figures· 10 through 29. The records have not been corrected

for instrument response at high frequencies. The high pass filter

taken for these integrations has a corner frequency of 0.6 Hz .. The

peak values of velocity for thes~ stations are listed on the figures

and tabulated in Table 1.

ARRIVAL TIMES

Since 'the digital strong motion instruments had delayed

recording of 1.6 sec, we can accurately read the onsets of P waves as

well as S waves. We have interpreted arrival times as indicated (by

dots) on the records shown in Figures 3 through 9. The tabulated

values are shown in Table 1.



MAGNITUDES

Since there are no Wood-Anderson recordings to the southeast

of the epicenter, the determination of local magnitude, ML, based

primarily on stations to the northwest could be seriously biased,

especially if the rupture propagation focussed en!=rgy tow.ard the

northwesto In orde~ to partly remedy this situation, we have converted

the digital strong motion records from the Northern Baja California

array into Wood-Andergon equivalent records using the deconvo1ution

convolution technique suggested by Kanamori and Jennings (1978), arid

a program to do this written by Alejandro Nava. Magnitudes were then

computed from these mock Wood-Anderson records using the standard tables.

These magnitudes are listed in Table 1. The average magnitudes from

this group of determinations is 6.34. The only solid rock recording~

from Cerro Prieto, gives a comparable value of 6.2. These magnitudes

are somewhat lower than the average, of the magnitudes determined to

the northwest, 6.6 (Johnson, this volume) and suggest some focus~ing

of energy to the northwesto Thus, the magnitude which would have been

obtained from a uniform sampling of Wood-Anderson records at all

azimuths would probably have been about 6.5.

CONCLUSION

The strong motion records of the October 15, 1979 Imperial

Valley earthquake recorded in Mexico, combined with the large number of
~--- - .

records recorded north of the border provide relatively complete

azimuthal coverage with strong motion recordings, i.e., both in the

/f



direction of rupture propagation (northeast) and in the opposite

direction. The accelerations (and velocities) are generally higher

along the fault to the northwest in the Imperial Valley; however, the

pattern of strong motion shows considerable complexity, which is not

explained by a simple propagating point source. This may be a result

of non-uniform displacement along the rupture and/or structural

inhomogeneities. The ML magnitudes estimated fromfue strong motion

records is about 6.3, somewhat lower than the average magnitude

determined from stati6ns to the northwest. Because the data for this

earthquake is so extensive, we anticipate that further study will

lead to a better understanding of rupture propagation for this earthquake

than has been possible for any previous earthquake.
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TABLE 1
(cont'd)

7 SM = Kinemetrics SMA-l Film Recorder.
TT = Terra Technology Digital Recorder.
KN = Kinemetrics Digital Recorder.

*This station was temporarily located at the Flores residence in Mexicali,
approximately 1 km east of the normal Mexicali SAHOP station
(No. 6619). The coordinates given here are those of the Flores
residence.

** S - t or S - P is questionable.

*** No absolute timing at station.

**** Film recorders. Acceleration traces could therefore not be readily
integrated for velocity or deconvolved/convolved for magnitude.
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APPENDIX I II

?RELIMIN~RY EVALUATION OF SITE EFFSCTS AT DIGITAL

ACCELEROGRAPH SITES, t~XICALI VALLEY, 112XICO

Jobn G. Anderson

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics

Scripps Insti tution of Oceanography

University of California, san Diego

La Jolla, California 92093

Abstract

An analysis of relative coda a-r:plitudes on six digital accelero-

grar,s frar: the ()::)tober 15. 1919 earthquake was carried out. Coda aT;pli-

tudes are greater at cerro Prieto and at Del ta than at other stations.

A larger data set needs to be studied before statistically significant

concl usions can be reached on the relative site factors at these

accel erographs •

Introduction

The coda of local earthquakes. wbich is the portion of local

seisr,ogra1ls of decaying a'tplitudes after the prhary pbases have

arrived. can be used to evaluate relative site effects on seisr.ic ground

!l'.otions. This is known frm results of Aki (1969). wt;o found relative

coda arplitudes for site~ near Parkfield, California ranging frox 1.0 to

7.8. Tsujiura (1978) al50studied-reldtive-site-excHation, and found

tr.at the ar;plification :is frequency dependent. n,is frequency-dependent

relative site a7.plification can also, in principle, be derivej frex a

sufficientl y detailed rr.oJel for \.lnderground structure near eact. si te,
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and in the :r;etropolitan Tokyo a:-ea, Tsujiura (1973) suggests that tbe

tloT.) :retbods appear to be consistent. The coda method is :r;ucb shpler.

~hth the advent of digital recording of strong earthquake ground

motion (eg., Anderson et 22., 1982) it ltay beco:r.e possible to derive the

site cnplification by weans of the coda metbod using tbe sate instru-

rtents vtlicb bave recorded significant accelerogra-r:s. Indeed, there is a

possibili ty tbat tbe coda generated by a signi ficant earthquake can be

used to derive relative site a:r.plifications. ~'le note tbat this is not

feasible witb analog-recordin;? accelerograpbs because tbe later portion

of the coda of large events, and also tbe Staller aftershocks, are not

ust;ally digitized, pri'T,arily becat;se of a low signal-to-noise ratio.

In Uris paper the coda of six digital strong :r,otion accelerograxs

frm the I7.pel"ial Valley earthqt;ake of October 15, 1979 is used to esti-

:tate relative site effects at the accelerograph sites. There is a

difference between the coda anal yzed in tbis study and tb~ codas wrdcr,

have been analyzed previously. In particular, studies by Aki (1969,

1980, 1981), Aki and Crouet (1975), Tsujiura (1979), and Rautian and

Khal turin (1978) all used snall eartbquakes for the source excitation,

in which the coda is excited by a source wrlicr: is brief in tirte and

localized in space. The theoretical basis f'Jr coda analy~is implicitly

aSS1.A'"tes these properties (eg. Aki and Cr.ouet, 1975).T!le source of the

L'tperial Valley eartbquake, in contrast, probably lasted 10 to 20

seconds, and cr'.ay c,ave exci t ed i:r;r: ediate aftersbocks. Tbe accelerogra:r,s.
provide data on groLo"Ild :r,oUon for ti:r.es of up t.o aoout 100 seconds after

the orl!in ti:r;e of tbe eartb qua ke , but to cCIT.pareseveral stations one

is forced to exa:r.ine data in the tirr,es between 40 to 90 seconds of tbe

-=10
.-"." (
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origin of tbe earthquake. Tbe 3round :T;otion in this tilf;e window must

consist at least par-tly of coda, as an elapsed the of 40 seconds is

sufficient for tbe coda of sr;all earthquakes to be establisbed. Furth-

er:Lore, direct body wave arrival s frox the pr-i:Lary st·ock arrive prior to

tbis tine interval. However, aftershocks and slow sur-face waves :rdght

be assL."T,ej present in this time interval and appear as noise (possibly

stronger than H:e sighal at tirtes) in H!e coda anal ysis.

Data Anal ysi s

Figure 1 shows tbe locations of digital accelerograpbs in l1exico

which record ed tbe I'T; peri a1 Valle y earthquake. Fig ure 2 ill ustrates 'tbe

tixes instr1..c.'T;ents to the south of tbe U.S.-:-lexico border were operat)ng,

relative to orig in tim e of the earthquake. Tbe tdgser ti:r:es at Aero-

puerto, Gasa de AI fonso, Cucapar:, and Victoria are inferred freT, the S-

wave arrival ti:r.es at those stations and tbe linear approxi-r.ation to the

S-wave arrival times at sites ...itb absolute the contrc~ (>\srarias.

Cbibuahua, Cmpuertas, Cerro Prieto, Delta). We note that the S-wave

arrival tirr;e at Cerro Prieto deviates fr!::rr. this linear approximation by

about 2.3 seconds; tbi s is not sur prising because H.e Cerro Prieto si te

is located on a volcano, with a consequent higber velocity patb for P-

and S-waves to that site. All otr:el'" sites are on Colorado River delta

sedirtents.

The assurption of the coda :T,ett:od for site analysis is that when

coda· at different sites are cOlT.pared for the sar.e tixe interval, and in

the saCT;e frequency band, the local site effect is the only source of

arplitude differences. Therefore each a()ce1erogra-r, was considered in 10

second the windows fr-orr. 40-50 se.::, 50-GO sec, 60-70 sec, 70-80 sec, and
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80-90 sec after the orig in ti:r;e of tbe earthquake. Accelerograms in

eacr, of tr:ese time intervals were tapered with a cosine-squared taper to

rer,ove end effects of ttl€ window. and then fil tered into frequency

bands: 0.2-').5 Hz, 0.5-1.0 Hz. 1.0-2.0 Hz. 2.0-5.0 Hz. 5.0-10.0 Hz, and

10.0-20.0 Hz. Filtering was carried out nUTierically by transfoM',ing to

the frequency dOIT,ain. !T,ultiplying the Fot-orier component at frequency f

by

[ 1 + (fl f H) 5 r 1{ 1 - [ 1 + (fl f L)5 J -1 } (1)

where f
L and f H are the lower and bigher li!T:its of the frequency band.

an::i tben per fom ing tbe inverse Fourier tr an sfom; • Tbe RMS accel eration

in eacb frequency band was co:r;puted fro-x ttle fil tered accelerogra'rl in

tbe ti1i e dar. ain.

accelerations.

Figure 3 sbows an exa1iple of original and fil tered

Figt-ore 4 shows one borizontal component of acceleration from eacb

of the six stati ons which were record i ng in the tim e interva1 40-50 sec.

The stations are arranged according to increasing distance from the

source (Cucapa.~, closest. to Victoria. fartbest). n!ere are obvious

differences in the relative aT:plitudes at the stations, with Delta and

Cerro Prieto tbe largest, and Cucapah H!e ST, allest. . Thus if the

arrivals in this time interval may validly be regarded as coda, then

tt.ere are signi ficant relative si te arr,plification factors.

He used tbe square root of R."lS acceleration to cr.aracteri ze the

cnplitudes in each ti1ie band. These factors for tbe traces in Fig. 4

are: Cucapab, 1.77 ; Cbibuabua, 1.26; Corr,puertas. ~.77; Cerro Prieto,

.§..51; Delta, lJ..54; Victoria, 1.06; These factors see:n to be a reason-

ao}e repl"esentation of the relative level s pf these ac,?elerogra-r,s. By
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the use of R:1S acceleration, it becOlies possible to easily ccmpare rela

tive coda a.1:plitudes as a function of frequency, as was done by Tsujiura

(1978). FiglZ'e 5 shows values of (R~S)1/2 at all stati.ons nomalized to

the arr:plitvdes wbich were observed at Victoria. Average values of ttle

R:~S accel eration from the two tori zontal components at each station were

found fir st, and the square roots of these averages were used to derive

the ratios sbown in Figure 5.

The decision to use the ar,plitudes at Victoria to nor:r.alize the

coda a:r.pl itudes at others sites was not arbitrary. As seen in Figure 2,

Cucapab. D:lta, and Victoria yielded the records of longest duration, so

tbat the cboice was ar.ong tbose tbree: Based on Figure 4, and other

cox pari sons , tbe si te at D:l ta appears to be anc:r alous. Fur tberrr. ore , at

Cucapah, one of the two horizontal car,ponents failed, and it was judged

that the aT:plitudes fro~, a single component would be less reliable than

the average of two t!orizontal caTJponents at Victoria. We note, t;owever,

that Victoria is a good choice based on the merits of its records. The

noise level on the accelerograph there (a Kinenetrics 03.1\-1) was lower

than the noise at the other sites. Furthermore, as it is farthest frorr.

the faul t rupture, it is le9st likely to be affected by s,all aft

ershocks. A disadvantage to tbe Vict:)ria site is that direct waves with

a group velocity of 1.0 krr./sec to 2.0 krr./sec could be arriving frar. the

northern lirr. its of rupture in the time windows considered.

One initial idea was that if the codas were contaT.inated by direct

arrivals, a:r,plitudes W':)uld at least be tending tOHard those of a pure

coda. and the ratios in Fisure 5 w:)uld thus asyr;ptotically approacb a

final valLJe for later ti:r,e windows. Trlis hypotbesi zed asy:r,ptotic
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bebavior was not generally obvious, but perusal of Figure 5 srows scme

cases where it is sugg ested. suer: as in the 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz frequency

band at all stations. In general. however. plots of these ratios with

tirte do not give strong reasons for choosing the ratios in one ti:r.e

interval over that in another interval. Based on data which are plotted

by Tsujiura (1973. Figure 5.2). coda a1:plitude ratios in bis st.udy have

a scatter of a factor of about 2.5. In Figure 5, scatter of greater

than a factor of 3 oectz's in only two situations: bet.ween 5Hz and 20 Hz

at Cucapah. and between 0.2 Hz and 1.0 Hz at Cc:r,puertas. The sudden

jLA"tp in hig!"; frequency a1iplitudes at Cucapab at 70 sec to go sec is

apparentl y caused by an aftersr:cck; tbe scatter at Co:tpuertas is unex

plained at present. Because the scatter of data at tbe re:r, aining fre

quencies and stations is more or less consistent witt; tbat observed by

Tsujiura, it is concluded that tbis scatter does not contradict the

hypothesis that tbe relative eoda a'T:plitudes whicb are observed here are

representative of site effects.

Discussion

Figure 5 gives a reasonable first approxhation of relative site

effects on coda a"Lplitudes at six of tbe digi tal stations which recorded

the October 15.1979 earthqt;ak-:. Table 1 sL.."1irr.arizes these data by giv

ing tbe a:ejian values of relative a'T;plification for eacb station. Tbe

uncertainty associated with entries in Table 1 is estirtat.ed to be in the

v icj nity of a :T.ul ti pI icative factor of 2, on the average. at the 95;

confidence level. Fro:!'. Fi~ul"e 5 and Table 1, using this esthate. it

appears that the site factors at Cerro Prieto and at Delta differ signi

fi(:antly fro:!'. L:nit.y across the entire frequency band.
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In Figure 6. these factor's have been applied to

acceleration and distance. to see bow the shape

a plot of peak

of the curve is

affected. Figure 6A shows peak acceleration as read frO:Ti the original

accelerogra:r.s. In Figure 6B. correction factors for the 5.0 Hz to 10.0

Hz frequency band have been applied, with points for Victoria held

fixed. n,e correction factors control the relative a'tplitudes. but the

absolute level in Figure 68 is not controlled. These corrections have

drastically altered the shape of the attenuation curves by hplying a

ll'.ucb steeper slope for di stances less tban 25 !cr,. The trend toward

increasing acceleration frorr. 25 m, to 45 m, is l,msatisfactory. Relativ

coda anplitudes fro:n a :Tiore extensive set of re:::ords sbould be analyzed

to establish wI-lether or not these relative a'tplitudes may be used to

red uce the scatter in strong rr.otion attent:3tion data.
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TABlE 1 - Median values of sHe effects relative to

station Victoria, based on coda crr.plitudes f1"'o.T, tbe

October 15. 1979 accelerograTls.

Frequency band. Hz

Station 0.2-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0-2.0 2.0-5.0 • 5.0-10.0 10.0-20.0

Cucapab 0.66 0.83 1.05 0.67 0.53 0.93

Chihuahua 1.79 1. 63 1. 40 1.35 1.04 2.00

Co:r.puertas 0.61 0.49 0.52 0.95 1.56 2.38

Cerro ~ieto 2.37 2.25 2.67 2.54 1.52 3.83

Del ta 5.40 5.40 5.43 4.51 2.55 3.47
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1- Map of I'!perial Valley - Nexicali Valley witY, epicenter of October

15, 1979 earthquake and accelerograph sites in t-1exico.

2- Ti-tes after origin ti:r,e of Oct-obel'" 15, 1919 earthquake during which

accelerograpbs in Mex iCD were operating. Vertical 1 ines to

represent inst::"ur,ent operation are drawn at the distance between

the epicenter of the earthquake at the station.

3- Accelerograrr. fro:t station Delta (N80~n in the tirr.e interval 40.0 to

50.0 sec after tbe origin the of the earthquake. Band-pass fil-

tered traces are shown offset frox the vertical axis for clarity.

4- Hori zonta} bGind-pass fil tered accelercgraT.s in tbe freqt;ency band

2.0 Hz to 5.9 Hz, for the tirr;e interval 40 to 50 seconds, fro:[ all

six digital stations whioh were operating at tbe ti:r,e. All traces

except Cucapah are offset frQ:t zero acceleration for clarity.

5- Coda crTlplitt;de ratios for the bori zontal co:tponent of acceleration,

as a function of frequency. Different sy:r.bols indicate different

the interv al~, as described, in tbe 1 egend •

6- A. peak accel erations, plotted against epi central di stance, for the

six stations subj ected to coda anal ysis •

B. Corrected peak accelerat.ions based on relative coda crT:plitlXies,

relative to peak a'f.pl i tudes at Vict.oria, which were held fixed.

nd~absolute level in part Bis not cont!'olled.
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3- Accelerogra:r. frOT. station Del ta (;~30·.n in the' the interval 40.0 to
50.0 sec after, the origin the of the earthquake. Band-pass fil
tered traces are sbol-ln offset freT. tbe vertical axis f'jr clarity.

4- Hori zental band-pass fil terej accel erograT, s in tt:e freqvet~cy band
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ABSTRACT

Spectral attenuation of SH-waves has been studied to infer Q along the

Imperial Fault. 1he data set consists of six aftershocks of the Imperial Val-

ley earthquake (15 October 1979. ~ = 6.6) digitally recorded up to a distance

of 51km. Al though there is large variance ir. Q-1 due to scatter in the data.

Q below 3.75krn appears to be a function of frequency (increasing from about 60

at 3Hz to 500 at 25Hz). High Q values obtained at high frequencies strongly

suggest that scattering has not removed a sigr.ificant amount of energy from

the signals ar.d thus, the observed result. Q varying with frequency, is not

due to scattering. For sources below 4km the observed average SH-wave spec

tral crnplitudes. ACf.R) along the fault can be fit by

A( f R) _ S( f) -lTft* -lTft/Q( f)
• - -R- e e

t Present address: Sierra Geophysics. 15446 Bell-Red Rd., Ste.
400. Redmond. ·washington 98052



where f = frequency. R = hypocentral distance. S( f) = source factor. Q( f) =
quality factor below about 3.75km. and t = travel time up to 3.75km below the

surface. '!he value 0('£* for 'the' upperj.75km is probably between 0.027 and

0.047 (average Q between 100 and 60) depending upon the fall off of S(f) with

f (r3 or r 2 ) beyond the corner frequency.

INTRODUCTION

O1e of the most critical parameters in simulating earthquake ground

motions is the seismic quality factor. Q. Even at short distances, Q is

likel y to play an important role in the attenuation of seism ic shear waves at

frequencies above about 1Hz. Present day uncertainty in Q leads to a

corresponding uncertainty in the seismic design of buildings and critical

structures in earthquake prone areas.

several regressions on peak ground motion with distance have been made in

the past (e.g., Joyner~~, 1981; Boore ~ al., 1980). Attenuation of

Fourier amplitude spectra with distance for california earthquakes has been

studied b~ Trifunac [1976], McGuire [1978]. and McGuire ~~ [1980].

Trifunac [1976] reported that the attenution with distance is essentially fre

quency independent and thus the shape of the spectra does not vary appreciably

in the distance range between about 10 and 100km. He found that the attenua

tion of Fourier amplitudes is adequately described by the empirical amplitude

attenuation function of Richter (1958]. McGuire [1978]. in a similar stUdy

but with sanewhat different data set, found the attenuation of Fourier am pI i

tudes with distance as R-b where R is the hypocentral distance and b increases

wi th frequency. The data set for these studies canes fran earthquakes with

M > 5 and frem different regions of california. 'D'1us the results frem these

studies provide an average attenuation relation for California.



It is reasonable to assume that large differences in upper crustal struc

ture will result in large differences in attenuation of seisnic waves. Thus,

each region should be studied separately. Ideally. for a given region. the

data should ccme fran mall earthquakes (so that the events could be assuned

simple point sources) recorded over large epicentral distances and the crustal

structure should be known. If the crust could be approximated by horizontal

layers then the theoretical spectra. calculated for different distributions Q.

could be matched with data to determine the Q structure of the crust. How

ever. since at wavelengths of interest here (-1001T. to 3km) the crust is likely

to be laterally heterogeneous, the observed attenuation would include the

effect of scattering losses as well as the effect of intrinsic Q.

In this study we present results of spectral attenuation of SH-waves

along the Imperial fault. The data consists of six aftershocks

(3.0 ~ ML ~ 3.4) of the 15 Oct 1979 (ML = 6.6) earthquake which were digitally

recorded up to a distance of 51~. The interpretation of the observed average

spectra as a function of epicentral distance supports a frequency-dependent Q

model.

DATA

Aftershock data used in this study were obtained from portable digital

event recorders operated by the Centro de Investigacin Cientfica y de Educacin

Superior de Ensenada (CICESE), the Institute of Geophysics and PI anetary Phy

sics (IGPP), Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California at

San Diego. an,!-~~e U.S•. Geological SUrvey (USGS), Menlo Park. Only those

events which triggered three or more stations in an epicentral distance of at

least 30km were selected. Six

criterion. Table gives

aftershocks (3.0 ~ ML ~ 3.4)

relevant data on these events.

ful filled this

Locations of the



events and the stations are shown in Figure 1. Events 3. 7 and 9 occurred

towards the north. events 6 and 8 towards the south. and event 12 was located

near the center of the fault segment which broke during the main shock.

CICESE stations utilized modified Terra Tech DCA 300 recorders whereas IGPP

stations were equipped with Terra Tech DCS 302 recorders. Sensors were

Kinernetric 5-sec and Geotech 1-sec seismometers. Specifications of USGS sta

tions (Sprengnether DR100) are given by Fletcher ~~. [1981]. Data reduc

tion procedures for IGPP/CICESE ar.d USGS stations are given by~~ al.

[1980] and Fletcher et~. [1981], respectively.

All stations were equipped with three-component sensors. Hori~ntal sen

sors were oriented N45 0 E and N45 0 W at all CICESE/ IGPP stations and in N-S. E-W

directions at USGS stations. In theory, the S-wave motion at each station can

be resolved in azimuthal (SH) and radial components and. applying a radiation

pattern correction, the SH motion can be reduced to the expected SH motion at

a staticn located at the sam e epicentral distance along the faul t. In prac

tice, correctir~ for the radiation pattern results in an unreliable signal and

is very error prone at the frequencies of interest in this study (> 1Hz). We

find that stations which are expected to be nearly nodal for P and radial S

show significant. amount of energy for these phases. The same is true for sta

tions expected to be nearly nodal for SH-wave (see also Boore and Fletcher,

1981, Table 7). To avoid large errors caused by radiation pattern correction.

we have chosen or~y those stations which were located near the fault plane

and, in a few cases. near the auxiliary plane. Focal mechanisms of events 7

and 9 are given by~~ Fletcher [1981] and for event 12 by R. Archuleta

(personal communication. 1981). Although these solutions vary slightly, they

are consistent with a vertical right lateral strike-slip fault with a strike

of about N330 W. We shall assune this mechanism for all six events considered



here. USGS stations were rotated to obtain the SH component. For CICESElIGPP

stations N45 0 E component was taken as recording SH motion. N450E is within

about 150 from the true azimuthal direction for these stations and events

(Figure 1). Tests with USGS data showed that rotation. generally. did not

change the spectra in an appreciable manner.

About 2 to 4 seconds of S-wave signal were selected for analysis.

Fourier displacerr.ent spectra were calculated after applying an instrUliental

correction. Table 2 gives stations which provided data for each event. Spec

tra fran IVC and HED were found to be ancxrlalous. Signals and spectra fran IVC

were much lower than expected, perhaps because of instrumental problems or due

to its location in a large school bUildir~. Spectra frerr. HED appear reason

able at lower frequencies but attenuated much faster at higher frequencies

than nearby stations COM and IAA. This is true for events both to the NW

(events 3. 1. and 9) and to the SE (events 6 and 8) of HED. The anomalous

character of the spectra may be due to local site conditions. HED was located

on a sand dune. Whatever tbe cause of tbe anomalous ,behavior of these t~

stations, the data from these stations were discarded since our interest here

is in an investigation of average attenuation along the lmperial fault rather

than stUdying local site effects.

In order to obtain spectral values at the sa~e frequency points for all

stations and events. the calculated spectra were globally fit with cubic

splines constrained to have continuous first and second order derivatives. and

interpolated. The spectra were then smoothed by a low pass filter to remove

extreme roughness yet preserving their basic character. For USGS stations

only the plots of the signal arA the S-wave spectra were available to us at

the time of this study. The spectral amplitudes for these stations were

smoothed by eye. t'ead. fit by global splines and interpolated.



Spectra of the selected events showed no apparent difference in the

corner frequencies at the same epicentral distance range r. although amplitude

ievels varied. For a given event the spectra at stations in the epicentral

distance ranges 2 < r < 14l<m. 22 ~ r ~ 25. 5l<m • 29.5 ~ r < 33.5l<m. and

43 ~ r < 51l<m were similar. For any given event. the recordings were avail

able from only a few stations (Table 2). Rather than analyze individual

events separatel y. it was decided to scale all the events so that the data

could be thought of as being obtained from a single aftershock. The scale

factors. given in Table 1. were obtained by shifting the spectral plots so

that the spectra for stations in groups A (2 ~ r £ 14l<m). B (22 < r ~ 24.5l<m),

C (29.5 ~ r £ 33.5l<m). and 0 (In < r < 51l<m) of different events approximately

matched. Scaled station spectra for group A are shown in Figure 2. Spectra

in all groups show considerable scatter and oscillation. In order to obtain a

representative spectra for each group. the logarit~m of spectra in each group

was averaged. Figure 3 shows these log averaged spectra along with flanking

curves for + one standard deviation. (We have also analyzed the data by tak

ing average of the amplitudes rather than the log average. The conolusions

reaohed in this paper are not sensitive to the choice of the averaging pro

oess.) The numb~rs of stations in groups A, B. C. and Dare 10. 3. 8, and 5,

respectively (Table 3). The average epioentral distance for stations in

groups A, B. C. and 0 are 8. 23. 31.8, and 47 .3l<m • respectively. The average

focal depth of the events is 8.5 :!:. 1.4\qn. Narrow band filtering at 10-20Hz

verified that the high frequency part of the speotra oorresponds to primarily

S wave energy. even at the greatest distances.

INTERPRETATION

Figure 3 shows our basic data for the average attenuation of SH waves

along the Imperial fault. Although the data has been obtained f,om different



events and instruments the ~ean curves in these figures should represent the

average characteristics of the spectra at epicentral distances of about 8. 23,

32, and 47k:n.

CNr model for interpretation of the data is

A( f ,R) =¥ e-ttft/ Q (1)

where A(f,R) is the spectral amplitude at frequency f and hypocentral distance

R = (r2 + 8.52 )1/2, sen = source factor, t = total travel time, and Q = qual

ity factor. This is a very simple model valid for a point source in a homo

geneous, isotropic, infinite space and ~ priori might not provide adequate

description of attenuation for the complicated Imperial Valley structure

(McMechan and Mooney, 1980]. In order to test the validity of Eq. (1) we gen

erated synthetic SH-wave spectra using the Apsel-Luco synthetic sei~jogram

code (Apsel, 1979]. calculations were made for a point dislocation. with

Heaviside sliP. buried at 8~ and correspondir~ to a strike-slip faulting on a

vertical fault plane. 1he receivers were located along the fault plane. The

crustal model adopted for shear waves. based on the P-wave model 0 f McMechan

and Mooney [1980], is given in Table 4. 1he spectra were calculated at epi

central ranges corresponding to the actual earthquakes and stations (Table 3).

These spectra were divided into groups A to D. smoothed and log averaged fol

lowir~ the same procedure as used for the observed data. Two test cases were

considered. In the first case the Q of each layer was effectively infinite.

It was found that the smoothed spectra decreased very nearly as 1/R, indepen

dent of frequency. in epicentra1 range of interest. S(f), as expected, was

constant with frequency. This means that 1/ R the gecxr.etrical spreading

assumption in Eq. (1) does not introduce an important error.

In the second test case we assigned Q to each layer according to the fol

lowing relation:



(2 )

where ,B = shear wave velocity of the layer (lim/sec). Calculated spectra were
I

smoothed. log averaged, and grouped. From these average spectra at the four

average epicentral distances of 8.0. 23.0, 31.8. and 47.3km. we attempted to

recover the source factor S( f) and Q. Taking logarithn: (base 10) of both

sides. Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

log ACf.R) + log R = log SCf) _ 11• 384 f! t •
I 1

For each frequency we have four data points and tv«) unknowns. Solving EQ (3)

at each frequency we obtained Q: 250, independent of frequency, but the

inferred source factor. scn. instead of being constant with frequency. as was

actually the case. decayed rapidly with f. The reason turned out to be sim-

pIe. The upper crustal layers have very low velocities CTable 4) with ,B
I

increasing from about 0.5km/sec at the surface to about 2.5kIr./sec at 4km. For

sources below 4km the waves travel nearly verticall y through these layers and

the travel time is essentially independent of distance. Thus the attenuation

in the upper shallow layers is essentially independent of distance and the

method cannot distinguish this fran a variation in source spectrUli. Let

t*: r dt/Q = ts/Qs where t s is the vertical travel time in the upper 4l<m
pJth

of crust and Os is the equivalent O. t* is nearly independent of R for these

nearl y vertical! y incident rays. For the Imperial Valley crustal structure,

Eq. (1) can then be rewritten as

_ S( f)e-wft* e-Tfft/Q
AC f ,R) - R (4 )

where t now is total travel time minus t s and Q is the quality factor of the

layered half-space below the stack with t* : constal".t. Equation (4) can be

written as



where

log A( f ,R) + log R = log G(f) _ :1.364 f: t
: Q I

G(f) = S(f) -w ft*e •

We reinterpreted the theoretical spectra for case two by including the effect

of constant t* in the upper 3.75km. For the model (Table 4) t s is about 2.7

sec and t* = 0.113. The resulting Q was about 280 with both Q and S(f)

independent of frequency. Predicted spectra with t* = 0.113 and Q = 280 in

Eq. (4) are in excellent agreement with the calculated average spectra of case

two (Figure 4).

From the test cases we concl ude the following:

(1) l/R is reasonable for a geometrical spreading factor for the Imperial

Valley crustal structure in the epicentral range of interest in this

study.

(2) For the L'Ilperial Valley crustal structure it is reasonable to assune that

the shear waves would propagate vertically in the upper 4l<rri or so of the

crust. For this reason, it is not possible to deterrr.ine Q of these upper

layers fran sources located below 4km without making assUllptions regard-

ing the SOllrce factor S(O. We can only solve for G(f) in Eq. (6) and

the average Q of the assU'lied hal f-space model below 4km.

(3) Considering the vertical distribution of Q due to the layering, it is

remarkable that the simple relation given in Eq. (4) (with constant Q)

predicts the average synthetic spectra of case two so well. This gives

us confidence that the observed data can also be interpreted with Eq.

(4) •

For the interpretation of the actual observed spectra we followed the

same procedure as for case two. At each frequency point t the observed aver-



aged spectral values, A(f,R), at the four epicentral ranges were used to solve

for G and 0- 1 in Eq.(S). Figures 5and6 show plots ofG(f) and 0- 1• 0

clearly appears to be a function of frequency, increasing fran about 60 at 3Hz

to about 500 at 25Hz. U1e variance in log A( f ,R) can be roughly assigned as

0.123 (s.d. =~ 0.35) independent of f and R (see Figure 3). Variance in Q-1

corresponding to this variance in log A(f,R) was calculated. Figure 6 shows +

one s.d. curves for 0-1 • Large s.d. in the value of 0- 1 implies that 0-1 is

not well constrained.

In order to see if a constant 0 below 3.15kIt would fit the data equally

well, we SQlved Eq. (5) at all frequencies and ranges simultaneously con

straining 0 to be a constant. This resulted in a Q of about 240. Predicted

spectra at the four ranges with 0 as a function of frequency and 0 = 240 are

shown in Figure 3 along with observed spectra. It is not surprising that O( f)

model predicts the observed average spectra better than 0 = constant ~odel,

since O(f) was obtained by fitting the data at each frequency. At close dis

tances the constant 0 model underestimates the average spectra at lower fre

quencies, and overestimates it at higher frequencies (Group A, Figure 3a).

The converse is true at far distances (Group D, Figure 3d). This can be seen

more clearly in .Figure 1. Neither of the two models fit the observed data

well for group B (Figures 3b and 1b). This is probably because only three

spectra were available in this distance range (Table 3) and two of these were

from the same station (IAA). Local site conditions may have resulted in the

anomalous nature of the observed average spectra. Al though the constant 0

model predicts the spectra roughly within the error of the data (except for

group B where the O( f) ~odel al so does not fit well at low frequencies) the

misfit .... to observed average data at close and far distances suggests that O( f)

is a ~ore acceptable model. Cbserved similar average spectral shapes at dif-



ferent distance ranges is best explained by frequency dependent Q below about

4km. Our experience with depth dependent Q in the second model, as discussed

earlier, shows that Q(z) can be approximated by an average constant Q indepen-

dent of frequency. Thus variation of Q with depth is not a likely explanation

for the frequency dependence of the observed Q. It is possible that the stan~

dard error in observed average data (Figure 3) would decrease if each indivi-

dual spectra were heavily smoothed before averaging. This would result in

smaller variance of Q-1. This, however, has not been attempted here.

Further support for the Q( f) model comes from plots of G( f) shown in Fig-

ure 5. Recall that G(f) = S(f) _Tfft*
e • If we take the constant Q assumption,

G(f) in Figure 5 decays as -r- 1 between 2 to 10Hz, and ~r-3 above 10Hz. Vari

ous studies on source theory suggest that S(f) should falloff as r-U

(2 SUS 3) at high frequencies (e.g., ~, 1970; Madariaga, 1976;~ et

a1., 1979) • This implies that the second term in G( f) (involving t*) is

essentiall y constant, i.e. that t* is very small (Q > 200). However, intui-

tively one would expect the upper 41<m of Imperial Valley to have rather low Q.

The G(f) curve assuming Q a function of frequency in Figure 5 does not lead to

this difficulty. Let us take the corner frequency of the events studied as

7Hz which corre~ponds to a source radius of about 200m according to ~une's

model [Brune, 1970]. Assuming r-2 decay beyond 7Hz for S(f), a t* : 0.0477 is

obtained from G( f) for the Q( f) model. This gives an average Q of about 60 in

the upper 3.75km. If S(f) is assumed to decay as r- 3 we obtain a t* : 0.027.

the corresponding average value of Q being about 100. Thus. only a rough

bound on the value of t* between 0.027 and 0.047 is possible since it is

dependent on the source function. Although t* may al so be frequency dependent

we cannot resolve it from our data set.
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CONCLUSIONS

Anal ysis of spectral attenuation of SH waves along the I!Jlperial faul t

suggests a frequenoy-dependent Q below about 4km. 1l'le estimated Q-1 values

shown in Figure 6 indicate that: (1) Q is very high at high frequencies -400

500 at 2O-25Hz, (2) Q values are probably lower at 5-10Hz, -70-140, and may

decrease to values lower than 30 at lower frequencies, although the standard

deviations at lower frequencies (-1Hz) are too large to establish this for

certain. Because of the longer waveler~ths compared to path ler~ths at lower

frequencies, the reliability of the Q determination is lower.

Al though taking the extreme curve within the standard deviation bounds

would allow a Q almost independent of frequency, we consider this unlikely.

Even if this extreme interpretation were accepted, the conclusion that Q is

very high at high frequencies would remain, and it would have to be concluded

that Q is al so quite high (> 100) at lower frequencies.

1l'le fact that such high values of Q were obtained at high frequencies

strongly suggests that soattering has not removed a significant amount of

energy from the signals, and that the apparent variation of Q with frequenoy

is not a result of soattering.

Frequency dependent Q for the lithosphere from coda as well as shear

waves have been reported by several authors [~ and Chouet, 1975; Rautian~

Khalturin, 1978; Tsujiura, 1978; ~,1980a,b). Q(f) for Imperial fault is

lower than for the regions considered by these authors. It is quite reason

able to ex pect a lower Q along an active fault zone. Bakun and Sufe [1975]

report Q for SH waves between 75 and 100 (1 to 12Hz) along the san Andreas

fault in central California.

1l'le attenuation in the upper 4km is essentially independent of epicentral

distance sinoe for sources below ijkm the waves travel nearly vertically



regardless of distance. This attenuation can be described by -wft*e • The

value of t*, based on r-2 or r-3 ffiodel for the source radiation beyond corner

frequency, lies between 0.047 (average 0 : 57) and 0.027 (average 0: 100).

Any frequency dependence of the 0 in the upper 4~ cannot be resolved by the

present data set.

Taking O(f) : 20f (25 > f > 3Hz) as suggested by our data, the attenua

tion with distance, [e-nft/O(f»)/R, can be written as -e-0 •05R/R. This decay

of spectral affiplitudes (valid for sources beloVl 4km) is greater than those

reported by Trifunac [1976] and McGuire [1978]. It is also greater than the

attenuation of peak acceleration and velocity with distance, e-O.006R/R, as

reported by Joyner~ Boore (1981]. The difference may be due to anomalous

attenuation along the fault. Source characteristics of larger events which

constitute the data set used by these other authors may also be a factor in

the difference of the attenuation, although the situation may be more complex

for larger events, since at high strain amplitudes nonlinear attenuation may

corne into effect.

Greater resolution of 0 would have been possible if we had more stations

recording the same event over larger rar~e. Obviously, an understanding of

high frequency seismic wave attenuation would benefit greatly by imprOVing

both the quality and the quantity of digital data from events located at dif-

ferent focal depths.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Location map. Epicenters and stations used in this study are shown by heavy dots and trian
gles, respectively.

Figure 2. Fourier displacement-spectra of various events at stations in an epicentral range of 2 to 14km
(Group A). Spectra of different events have been scaled (see Table 1 and text) and smoothed to
remove extreme roughness. Spectra for other groups show similar scatter.

Figure 3. Log averaged spectra (thick curve) along with flanking curves (thin) for ± 1 s.d. for different
groups. Also shown are predicted spectra for Q(f) (modeO, dolted curve, and Q (const) model,
dashed curve (see text). (a) Group A (2-14km). (b) Group B (22-24.5km). (c) Group C
(29.5-36.5km). (d) Group D (43-S1km).

Figure 4~ Synthetic log average spectra for the second test model for different groups. Predicted spectra
obtained from the interpretation of the synthetic spectra, based on Eq. (S), is shown. The fit is
excellent. (a) Group A. (b) Group B. (c) Group C. (d) Group D.

Figure S. G(j) ... S(j)e-",!IO (Eq. 6) obtained from interpreting observed spectra using Eq. (5). Dotted
curve Q(j) model, dashed curve Q (const.) model.

Figure 6: 0-1 as a function of frequency (thick curve) along with ± 1 s.d. curves (thin dashed curve).

Figure 7. Ratio of predicted to observed average spectra for Q(j) model (dotted curve) and Q (const.)
mode (dashed curve). (a) Group A. (b) Group B. (c) Group C. (d) Group D.
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TABLE 1

Aftershocks used in this study. Scaling factor refers to the factor by which S-Wave
spectra of the event has been mUltiplied so that the events could be grouped together
as one event (see text).

Depth ML
4 Scaling

Event No. Date T1 me (H: M:S) Lat. oN La t. oW (km) Factor

31 Oct. 18, 1979 13: 20: 26.61 32 :072 115.513 . 0.0 3.2 1/2

62 Oct. 19, 1979 19:42:36.69 32.480 115.219 9.-4 3.3 1

71 Oct. 20, 1979 05:04:07.43 32.912 115.540 9.0 3.0 1

82 Oct. 20, 1979 07:25:23.43 32.484 115.212 9.7 3.1 5/2

92 Oct. 20, 1979 14:52:54.93 32.884 115.499 5.9 3.3 1

123 Oct. 31, 1979 11 :43:46.45 32.738 115.413 8.0 3.4 1/3

10rigin, location, and depth from Fletcher, ~~ (1981).

20rigin, location, and depth from D. Chavez (p~rsona1 communication, 1981).

30rigin, location, and depth from R. Archuleta (personal communication, 1981).

4ML from C. Johnson (personal communi cat ion. 1981).



TABLE 2

Stations providing data for each event. Data from rvc and
HED were not used in analysis because of instrument problem
and/or abnormal character.

Event No. Stations* Used in Analysis

3 TAM, IAA, COM, HEn, IVe

6 TAM, 1AA, COM, HED, IVC, MEQ

7 TAM, 1M, COM, HED, lVC, MEQ, FBR, SLD

8 I TAM, IAA, HED, lVC, MEQ,

9 TAM, 1AA, COM, HED, rvc, MEQ, FBR, JMS

12 AFB, BCS, FBR, GPN, HUS, SLD

*.CICESE stations: TAM, 1AA, COM; IGPP stations: MEQ, rve, HED;
USGS stations: AFB, BCS. FBR, GPN, r,RS, HUS, JMS, SLn. JMS:
forced balanced accelerometer, all others velocity sensors.
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TABLE 3

Epicentra1 distance ranges defining groups A to 0
and stations contributing to data in each group

Epicentra1 Distance Average Epicentra1
Group Range, kin Stations (epicentra1 distance, km) Di stance, km

A 2 < r < 14 TAM(10.5), TAM(10.5), FBR(4.0) 8.0 + 4.2- - SLD(8.5), F~R(2.0), JMS(6.0)
MEQ(3.0), BC5(8.0), HU5(13.5)
GPN(l4.0) ..-

B 22 < r < 24.5 IAA(22.0), IAA(24.5), COM(22.5) 23.0- -
C 29.5 < r < 33.5 COM(29.5), IAA(31.5), COM(33.0)- - IAA(35.5), AFB(29.5), SLD(31.5),

.COM{29.5),IAA(31.5) 31.8 + 2.3

0 43 < r < 51 TAM(43.0~, MEQ(51.0), MEQ(51.0), 47.3 + 3.8- - TAM(47.5 , TAM(44.0)
I



TABLE 4

Crustal model of Imperial Valley, based on McMechan and
Mooney (1980), used in the generation of synthetic spectra.

Thickness, P-Wave Velocity, S-Wave Velocity, Densit!
"Layer km km/sec krn/sec gm/cm

1 0.10 1.690 0.500 2.04
2 0.15 1.790 0.818 2.06
3 0.50 2.167 1.010 2.13
4 0.50 : 2.533 1.200 2.21
5 0.50 2.900 1.410 2.28
6 0.50 3.267 1.620 2.35
7 0.50 3.633 1.850 2.43
8 0.50 4.000 2.080 2.50

.9 0.50 4.367 2.330 2.57
10 0.50 4.733 2.590 2.65
11 0.50 5.100 2.870 2.72
12 0.50 5.375 3.060 2.77
13 0.50 5.650 3.260 2.83
14 5.25 5.750 3.320 2.85
15 0.30 6.700 3.870 3.04
16 0.30 6.900 3.980 3.08
17 0.30 7.100 4.100 3.12
18 1.31 7.300 4.210 3.16
19 2.50 7.800 4.500 3.26
20 CD 8.100 4.670 3.32
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APPENDIX V

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE USE OF DIGITAL STRONG MOTION RECORDERS

IN THE MEXICALI VALLEY, BAJA CALIFORNIA

John G. Anderson, James N. Brune, Jorge Prince, Frank L. Vernon III

ABSTRACT

A network of 12 digital strong-motion accelerographs has been

operating in the Mexicali Valley, Baja California, Mexico since 1978.

The instr~ents have operated reliably, except for external problems,

s~ch as DOwer fail~res and site harassment. Data from two important

earthquakes ~d several smaller shocks have been recovered. The data

recovered to date hav~ a noise level which appears to be no worse than

that on digitized records from analog strong motion accelerographs, in

spite of design errors which resulted in increased instrumental noise

levels in several of the accelerographs (these design errors have

recently been corrected). Digital recording of strong motion promises

great advantages over analog recording through recovery of the initial

motions, rapid playback, greater dyn&mic range, and lower equivalent

instru."Dental noise level because digitization is not required.

Instit~te of Geophysics and Planetary Physics (JGA,J1IB,FLV)
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California at San Diego
La Jolla, California 92093

Instit~to de IngBnierfa (Jp)
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or~e et al. (1930) have p~evio~sly desc~ibed the adv~ta~e of

digital recording of seismic ~otions. Since 1978, the Instit~te de

Ingenier{a, Uni versidad ~1acional A~t~noma de Hexico and the Instih.te of

Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of California, San Diego

have operated a network of digital strong motion accelerographs In the

Mexicali Valley, Baja California, ~exico. Thro~h December 1980, these

instr~~ents had recorded, in the near field, the Imperial Valley earth-

ql,;.ake (October 15, 1979, ~11 = 6.4), the Victoria earthq~ake (Jt:.ne 9,

1980, ;.11 = 6.1) and a n~~ber of smaller earth1~akes. This represents a

l.4niq~e data set of digital strong motion recordings from large eartb-·

q~akes. Tnis paper describes the array and evall.4ates the performance of

the instr1;.:::ents to date.

Fig~re 1 is a map showinf, the locations of the ~exican accelero-

graph sta hons and the I.:nperial and Cerro Prieto fat;.l ts. A description

of the digital stations is incll.4ded in Table 1. The digital accelero-

graphs consist of two types of co~~ercial available instr~ents: Terra

Technology DCA 310 digital recor1ers co~ple1 to external force balance

se~30rs, and Kine~etri~s t3A-1 digital models with fcrce balance sensors

mo~ted inside the ~ase. Both types of ~nit record on magnetic tape

within intercharseable, and re~sablp-. cassettes. Figl.4re 1 also shows

locations of analog accelerographs maintained by Universidad Nacional

A~t~noma de Mexico.

The DCA-310 is a three-ctannel digital recorder specified to have
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12-bit acc~racy. There is not any filteriLg on ~he data signals in the

recorder. However the accelerometer has a three-pole low-pass response

at 30Hz. The DCA-310 samples each channel 100 times per seco~~ and has

a 1.92 second pre-event memory.

The DSA-1 also is a three-channel digital recorder with 12-bit

acc~racy specified. It has a two-pole low-pass filter at 50Hz. The

~S\-1 samples each channel 200 times a second and we have 2.56 seconds

of pre-event memory.

The accelerographs are, except at the Cerro Prieto site, mo~ted on

concrete piers which have been b~ilt on the sediments of the Imperial

Valley. Fig~re 2 shows photographs of two sites. The piers have a

cross section (map view) of abo~t 0.8m x 1.2m, and are between O.05m and

O.50m r~gh, with most abo~t 0.25m r~gh. Designs differ by the extent to

which the pier extends below the sediment s~rface: some are very shal

low, some abo~t 0.8m, and some have two concrete piles at alte~ate

corners. Tf,e instr 1.::nents are mo~nt"ed insiie an iron ho~sir..g on the top

of the. concrete pier 'Hith dimensions abo~t a.66m x a.53m x a.33m high.

A somewhat largE;r heat shield is mo~nted above this ho~sing ,..i th abot:.t

3~ clearance. A 3m high post has been installed on each pier, and is

t:.sed for mo~nting solar panels, overhead electrical connections, qnd

wNV3 antennas. This post is g~yed to the ground with three 'Nires. Some

of the stations are described in Or-ate ~~. (1981).

The Cerro Prieto accelerograph is mounted on the concrete floor of

a commt:.nications bt:.ilding on the Cerro Prieto volcanic cone. This slab

is pOt;red directly on the basal tic rocks of the north-east slope of the

volcano, at an elevation of abo~t 148m above thE; valley floor.
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Digita: cassettes f~orn the DCA-310 accelerographs are ret~rned to

the lab at the Instit~te of Geophysics and Planetary Physics (IGP?),

University of California at San Diego (UCSD), where the data is

transferred to compllter tape as described by Br~ne ~ aL (1930). The
,

Institllto de Ingenieria at mIA~ is presently developing a capability to

carry o~t this processir~ step. At present, tapes from the Kinemetrics

accelerographs mc;.st be ret~!.'ned to the factory to transfer the data to

compder tape.

In the Terra Tecr~ology instr~ents, timing is accomplished by a

crystal-controlled internal clock. ~rir~ instrunent inspection trips,

radio station w~nG is recorded on the magnetic tape, so that in the lab

the clock correction for the internal clOCK is deter.nined to +5ms. 01lr

experience interna:' clocks is that they may drift

rapidly, this ~rift is ~s~ally a fairly linear f~nction of time. For

example, between J~ne 1930 ar.d December 1980, drift rates varied between

0.15 and 0.75 sec/~ay, depending on the instr~~ents, probably becallse

the clock oscillator freq~encies are not set exactly to the correct

val~e •

Errors in the clock correction are a res~lt of deviations from this

average drift rate. For any seq~ence of three or more clock correc-

tions, the intermediate corrections can be compared with the correction

one wo~ld have inferred on the basis of the end points in the seq~ence

·only. The clock correction errors derived in this ;nanner are shown in

Fis~re 3, fo~ fo~r statior-s, for the later half of the year 1980. At

ABrarias and El Doctor, Fig~re 3 shows that the largest errors were less

than sec. At 'Rii to, thE"; largest error was aCol;.t 1.7 sec. The
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greatest deviation from a linear trend occ~rs at the ehih~ah~a site.

e~rio~sly, in the first half of 1980, the drift rate at this site was

only about 0.18 sec/day, with deviations comparable to the other three

stations. This is our only example of a clock where the drift rate

changed suddenly and by a large factor (from 0.18 to probably greater

than 0.7) in a few weeks or less. If the clock at Chih~ahua exemplifies

the greatest s~dden change in drift rate, if that drift rate char~es at

the time of an earthq~ake, and if clock corrections are determined

within 24 hours after an earthquake, the conseq~ent errors in interpo

lating to the trigger time of an accelerograph will never exceed 0.5

sec. Based on the other stations however, one wo~ld not expect clock

correction errors to exceed 0.1 sec.

Our Kinemetrics accelerographs do not have internal clocks; they

depend on a direct recordir~ of ~dVB radio time. In o~r experience,

this system has not ...·orked ·...ell, and this timing has been achieved on

fewer than 50% of the accelerogr&~s recorded to date, probably beca~se

of irreg~lar reception of the radio signal.

RELIABILITY

The harsh environment of the :'1exicali Valley prOVide;:; a severe

reliability test for the digital accelerographs. S~mer temperatures

are reg~larly above 1000F (3B Oe) , there is no shade for the accelero

graph piers, and the air is filled with d~st every day as a consequence

of farming activities. However, this environment has not been a direct

ca~se of instr'W'llent fail.ures. The most frequent (and most fr\.4stratir.g)

cause of instr'W'llent failt.;.-r:es has been failure· of the po·"er 31.:.pp1y to

maintain the internal batteries in a chqr?,Ed condition. 'ile have USE:d
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coated with dl;.st in pouts of the "ailey, and AC po ',.;er, and ',.;hier, is not

always reliable. Sites with reliable power st;.pplies, and which have

been free of hars.ssment, st;.ch as Aeropt;.erto (solar panel), Cerro Prieto

(AC), Chiht;.aht;.a (AC), and El Doctor (solar panel), have opers.ted reli-

ably.

DATA RSCOVBRB~ TO JATS

Table 2 lists the more important data which the combined analog and

digital network recorded throt;.gh Dece:nber 1980. Analog station loca-

tions are given by S~itzer et al. (1981) and ~~derson ~~d Simons (1982).

The two largest earthqt;.akes in Table 2 are the October 15, 1973 I:nperial

Valley earthl~ake and the Jt;.ne 9, 1980 Victoria earthquake. Data. from

the Oct-:'oer 19T3 ITl9.in shoc:< ha'!e been descried by "Ert;.ne 1St al. (1981).

Data from the Jur.e, 1980 earthquake is described by fi~derson et al.

(1'982). Data from all of the events wi th magnitude greater than 4.0 has

been st;.omitted to SnIS for distribt;.tion, in an uncorrected for:nat resem-

bling Vol~tie I (Trift;.nac and Lee. 1973) but at equally sp~ced time

points (Anderson and Simons, 1982).

QUALITY OF T~3 DATA

The digital data to date appears to be of as good qt;.ality as analog

accelerograms, but with the advantages of digital recording. A primary

difference bet~een ttese 2cce:crogrs~s ar.d the analog records is the

rEocording of a pre-event leader.

seismologica: p~~poses:

This made the data \;seft;.l for t'tw
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(1) Deter~ination of the arrival times of first ?-wave for 10ca-

tion of the earthq~ke, and

(2) Dete~ination of the direction of first motions, for f~rther

st~dy of the earthq~ake so~rce.

We fo~d some problems on the accelerograms, which we disc~ss here

to illuninate some of the areas where special attention m~st be paid to

digital recording. Occasional large spikes (isolated samples with

amplit~de nearly f~ll scale) appeared on several traces from the Terra

Technology instr~ents;.these were easily recognized, and replaced cy

reasonable val~es determined from adjacent data. The DCA-310 accelero

graphs had a fa~lty analog-to-digital converter design (since corrected)

which ca~sed a problem we describe as low-bit dropo~t: the least signi

ficant bits had preferred val~es, and th~s 'Here not recorded acc~rately.

This did not affect the most significant bits corresponding to levels

greater than -.03g. Fig~re 4 shows an extreme example of this type of

fail~re . Some DCA-310 records show non-zero noise levels prior to the

start of strong motion, as recorded by the digital pre-event memory of.

the instr~ents. This noise is from the po~er s~pply lines co~p16d

thro~gh the accelerometers. An example of this is sho·Hnon the reco~d

from Delta (Fig~re 5).

The above problems have been solved by Roberto Q~aas and Frank Ver

non. The problems are in no way intrinsic to digital strong motion

recording in general.

The DSA-1 records showed nearly q~iet traces prior to the start cf

strong mctior., as they. sho~ld (Fig~re 6). One component of DSA-1
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records fr-om C~cspah was lost dl,;,rir..g par-t of: o~r expe::'i:nent bec.3.l,;,se of

dirt aro~d the force balance sensor; the sensor is not separ-ately

sealed as it is or the DCA-310. He had tro~ble playing back the

acceleI'ogram from the Jl,;,ne 10, 1980 earthqt;.ake as recorded on the DSA-1

at Victoria, also apparently as a res~lt of dirt on the recording heads

inside the instr,;ments, as docoented by Simons (1982).

Figt;.res 7 and 3 show a comparison of qt;.iet traces from three of the

digital recorders ri th a q\,;.iet trace from a Kinemetric s S:'lA-1 accelero

graph, as digitized by the University of So\,;.thern California (USC) (Lee

and Trif\,;.nac, i 979) • Figl,;,re 7 shows betweGn 25 and 40 sec of q~iet

traces, and on Figl,;,re 8 the time scale is expanded by a factor of 5 to

show greater detail.

The 3:':.-\-1 trace shows large, long-period deviations from the zero

level, while the three digital records do not. In c\,;.rrent processing

methods (Lee and Trif\,;.nac, 1979), these long periods are partially

removed by s\,;.btracting a fixed trace from the acceleration trace. The

digital record from Del ta sho'..-s :lpproximately periodic negative spikes,

the so\,;.rce of which has not yet been identified. Isolated spikes like

these, can easily be recogr.i.zed and r-eplaced •...-ith reasonable val\,;.es d~r

ing analysis of digi tal records. The C\,;.capah record, in Fig\,;.res 7 and

8, recorded on a Kinemetrics DSA-1, SD;:)WS a significantly 19wer noise

level th8n the two digital records from DCA-310 accelerographs. A

·sl.<rprising feat\,;.re of this record is that the small e:arthq\.;.a;"e at the

start of the record (peak acceleration 17cm/sec2 at ~35Hz, M
L

~ 3) is

associated ''';1. th a shift of the zero level by one least co\.;.nt. The above

proble:ns all introd i.:ce long-peri.od noise into the data.
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The high-freqllency errors on the S:·L\.-1 trace, as seen in Figllre 8,

show a sa~tooth-shaped cllrve. The so~rce of this is the digitization

process, in which the line on the film, as it is digitized, crosses the

grid of digitization points at a small angle. Hence periodically the

digitizer reports the center of the trace shifted ~pward by one grid

~it res~lting in a staircase-shaped approx~ation to the line. The

digitizing system s~bseq~ently rotates this line to a horizontal oris~-

tatioIl, to callse the sawtooth shape. At a typical S:''..\-1 ScnsitiYity :)f

1.8an = 19, the digitizer resol~tioIl of 50 microIls corresponds to all

acceleration of 2.7cm/sec2 , consistent with the sa'~ooth heights in Fig-

tre·7. The sawtooth in Fig~re 7 has a freq~ency of abollt 3Hz. The ayer-

age digitization noise from the USC system exceeds the noise leYel asso-

ciated with hand digitization for these and lower freq~encies. Tnis

type of noise is apparently absent from accelerograms digitized on the

laser system ~sed by the United States Geological 3"-"I."'ley (Ra~h, 1981).

DIRECT I~TSGRAT!ON AND LONG PERIOD ~OISE

In the data stream which is recorded on the digital cassette, the

position of zero co~ts does not necessarily represent the eq~ilibri~u

position of the sensor. Thlls to determine absol~te acceleration val~es,

and to integrate to velocity and displace:ner:t, one r.eeds to K..'10W what

digital co~t data val c;.e (aO) does represent zero accelen.tion. 'lie ::.ote

that when an analog accelerogram is digitized, the zero position ~~st be

~stimated at each time point of the record. In digital recording, the

zero level is represented by the same digital cot.:.nt level throt.:..gto~t the

recor'd; th~s the baseline proble:n is simplified significantly. Ft.:.dher-

more, for an instn;:nent which is operatir'5 correctly, the digital leader
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allo',.;s the defini tion of aO to wi thin one COWl t, corresponding to abod

1cm/sec2 on the DCA-310, or abo~t 0.5cm/sec 2 on the D8A-l. It is

readily seen that an error in aO ~O) of this size is Wlacceptable for

direct integration, however, as this a110',o/'s an ~ncertainty in velocity

C6V) of J.:jl = &.ot and an Wlcertainty in the displacement (l:j.J) of

2P = 1/~ot2. For a record with d~ration 50 sec, the velocity esti-

mates at the end can be in error by 50cm/sec, and displacement in error

?
by 1250c::1 forf\a

O
= LOcm!sec-.

For a proPBrly operating accelerograph, the earth and/or system

noise will sometimes ca~se the pre-event co~nt level to oscillate more

or less randomly between two levels; the proportion of co~nts at each

level may then provide a better estimate of aO from the leader. Alter-

natively, one might consider the s~perposition of a sin~soidal signal

'xi th kno',ffi amplHt:d.e onto the leader (dithering) to asst:re that rOWldoff

errors in both iirections will be present in appro~imately the correct

proportion. The standar:l Jeviation Sn in the estimate of aO from a

leader of d~ration n COWlts is then 8 -1/2
l n • If we take 8 1 = 1/12,

corresponding to a ~niform di3trib~tion of rOl.4nd-off errors, and a

leader of 100 points, one obtains 8100 = 1/120 co~nt. ~~en 1 COWlt =

cm/ sec 2 , an error!::f:.o of this magnitl.'de wo~ld lead to f:;;.v = 0.42 cm/ sec

and ~ = 10 cm at the end of a 50 sec record. To obtain an ~~certainty

of less than l'cm in displacea:ent at the end of a 50 sec accelerogr2':'l,

one wo~ld need abot;.t 104 points in the' leader to determine aO with s1.:.f

ficient acc~racy by this techniq~e. We note that for small earthq~akes

with shorter d~ration of shaking, a larger vall;e of t::9.0 can be

tolerated. For example, to integrate a 10-second accelerogram directly,

100 samples of pre-event data are st:.fficient to obtain aO'
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Al ternativel:r, one can c:.se assc:.med properties of the integrated

accelerogram to define aO' This allows several possibilities, which may

be evalc:.ated on the basis of their physical conseqc:.ences. The simplest

is to require the velocity to be zero at the end of the record; this

method fails when shaking continues beyond the end of the recordir~.

The requirement that displacement return to zero fails under this condi-

tion and also if a static offset occurred. Because static offsets are

possible, it is also not reasonable to minimize any average measurements

of the distance of .the displacement trace from zero offset. Therefore,

the most reasonable constraint may be that the velocity vary about zero

in some minim~~ sense. In particular, we investigated the requirement

t 1
that : v2 (t)dt is a minimum, where to and t 1 represent timepoints near

to

the beginning ar~ the end of the shaking. To prev6nt the leader from

causing a biased initial velocity, we needed to remove it from the

integration. The displacement traces from three .... .....
Scac~O:lS, derived for

this definition of aO' are sho'Nil in Figure 9. We note that the long-

period deviations and the apparent offsets at the ends of the traces in

Figure 9 are inconsistent with the mechanism for this earthquake (e.g.

Hartzell and Helmberger, 1982; Olson, 1982). Other stations showed

deviations· from zero of up to about fj.ve times larser than these sho',m

on Figt:.re 9. From these traces, one might find a val~e for ·....hich

wot:.ld lead to displacement rar~ing more nearly abot:.t zero, but long

'period deviatiorls from zero wot:.ld remain. !>fe infer tbat the long period

components in Figure 9 are at least partially caused by noise, 3r.d that

for these records some fil terin~ is necessary to accompany ir.tegration.

We have attempted to estimate the long-period noise level of analog



and di5ita~ accelero~r~~s fro~ the I~perial Valley, October 15, 1979

earthq~ake. This was done by a :iltering scheme in which the a~plit~des

of long-period gro~nd displace~ents were meas~red as they were removed.

By this deternination, the average amplic~de of long-period noise on the

digital DCA-310 accelerographs was abo~t the sa~e as the amplit~de on

Kinemetrics ~1A-l analog accelerographs as digitized by the U.S. Geolog-

ical S~rvey. The noise level on the digital DSA-1 accelerographs

appeared to te smaller by a factor of abc~t 3 or 4. Some component of

the long-period motions, treated as noise, may in fact have been act~al

gro~d motion. Based on the ~~reasonable appearance of the displacement

traces prior to the noise removal, however, we concl~de that o~r esti-

mates of noise levels are dominated by instr~ental or digitization

noise, and not by gro~nd motions. Significantly lower noise levels are

anticipated for f~t-.;.re records from thE- D::::A-310 inst::ounents DE-Ca':se, as

mentioned earlier, the noise estimates were made on DCA-310 reco~s

which were recorded ~~der a condition of fa~lty analog-to-digital

conversion, since corrected.

For a properly operating accelerograph and analog-to-digital con-

verter, the resol~tion is ~ltimately limited by ro~nd-off to the least

sigr~ficant bit. At high amplit~de or high freq~encies one approxima-

tioD for this noise so~rCe is a random ro~nj-off e~ror of +0.5 or les3

of one significant bit at e~ch point in time. Fig~re 10 ahows the

second integral of three randomly generated accelerog::oams ~sing this

noise model, with the integration constant estimated in the same manner

as for the data in Fig~re 9.

The long period displacements generated from these ral'"!dom signals
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have amplit~de3 abo~t 1/20 the a~plit~des of the long periods ~hich loo~

like noise on Fig~re 9. This s~ggests that for records derived from

properly operating accelerograrns, and the proced t:.re we have t:.sed to

estimate aO' errors in displacements over 50-second time intervals dt:.e

to rOt:.ndoff will be of the order of 1-2cm or less.

At long period and/or 10''; amplit~de recordings <0.1g, OEz st:.cces

sive ro~nd-off errors will be correlated in the sense that near the

peaks, and for still lower freq~encies or amplit~des near the axis

crossir~s, s~ccessive rOt:.ndoff errors will be in the same direction.

Depending on a~plit~deand freqt:.ency these errors mayor may not cat:.se-a

major inflt:.ence on the integrations.

topic f~rther at this time.

sm-mARY

We have not investigated this

/ ;1

We are s1~ccessft:.lly recording strong grot:.nd motion en digita.l

accelerograpts in the Mexicali Valley of ~lexico. D~e to electronic

design and q~ality control deficiencies, the amplit~de of noise on the

digital accelerograms which have been recorded to date is :nt:.ch larger

than that expected from random rOt:nd-off errors. In that sense, these

initial rest:.lts frern digital strong motion recorders have been somewhat

discot:.raging in that a trt:.e test of the t:.:ti~ate capabilities and advan

tages of digital recordir~s was not possible. We are encot:.raged, how-

ever, by ot:.r- experience to date, that direct d.igital recording of strong

motion will event~ally yield great advantages o'rer analog recoroing,

since the difficGlties encot:.ntered have not been of a ft:.nda~ental

natt:.re.
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FIGURE; CAPrIO:rs

Figt<re 1. Map sho'.nng locations of digital accelerographs in the :·!exi-

cali Valley. Analog accelerograph sites maintained by UiIAM are

also shown. The location of the Cerro Prieto fat<l t may be in error

by a fe',; kilometers at any given point.

Figt<re G~. Accelerograph pier at the Agrarias site.

Fig~re 2B. Accelerograph pier at Chihuahua site.

Figt<re 3. Deviation of clock corrections from a linear trend at four of

the DCS-310' accelerographs during the latter half of 1980. The

dashed lines were drafted on the figure to guide the eye between

adjacent data points, shown by solid synbols. ~~e average drift

rate, over the entire time interval, is sho'Nn with the station

name.

Figure 4. Initial section of accelerogram from the ~nihuahua station

for the earthquake of October 15, 1979. !he f~eqt<ent clippicg of

peaks at preferred levels ill~strates a problem which we describe

as low bit dropot<t, which has st<bsequently been corrected (dis-

ct<ssed in text).

Figure 5. Initial section of accelerogram from Delta station for the

earthquake of Oct.::be::o 15, 1979. Tne initial section ShO',TS a nor:-

zero noise level caused by a power supply problem.

'Figure 6. Initial section of accelerograms from Ct<capah, recorded on a

Kinem8tric3 DS~-l accelercgraph. The third cC):nponent ·....as n::lt

/ ."- ~.,

.,.. /

recovered from the digital data cassette as a result of some unk-

nOwn ins trl:inental mal fune tion.
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Fig~re 7. Acceleration traces at ti~es when there is r.~ inp~t fr~~

gro~d motion.

Fig~re 8. Like Fig~re 7, except with an expanded time scale.

Fig~re 9. Direct integr~tion of five acceler~gram traces from the

October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley earthq~ake. These are integrated

by 1) ass~ming va = 0, 2) deleting the leader to avoid a biased

velocity at the start of the data, and 3) min~~izing the integral

of V2 from times 0.05 to 50.0 sec by the choi~e of zero level

acceleration.

Fig~re 10. Direct integration of three s~thetic accelerogram traces.

The traces ~ere generated by a pse~d~-racdom n~~ber generator ~ith

amrlit~des at each point in the range -O.5cm/sec2 to 0.5cm/sec2 , t~

sim~late the effect of r~ndom ro~nd-o~f in the analog-to-digita~

converter. Traces were integrated as in Fig~re 9.



TABLE 1

DIGITAL STRONG :1O'I'ION STATIOfIS U NORTHER:I BAJA CALIFOIEr-::A.

Location and S~rface Geolosy and
Name Elevation InstrQD.ent ':later Table Elevation

Islas Agrarias 32° 37.25'N Terra- all\,;.vit:.m
1150 lS.07'W Technology

15m DCA 310 ?

C\,;.capah 32° 32.72'N :<:inemetrics all\';'vi",",.n
H5° H.08 '·Ii DSA.-1'

17m ?

Cerro Prieto 32° 25.23 'N DCA 310 basal tic tephra
115 0 18.07' 'tl

140m ?

Del ta 32° 21. 37 'N DCA 310 all \,;.v i",",'1l
1150 11. 70' 'Ii

13m ?

Victoria 32° 17.32'N Kinemetrics all\,;.vi1.4.'1l
115° 06.18' 'Ii DSA-l

13m 5m

RUto 32° 09.84' N DCA 310 all\,;.vi1.:.:Il.
1-140 57.66 "II

11 m ?

El Doctor 31 0 57.8':1 DCA 310 all\,;.vil,;".'1l
1'14° 44.5'\'1

-10m ?

P3.cifico 32° 26.55'N DCA 310 all\,;.viQD.
115° 22.35' 'Il

9m ?

Chih\,;.ahl,,;.a 32° 29.05' :I DCA 310 all\';'vi",",'1l
1'15° 14.40'·";

~5m ?

Compl,,;.ertas 32° 34.35' :1 DCA 310 all \,;.v iQD.
1'105° 05.00',,.;

23m 7m
. Hechicera 32° 32.20 'N DCA 310 alll";.vil,;,,.l1

1'15° OS. 75' ',v
20m ?

Esc1.4ela 32° 37.35':{ DCA 310 all l,,;.V il,,;.!U
115° 59.13 'N

25m 7m



TA.B18 2
CA'TALOG 'J"5' S~RC;r~ !lOTIO~1 JATA ?RO~·r !!EXI~~ALI 7ALLC1~

Event Stations That Recorde:l

Jate nmE; Location Hag. * :Iarne RecordE;r Corn:uents

03/11/78 23:57:46.5 32° 15. 50'~ 4.8 Victuria SMA-l Digitized on a
115° 07.75' 'N Del ta 8:1A-l Bendix Digitizer

03/12/73 00:30:17.3 32° 19.30' :1 4.5 Vic toria SMA-l Digitizeod on a
115° 05.45'~1i Ber:.dix Digitizer

03/12/78 13: 42: 24. 0 32° 15.10' N 4.2 Victoria SXA-l Digi tized on a
1150 05. 9J' Tli Bendix Digiti 3e:"

10/10/79 19:48:36.65 32° 17.73'N 4.1 Del ta Terra Tech
115° 19.23 "Il Cerro Prido Terra Tech

10/15/79 23:16:55.09 32° 38.37'N 6.6 Del ta Terra Tech
1150 19.68 "w Cerro Prieto Terra Tect

Chih];ah~a Terra Tech
Cornp~ertas Terra Tech ;10 Timing
Agrarias Terra f"il-,..,l--:

... C ..... 4.1.

Victoria Kinemetrics :-10 Ti~i!:g

C~capah Kinemet:::-ics No ~iffiing;

- 1 Horiz:. Inop.
Aerop~erto 3;'1A-1 Di",';·t.; '?~" at u:: .:..=.~~ .... ..... '-' ............

101exicali 8;Hi-l Digitiz$i at U3~,. ~

( Casa ~'lores)

1')/15/79 23:19:29.98 32° 45.94' 5.2 D.;;l ta Terra 'rech Triggereci or:. S
115 0 26.45'

j 0/24/79 06 : 44 : 27 . 15 32 0 25.09'X 3.2 Cerro Prieto Terra Tech Triggered on S
115° 13.22' Iii

12/21/79 20:40:23.26 32 0 27.03' 4.8 Chih~ah~a Terra Tech TriggerEd on S
115° 11.72' Cornp~e rtas Terra Tech Trigg~red on S

C1,;.capah Kinemetric s iio Ti~i!:.g;

1 Horiz. Inop.

06/09/30 03:23: i9 • .1 32° 11.12' 6.1 Chih~ah~a Terra Tech Triggered on S
1150 04.55 ' Victoria Kinemetrics Severe Dr-o po I;ts

C~capah Kineme.t ric s :·10 Timing~

1 Hori z. 7_ ..........
J.J..J,V ~.

Cerro Prieto S:·1A-l DigitiZEd at Jl:A..:
Mexica:i S:-1A-l Digi tiz€:d at J::,~_:-:

( SAHOP)
Hosuital S:'1A-1, Digitized at U"li ;..~.:

C3 levels)

06/09/80 03:29 ( Aftershock of above? : Chiht;.ah];a Terra Tech s-p -3 sees
Follc."..s by -40 secs) Vic t0ria Kinemetrics

C\4capah Kinemetrics No "., ..
.~m~n;;i

1 :-Jori z. Ir.op. ,
s-p -4 SE;CS

Cerro Prieto 2·1A-l

//0



Event Stations That Recorded

Date Time Location lhg.* ;Tame Recorder Com:nents

06/09/80 03:30:04.7 4·9 Vic toria Kinemetric s s-? -1.7 sees
(p arrival)

06/09/80 03: 30: 28.1 5.3 Victoria Kinemetrics s-p -2.0 sec
(p arrival)

06/09/80 19:47:54.9 32° 23.64'~ 3.2 Del ta Terra Tech Triggered on ,.)

115° l1 • 52' 'tl

06/09/30 20: 17: 11.6 32° 1'6.32'?j 2.5 Delta Terra Tech Triggered on S
115° 09.24'W

06/09/80 20:31:32.3 32° n.14'N 3·9 Del ta Terra Tech Triggered on :3
115° 05.34' W

06/09/80 21:05:37.7 32° 23.52'N' 2.4 Delta Terra Tech Triggered on
115° 10.44' 'tl

06/09/80 23: 26: 18.6 32° 16.14'~ 3.0 Del ta Terrg, Tech Triggered. on S
115° 09.30' 111

06/09/80 23:33:41.0 32° 21. 90 'N 4.3 Delta Terra Tech
115° 12.90';11 Cerro Prieto

J6/10/30 00: 17: 36.9 32° 20.40 ':I 3.3 Delta Terra Tech
115° 12.18'W

06/10/80 00: 17: 58. 8 32° 25.02'N 3.3 Delta Terra Tech
115° 12.00",';

06/l0/S0 00:36:51.0 32° 22.86 'N 3.4 Delta Terra Tech
115° 11.88"";

06/10/80 01 :07:08.6 32° 19. 20 '~I 3.6 Del ta Terra Tech Triggered on S
115 0 12.72 'w

06/10/80 01 : 35: 36.6 32° 22.62'N 3.4 Del ta Terra Tech
115° 12.54' W

06/10/80 01 : 36: 28.1 32° 22.98'N 2.9 Delta Terra Tech Triggered on S
115° 13.02' ''';

06/10/80 01: 59: 01.9 32° 22.86'N 2.7 Del ta Terra Tech
115° 11 .52' ''';

06/10/80 05:)6:24-.0 32° 24.00'N 3.3 Del ta Terra Tech
115° 12.84'W

* Cal 'rech M.agni t1.4de (~fL)

~ote concerni~g the interval Oct. 25, 1979 thro~~h ~ar. ~, 1980 at Station Victoria: ~~e

Kii:c,T,ctrics Disital Record(T at Victoria recoC'd(i s8:~E:n E;vEnts:h;.r~r.s this perio:} , ",.ith :T,'1X:i:r.c::r.
ac~~ler~tion levels (o-?) r3nging fro~ abo~t 15~m/3ec~ to 170c:r./sec , ~nd S-P's generglly less
t"'ln 4.5 38conjs. L3.ckJ.ng timinij on thE: tape it has !lot yet bF-en possible to Gorr-ela'c" tc..es'~
si5nals posi:ively ~ith the (Cal Tech) cut3lo~ of nearby ~¥ents.
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APPENDIX VI

PARAMETRIC STUDY OF NEAR-FIELD GROUND MOTION

FOR ASTRIKE-SLIP DISLOCATION MODEL

By John G. Anderson and J. Enrique Luco

ABSTRACT

The near-field motion on the surface of a uniform half-space caused

by the passage of the rupture on a vertical t strike-slip fault has been

studied by the use of a dislocation model. The fault is modeled by an

infinitely long buried dislocation of finite width; rupture propagates

horizontally along this fault and past the observation points with a

constant rupture velocity lower than the Rayleigh wave velocity. Peak

amplitudes caused by the passing rupture front are primarily controlled

by the depth of the top of the fault and the rupture velocity, when the

slip on the fault and the rise time are held constant. A non-vertical

rupture front distorts the pulse shape, but does not have an important

effect on peak amplitudes.

One may interpret the motion caused by a finite fault t with con

stant rupture velocity and sliPt rupturing past a site as consisting

of a st~rting phase t a phase associated with the passage of the rupture

event t and a stopping phase. The motions caused by the infinHe-length

fault dislocation model, considered in this paper t correspond to the

rupture passage phase.

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics t Scripps Institute of Ocean
ography, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla t California 92093
(J.G.A.).

Department of Applied Mechanics and Engineering Sciences t University of
California, San Diego, La Jolla t California 92093 (J.G.A. and J.E.L.).



Compared with empirical correlations and observations in Imperial

Valley, California, the model yields peak amplitudes of acceleration

which are typically a factor of 6 too small. Effects caused by layered

structure in the earth, which are absent from the dislocation model,

are the most likely source of this discrepancy.
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INTRODUCTION

Several kinematic models of extended faults are now available to

generate synthetic strong ground motion near the fault. These models,

which were reviewed by Luco and Anderson (1982), have yielded insight

about the characteristics of strong ground motions and the faulting pro-

cesses which generate these motions. The kinematic models have not yet,

however, been fully applied to the study of some of the outstanding

questions about the nature of strong motions in close proximity to the fault.

Important questions which kinematic models might help to solve include the

way in which amplitudes of strong motion behave near the fault, the sensi

tivity of strong ground motions to various dynamic parameters, and the

estimation of strong motions in the near field of major earthquakes, for

which observational data is scarce. Accomplishment of this latter goal must

await future observational and earthquake modeling advances to determine

correct values for the dynamic parameters which describe motion on the fault

itself. However, the shapes of attenuation curves and the effects of dynamic

parameters can be studied, at least at long periods, systematically and

inexpensively with existing models.

Recently, the authors (Luco and Anderson, 1982) have presented a dislo

cation model which yields velocity on the surface of an elastic half space

for an infinite-length, finite width fault. The fault is buried and does

not intersect ~the surface. Rupture propagates with an inclined, rectilinear

rupture front along the length of the fault, from - ~ to ~, at a velocity

less than the Rayleigh wave velocity. Such dislocations may be a reasonable

approximation to the fault displacements which generate the strong ground

-3-



motions near a long fault, except at its ends. Thus the model might

apply to sites adjacent to the ruptured section of a strike-slip fault,

but removed from the epicenter, in earthquakes with rupture lengths

of tens to hundreds of kilometers (such as California or Turkey), sites

above subduction zones which are prone to long rupture lengths (such

as in Alaska or Chile), or any other site likely to be near a causative

fault in which the ratio of the rupture length to width is large.

In more general terms and for the intermediate frequency range in

which spatial variations of slip and rupture velocity can be ignored

it is possible to think of the total motion in the vicinity of a finite

fault as resulting from a starting phase, a phase associated with passage

of the rupture front and a stopping phase. To a first approximation,

the contribution of the passage of the rupture front to the total motion

is independent of the length of the fault and corresponds to the steady

state solution for an infinitely long fault as in the model previously

considered by the authors (1982). We note that the radiation patterns

of the starting and stopping phases are such that some components of

the motion associated with these phases nearly vanish in the vicinity

of the fault and, consequently, in these components the contribution of

the phas~ associated with passage of the rupture front is dominant. In

particular, this situation occurs in the vicinity of a vertical strike-slip

fault in which the parallel and vertical components of motion associated

with the starting and stopping phases are pract~cally zero close to the

fault (refer to Fig. 13 and its discussion in the text). Independently

of whether the pulse associated with passage of the rupture front represents

a dominant contribution or not, a detailed study of this pulse seems

warranted. In addition to providing information about one of the com-
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ponents of the total strong ground motion in the near source region,

such a study may create the basis for isolating this pulse from available

near-source records with the possibility of obtaining additional

source information such as rupture velocity, average slip and fault thick-

ness.

The steady-state dislocation model of the authors (1982) provides

a good opportunity for a systematic parametric study of the pulse associ

ated with passage of the rupture front. Studies based on previous dis

location models have considered the effects of source type and site

location (e.g. Haskell, 1969; Haskell and Thomson, 1972; Thomson and

Haskell, 1972) as well as rupture velocity (e.g. Boore et al, 1971; Boore

and Zoback, 1974; Levy and Mal, 1977) on ground motion. Numerous other

studies, oriented toward matching observed ground motions in specific

earthquakes, have illustrated the effects of variations of some of the

faulting parameters. The Luco and Anderson (1982) model is sufficiently

complex to include some faulting phenomena typically not covered by some

of the earlier models while retaining enough simplicitiy that its full

range of parameters can be both grasped and explored with a limited com

puter budget.

The synthetic motions generated by the Luco and Anderson model for

a number of particular choices of faulting parameters are studied in this

paper. These particular models all correspond to strike-slip motion on

a vertical fault; within this constraint the other parameters are varied

extensively. The extension to oblique-slip and dip-slip motion and to

faults with an arbitrary dip will be presented in a subsequent paper

(Anderson and Luco, 1982). One of the limitations of the model with respect

-5-



to actual long faults in the earth is the absence of layering. Because
I

of the effects introduced by layering we do not expect that the amplitudes

calculated will be realistic. However, the trends obtained in the study

should be of value in assessing the importance of the various parameters.

In addition to the detailed parametric study and with the objective of

es timating the effects of 1ayer; ng and other source character; sti cs not

included in the model, we have compared the peak amplitudes of synthetic

motion with average peak accelerations and velocities predicted by regression

of strong motion data (Joyner et al, 1981). Finally, some of the synthetic

accelerations and velocities are compared with observations from the

October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DISLOCATION MODEL

The fault model considered in the parametric study is illustrated in

Fig. 1. It corresponds to an infinitely long fault of finite width buried

in an elastic half-space. The rupture is modelled by a uniform shear dis-

location which propagates from - 00 to 00 with a uniform horizontal rupture

velocity cl . The rupture front is assumed to be rectilinear and, in general,

it may be inclined. The inclination of the rupture front is controlled by

the ratio of the horizontal rupture velocity cl to the rupture velocity in

the dip direction c2. The parametric study described herein is limited to

the case of vertical strike-slip faults, as shown in Fig. 1,

and to ruptures in which the velocity cl is lower than the Rayleigh wave

velocity in the medium. Except where indicated, the slip function considered

corresponds to a step dislocation of amplitude ~o'

The numerical results presented below have been obtained using the analy

tical solution derived by the authors (Luco and Anderson, 1982) in which the

velocity on the surface of the half-space for a step dislocation is given
in terms of a simple finite integral. The solution corresponds

to a steady state in which the response ;s invariant for

an observer moving parallel to the fault with a speed equal to the rupture

velocity cl . For an observer at x = 0, the time t = a corresponds to the

time of passage of the rupture in front of the observation point.

Velocities on the surface of the half-space were calculated at a step

of 0.1 sec for 20 sec long synthetics and 0.2 sec for longer synthetics.

Acceleration and displacement pulses were obtained by numerical differentia-
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/.'/ C,

ticn and integration of the velocity pulses, respectively. In some cases,

smaller time steps had to be used to obtain stable acceleration values.

With one exception, we have used a = /3 B = 6.0 km/sec for the calculations

in this paper. In this case, corresponding to a Poissonls ratio of 0.25,

the Rayleigh wave velocity is cR = 6[2-2//3J 1/2 (Ewing et a1, 1957,

p.33). Thus S~ 3.4641 km/sec and cR~ 3.1849 km/sec.
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PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTION FOR VERTICAL STRIKE-SLIP FAULTING

Characteristics of the acceleration, velocity and displacement pulses as

a function of distance to the fault. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show, respectively,

synthetic acceleration, velocity and displacement pulses at various distances

y from a vertical, strike-slip fault characterized by Zu = 2 km and

zd = 10 km. The slip on the fault corresponds to a step dislocation of

amplitude ~o = 100 cm propagating with rupture velocities cl = 3.184 km/sec

and c2 = 00. For y = 0, the x- and z- c~mponents are nodal, and, consequently,

the y-component is dominant for small values of y. The peak amplitudes occur

at a horizontal distance of about 2 km which corresponds to the depth of the

top of the fault. Figs. 2 and 3 indicate that the duration

of the acceleration and velocity pulses increases with distance, the effect

being most prominent for the y-component of motion. As noted by Luco and

Anderson (1982) the synthetic velocity and acceleration pulses are symmetric

or anti-symmetric with respect to t =0 for this case in which the rupture

front is vertical (c2 = 00).

As shown in Fig. 4, the static values of the y- and z-components of

displacement are zero, while the x-component shows a significant permanent

offset. The calculated static offsets obtained by integration over a 20

sec time window have been compared with those resulting from exact static

two-dimensional solutions with excellent agreement for stations at distances

shorter than 20 km (Luco and Anderson, 1982). As observed by other authors,

the perpendicular component of displacement uy is the most prominent in the

near-field. Finally, we note that, in this case (c2 = 00), the y and z dis

placement components are sJ~tric with respect to t = O.
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Niazi (1973) has previously noted near-symmetry in numerical results

for a finite-length, two-dimensional fault model with rupture velocity

much lower than the shear-wave velocity, and Aki and Richards (1980,

p. 859) have observed that the displacement is symmetric when an anti-plane,

two-dimensional dislocation propagates past the observer.

Variation of peak amplitudes with distance to the fault and position of the

fault. The distributions of peak acceleration, velocity and displacement

versus distance to the fault are shown in Fig. 5 for three fault models.

The upper (solid) curves correspond to a vertical, strike-slip fault of width

W= 8 km located between the depths Zu = 1 km and zd = 9 km. The intermediate

(dash) curves correspond to a fault of width W= 8 km located between the

depths Zu = 2 km and zd = 10 km. Both of these models are characterized by

a slip 6
0

= 100 cm. The lower (dash-dot) curves are for a fault of width

W= 16 km located between the depths Zu = 2 km and zd = 18 km with a slip of

amplitude ~o = 50 em. All three models are characterized by the same

seismic moment per unit length of fault and by rupture velocities cl = 3.0 km/

= 00

I ,

Inspection of Fig. 5 reveals that the largest peak amplitudes occur at

a distance comparable to the depth of the top of the fault, zu. Furthermore,

as Zu increases, the peak amplitudes decrease. For y < Zu the peak values of

Uy are approximately proportional to z~2 , while the peak val ues of uy are

app roxi ma te1y proport iona1 to z~1 The addit i ona1 factor of z~1 in uy

arises because the velocity pulse width decreases as zu. For y < zu' the

location of the bottom of the fault has little effect on peak amplitudes as
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evidenced by the uniform factor of 2 difference between the results for

Zu = 2 km, zd = 10 km, 6
0

= 100 em and Zu = 2 km, zd = 18 km and bo = 50 em.

For larger values of y (y > 10 km) all three fault models lead to similar

pea k amp1itudes •

Effects of rupture velocities on pulse shapes and peak amplitudes. The

amplitudes of synthetic ground motion are sensitive to the value of the

rupture velocity as emphasized by Boore et al (1971) and Boore and Zoback

(1974). Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of the horizontal rupture velocity

cl on the amplitude and shape of the synthetic velocity for an observer at

a distance of 10 km from a vertical, strike-slip fault characterized by

Zu = 2 km, zd = 10 km and c2 =~. The variation of the peak acceleration,

velocity and displacement with cl/cR is shown in Fig. 7 for the same fault

model and observer position. Peak accelerations and peak velocities exhibit

large amplifications as the horizontal rupture velocity, cl ' approaches the

Rayleigh wave velocity in the medium, cR. The effects are stronger on the

x- and z-components which for cl'~cR are dominated by P, SV and Rayleigh

waves while the y-component is controlled by SH waves. Peak displace

ments are the least sensitive to rupture velocity. In particular, the

peak displacement in the x-component corresponds to the static displace

ment and, consequently, is independent of the rupture velocity in the

dislocation model.

The effects of horizontal rupture velocity clan the distribution

of peak velocity versus distance to the fault are illustrated in Fig. 8.

In addition to the increase in amplitude as cl approaches cR the results

shown in Fig. 8 indicate a marked change in the rate of

attenuation of the x- and z-co~ponents with distance while

-11-
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the rate of attenuation of the y-component remains essentially unchanged.

As cl approaches cR the x- and z-components show a significantly lower

attenuation with distance than for lower values of the rupture velocity

cl . This observation combined with the increase in amplitude in the

x- and z-components as cl tends to cR suggests the presence of a Rayleigh

wave contribution to Ux and Uz for cl~cR' We have not investigated the

effect of changes in Poisson's ratio on the amplitudes of ground motion

obtained by use of our model. Boore et al (1971) found that for their

two-dimensional model and for a fixed value of cllS, amplitudes increased

as S/a increased.

The numerical results presented this far have been based on the assum

ption that c2 =~, implying that the rupture fronts are vertical. Next, we

examine the effects of non-vertical rupture fronts on pulse shapes and peak

amplitudes. Fig. 9 shows synthetic velocity pulses at a distance from the

fault of 2 km for two rupture models : the results on the left corresponds

to a rupture which initiates at the bottom (zd = 10 km) of the fault and then

propagates upward and to the right with velocities of 2.5 and 3.0 km/sec,

respectively; the results on the right correspond to a rupture which initiates

at the top (zu = 2 km) of the fault and then propagates downward and to the

right with velocities of 2.5 and 3.0 km/sec, respectively. For finite values

of c2' i.e. for inclined rupture fronts, the pulse shapes are no longer symmetric

or anti-symmetric with respect to t = O. However, there is a surprising time

reversal symmetry between the two sets of results shown in Fig. 9. Except

for the sign of motion, the synthetics for one case can be obtained from those

of the other case by reversing time.

The effects of the vertical rupture velocity c2 on the synthetic veloci

ties for an observer at a distance of 10 km from the fault are illustrated

in Fig. 10. The fault model is characterized by Zu = 2 km, zd = 10 km,

cl = 3.0 km/sec and Lo =100 cm. In this figure it is possible to see the

evolution from the case c2 = ~, where the synthetics are symmetric or anti-
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symmetric about t = 0, to cases where the asymmetry is more pronounced.

The results shown in Fig. 10 indicate that the peak velocities at a dis

tance of 10 km are not strongly affected by the value of c2. The variation

of peak velocities with vertical rupture velocity c2 is shown in Fig. 11

for observers at distances of 2 and 10 km. The effects of c2 on peak velo

cities appear to be somewhat stronger at shorter distances to the fault but

are considerably less pronounced than the effects of the horizontal rupture

velocity cl .

Effect of rise time on acceleration pulses. All of the models considered so

far assume a slip function in the form of a step. To study the effects of a

finite rise time on pulse shapes and peak amplitudes we consider slip func-

tions corresponding to ramps of finite duration, T. The response for any

prescribed slip function can be obtained by appropriate convolution with the

synthetics already described for a step slip function. We note, however,

that the acceleration response for an infinite ramp characterized by slip

velocity 6
0

corresponds to the velocity response for a step function of

amplitude ~o after substitution of Lo by lo' Thus, the velocities (in cm/

sec) shown in Fig. 3 for a step dislocation of amplitude ~o = 100 cm can be

interpreted as accelerations (in cm/sec2) for an infinite ramp dislocation

with slip velocity lo = 100 cm/sec.

Synthetic accelerograms at a station located at a distance y = 2 km

from the fault for slip functions corresponding to a suite of finite ramps

with various rise times, T, are shown in Fig. 12. In these calculations,

the slip velocity lo has been assumed to be constant and equal to 100 cm/sec.

The rupture is characterized by Zu = 2 km, zd = 10 km, cl = 3.0 km/sec and

c2 =~ The results presented in Fig. 12 indicate that for short rise times
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(T < 0.4 sec) the acceleration pulse shapes are essentially the same as

those obtained for a step dislocation as shown in Fig. 2. In this case,

the amplitudes scale with the final slip ~o =loT. For rise times longer

than 2 sec the peak amplitudes become essentially independent of the value

of the rise time and depend only on the slip velocity. For long rise times,

the synthetic accelerations separate into two pulses corresponding to the

initiation and termination of rupture at a point. As discussed above, each

one of these pulses has the same form as the velocity pulses shown in Fig. 3

for a step dislocation. In general, the peak accelerations for any finite

rise time and for a given slip velocity are lower than twice the peak acce

leration for the separated rupture initiation pulse. For intermediate

values of the rise time (0.5 sec < T < 2.0 sec) the peak accelerations are

almost twice the limiting value corresponding to the separated rupture ini

tiation pulse for long rise times but are considerably lower than the cor

responding peak accelerations for a step dislocation with the same final

slip. Comparison of the results in Fig. 12, for T = 1 sec, with those shown

in Fig. 5 reveals that the peak accelerations for the finite ramp are between

0.43 and 0.50 of the values for a step dislocation of equal final slip_(lOO

em). The corresponding ratios for peak velocities are 0.59 to 0.78, and,

for di5~lacement 0.75 to 1.0. As expected, the reductions with respect to

the results for a step dislocation are the greatest for peak accelerations

which are more sensitive to the high frequency differences between the finite

ramp and the step slip functions.
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COMPARISON WITH FINITE-LENGTH FAULT MODELS

To illustrate the relationship between the ground motion

generated by faults of finite length and the motion calculated

on the basis of our infinite length model we have made some

comparisons with results obtained by the use of Haskell's

model for faults of various length. The results, shown in

Fig. 13, were calculated as in Anderson and Richards (1975) and

verified by a program based on the formulation given by Boatwright

and Boore (1975). In Fig. 13, velocities at a station located at mid-length

of a finite fault in a unbounded medium are compared with

velocities from our model for an infinite length fault in a

half-space. The Haskell model was used because comparable

calculations for velocities from a long finite fault in a half

space are much more expensive. These calculations are for a

site at a distance of y = 2 krn perpendicular to a fault extending

from z = 2 km to z = 10 krn.

Figure 13 shows velocity from finite faults of half-length

equal to 6 km, 18 krn, 42 krn, and 78 km. As an example on the

finite fault with half-length of 18 krn, rupture initiates at

x = -18 km, propagates past the observation point at x = 0,

and then continues on, finally stopping at x = 18 krn. We note,

however, that the contribution to the synthetics from those parts

of the fault with x beyond 11.9 km would fall outside the time

window shown in fig. 13. Furthermore, because of directivity,

the velocities caused by motion on the fault at x > 0 are small

compared to the velocities caused by motion at x < o.

-15-
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Based on Fig. 13, we interpret the ground motion caused by

a finite fault propagating past a site as consisting of three

phases: a starting phase, a rupture passage phase, and a stopping

phase. The rupture passage phase is what is considered by the

steady-state dislocation model which we have studied in this paper;

the starting and stopping phases are contributed by fault finiteness.

The parallel (x) and vertical (z) components of velocity may be con-

sidered together on Fig. 13. For these components, the starting phase

is nodal on the plane of the fault; therefore motions close to even

a short fault are similar to the assymptotic limits for an infinite-

length fault. The synthetic Uz for a fault with an 18 km half-length

is very similar to the synthetic Uz for a fault with a 78 &~ half-

length. •On the Ux component, the synthetic velocity pulse

essentially achieves its final form for half-lengths of between

18 km and 42 km. We note also that the peak x- and z- components

of velocity from the finite fault change by less than a factor

of 2 as the fault length approaches infinity. Differences

between the 78 km fault in the infinite space and the infinite-

length fa"ul t in the half space arise because the interaction

of P and SV waves with the free surface is neglected in the

Haskell model.

On the y- component, the starting phase is not nodal, and

the finite fault must be much longer before the velocity

approaches the shape associated with the assymptotic limit of

an infinite -length fault. For faults with half-length of 6 kID

and 18 km, the starting phase and tpe rupture passage phase are

unseparated. For a half-length of between 18 km and 42 km, the
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starting phase and rupture passage phase begin to separate,

and for a half-length of 78 kID, these phases are well separated

in time •. The rupture passage phase for the finite fault in a

full-space closely resembles the pulse on the infinite fault

in a half-space because the pulse is composed largely of SH-
.

waves. The largest peak velocities on U develop for faults
y

with half lengths of 15 to 24 km, and are about 3.5 times as

large as the isolated rupture passage phase.

Calculations for a lower rupture velocity of 2.5 km/sec

(0.726) revealed that the separation of the starting and rup-

ture passage phases began to occur for faults of half-length

between 10 krn and 20 kID. The relative importance of the start-

ing phase and the rupture passage phase was not significantly

altered from that shown in Fig. 13. However, for the u pulse
y

generated by a Haskel model with rupture velocity of 2.5 kID/sec,

half length of 40 kID and width of 8 km, the ratio of the ampli-

tude of the rupture passage phase to the starting phase increas-

es from 0.4 to 1.3 as the depth of the top of the fault with

respect ~o the observer decreases from 2 kID to 0 kID.

We note that the starting phase associated w~th a finite

Haskell-type fault may be stronger than starting phases in the

earth. In the earth, the starting phase originates from a

point, rather than a line. Furthermore, the rupture velocity

may not instantaneously achieve the final value.

In summary, the rupture passage phase which we have

studied may be the dominant part of the x- and z- components

of velocity, and also an important part of the y- component of

velocity close to finite faults of moderate length.

-17-
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COMPARISON WITH STRONG GROUND MOTION DATA

To assess the importance of the source and propagation medium

characteristics not included in our steady-state disclocation model

(starting and stopping phases, spatial variation of slip and rupture

velocity, and layering) we have compared the results of the model with

actual ground motion data. The comparative study included: calcula

tion of synthetic values of ML and comparison with the appropriate

value of ML for the assigned seismic moment per unit length of the

model, comparison of synthetic peak amplitudes with average peak amp

litudes from correlations, and comparison of filtered synthetic accelero-

grams with filtered data from the Imperial Valley earthquake of October,

1979.

Evaluation of MLfrom synthetic accelerograms. The moment per

unit length of (Mo/L) for all of the calculations in this paper except

those in Fig. 12 is 2.6 x 1024 dyne-cm/km: this value is roughly con-

sistent with values of Mo/L for California strike slip earthquakes in

the 6-3/4 to 7 magnitude range. For example, M=6-3/4 can be associ-

ated with MOl'::: 1.3 x 1026 dyne-em and L"='60 km:which gives moment per unit

length of 2.2 x 1024 dyne-cm/km. For these large fault lengths, our model,

for distances to the fault in the range from 0 to 20 km may be relevant

to prediction of long period components of strong ground motion near the

fault, but away from the ends.

We calculated ML from the synthetics, after the procedure of Kanamori

and Jennings (1978), to determine if our simple model gives the proper

amplitude and attenuation of synthetic Wood-Anderson seismograph response
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with distance. We found that ML has very different values when estimated

from the parallel and perpendicular components of the synthetic acce1ero

grams. Furthermore, ML depends strongly on the propagation velocity.

For c1 = 3.0 km/sec, ML peaks at a value of 5.8 at a distance comparable

to the top of the fault (zu = 2km); for cl = 3.184 km/sec, ML from

the largest component is approximately constant out to 20 km and ranges

between 6.0 to 6.2. These values of ML are considerably smaller than

the values of 6-3/4 to 7 which would be expected for an actual California

earthquake of comparable slip, and imply synthetic Wood-Anderson instru

ment responses 3 to 10 times smaller than expected.

Comparison with regresssion results. Fig. l4(a) shows a comparison of

peak accelerations obtained by Joyner, Boore, and Porcella (1981) by

regression from existing strong motion accelerograms. Fig. l4(b) compares our

calculated peak velocities with regression results. Peak values from

our model are too small. Based on the results which have been shown

earlier, one could manipulate the faulting parameters somewhat to improve

the agreement. For example, by choosing the depth to the top of the

fault equal to 1.0 km and using a rupture velocity c1 = 3.184 km/sec,

one could achieve peak accelerations of about 800 cm/sec2 at y $ 1 km,

and peak velocities of about 50 em/sec.

Comparisons with acceleration recordings from the 1979 Imperial

Valley Earthquake. The October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake

(Mw = 6.5) was recorded on over 30 strong motion accelerographs, including

a linear array of stations (stations 1 to 13) which is perpendicular to

the causative Imperial Fault. For a map showing the station locations,

as well as the digitized accelerograms, the reader is referred to Brady

-19-
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et al (1980). The epicenter was located about 24 km southeast of where

this array crosses the fault, and surface displacements appeared between

stations 6 and 7, implying that rupture propagated toward the northeast,

and toward these stations. Observed surface rupture terminates about 10 km

northwest of the array, but intense aftershock activity north of the

array could be responsible for part of the northern-most surface expression.

Because several of the stations in the transverse array are close to the

surface expression of the faulting, we infer that the geometry is favor

able for comparison with our model.

Fig. 15 illustrates the transverse component of velocity obtained

at accelerograph stations 6 and 7, and a synthetic pulse generated by

our model for a site at y = 1.0 km. Stations 6 and 7 are each about 1 km

from the fault trace, on opposite sides of the fault. The observed motions

at stations 6 and 7 differ at high frequencies as shown in Fig. 15. The

rise time (T = 1.5 sec) on the synthetic fault was selected to duplicate

the time interval between the positive and negative peak of the observa

tions. We note that this value of rise time is consistent with the con

clusion reached by Day (1982) that estimates for the rise time in long

faults are given by ,. = W/2cl or ,. = W/2e.For the model used, the first

estimate is T = 0.5 x 9 km/2.0 km/sec =2.25 sec and the second is T = 0.5 x 9/2.89

= 1.6 sec. Also, Hartzell and Helmberger (1982) used a rise time of 1.0 sec

in their modelling study of the Imperial Valley earthquake. The synthetic

velocity is about a factor of 15 too small in amplitude, and also lacks

the high-frequency energy which ;s evident nn the observations. A greater

rupture velocity would significantly decrease. but not eliminate, the

amplitude discrepancy.
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Fig. 16 shows a comparison of the attenuation with distance from

the fault of the peak acceluations from low-pass filtered accelerograms

and low-pass filtered synthetics. Record sections which include the

direct S-wave pulse were selected and filtered for this purpose. The

filter is symmetric, has a corner frequency of 0.5 Hz and the Fourier

amplitude spectrum decreases at a rate of f-5 at frequencies above this

corner. The filtered accelerograms are shown in Fig. 17.

On Fig. 16 the value of y assigned to each station was measured

from a linear approximation of the fault trace. Stations beyond either

end of the ruptured fault section were not included. We note that the

synthetic accelerograms, whose peak values after filtering appear on Fig. 16,

are derived for 100 em fault slip with a step time function. This value

of slip appears to be reasonable. The teleseismic moment of 6 x 1025

dyne-em (Kanamori and Regan, 1981) implies an average offset of about

60 em on a fault plane 35 km long by 9 km wide. Olson (1982) obtains a

moment of 9 x 1025 dyne-em from inversion of aceelerograpn data; this

would imply an average slip of about 95 em on the same fault plane. The

comparison in Fig. 16 also reveals that the synthetics underestimate the

peak amplitudes of the fi 1tered recordi n9, in this case by a factor of

5 to 8.

We have noted the symmetry of the synthetic acee1erograms about the

time rupture propagates past the observation point. Since several of the

accelerogran~ in Fig. 17 are timed, we used the timing of the peak of

the filtered pulses (~~) to estimate the average rupture velocity. The

results are given in Table 1. The stations which are closest to the

fault (y s 6km) all give a rupture velocity of 1.80 to 1.95 km/sec based
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on this analysis. This value is smaller than estimates of about 2.5 km/sec

obtained by Harzell and Helmberger (1982) and much smaller than the esti

mate 3.3 to 5.0 km/sec of Olson (1982). We observe that if one considers

a finite rise time T. the rupture front arrives at a time ,/2 before the

peak, so that ~t in Table 1 would be decreased. Furthermore, if the rupture

front is not vertical~ the peak corresponds to the time the top of the

fault passes the stations (e.g. Figs. 9 and 10). Thus differences between

results in Table 1 and the inversion study of Hartzel and Helmberger (1980)

may be reconcilable.
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Discussion of amplitude comparisons. The previous comparisons

indicate that the steady-state dislocation model in a uniform half-space

underpredicts observed peak velocities and accelerations. On Fig. l4a,

model estimates of peak accelerations are a factor of 2 to 8 too small

at distances less than 2 km. The model with cl = 3.184 km/sec = 0.9997 CR
is a factor of 3 too small. On Fig. l4b, model estimates for peak velocities

are a factor of 4 to 6 too small to distances of 20 km; in this case the

model with cl = 3.184 km/sec has an attenuation rate which is too slow.

On Fig. 16 model predictions for filtered peak perpendicular accelerations

are a factor of 5 to 8 too small. The corresponding ratio on the parallel

component depends on distance. However, an intermediate rupture velocity

(say cl ~ 3.1 km/sec) would possibly match the observed attenuation with

distance at a level which is also a factor of 5 or 6 too small. We con-

elude that overall, this model underestimates peak velocities and accelera-

tions by a factor which depends on rupture velocity, and that for rupture

velocities which yield shapes of attenuation curves comparable to observa

tions, that factor is about 6.

We can identify a number of phenomena in the earthquake which are

absent from our model, and which might help account for this overall

difference of a factor of 6. Perhaps the most significant are: (i) finite-

ness of the fault and associated starting and stopping phases; (ii) asperities

on the fault and associated possible spatial variations of slip and rupture

velocity, and (iii) layering and the possibility of transonic or supersonic

rupture in the shallower earth layers.

The comparisons shown in Fig. 13 of the results for an infinite length
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model with those for a finite rectangular fault indicate that the ampli-

tudes of the starting and stopping phases are not sufficiently different

from the amplitudes of the rupture passage pulse to explain the difference

observed. It must be considered also that the starting phase in a Haskell

model may be larger than on an actual fault in which the rupture may have

to accelerate to the final rupture velocity (K;usalaas and Mura, 1964).

Small scale asperities also would tend to increase the amplitudes

of acceleration and velocity by introducing a greater amount of high

frequency energy. This is accomplished essentially by introducing starting

and stopping phases from small sources distributed throughout the fault

plane. We note, however that when the Imperial Valley accelerograms were

filtered, this did not decrease the discrepancy between these data and

the synthetic calculations. We conclude that asperities are not the major

source of the differences between the results of the dislocation model

and the observations.

Finally, we turn our attenti~n to the effects of layering. Bouchon

(1979) examined sythetic displacements for the case of a single layer over

a half space, as a simulation of ground motion at station 2 for the Parkfield,

Ca., June 1966 earthquake. He found that the upper layer, with thickness of

1.5 km and'P- and S- velocities at about 45% of the velocities in the

underlying half space, caused the perpendicular (uy) component of dis

placement to be amplified by a factor of 8, while the parallel and vertical

components were amplified by a factor of 2 compared to results for a

uniform half-space. Alternative layered models could cause amplifications

greater than 2 relative to the half space. The large amplification

of the perpendicualr component was caused by a shock wave generated by a

rupture velocity which exceeded the shear velocity in the layer. A
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transonic rupture velocity is also suggested in the solution of Olson

(1982) for the Imperial Valley earthquake mechanism. The results of

Bouchon suggest that the major cause of the amplitude discrepancy be-

tween the results of our model and the observations can be ascribed to the

effects of layering. As noted by Bouchon (1979) we observe that previous

uniform full-space or half-space models for the Parkfield 1966 earthquake

[Aki (1968), Haskell (1969), Trifunac and Udwadia (1974), Anderson (1974),

Kawazaki (1975) and levy and Mal (1976)J have significantly overstimated the

slip required to match the perpendicular displacement pulse observed at

station 2. The uniform medium models which lead to reasonable estimates

for the slip require the assumption that the fault intersects the free-surface.

Based on the previous discussion we conclude that the steady-state dis

location model studied after modification to include the effects of lay

ering could provide a useful tool in estimating near source ground-motion.

Although the extension to layered media will increase the computational

cost, the model would be significantly more economical than models for

finite faults in layered media.
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SUMMARY

The effects of several parameters on surface motions at sites ad

jacent to an infinitely long) finite-width) strike-slip fault in a uni

form half space have been examined thoroughly. The study verifies the

importance of the horizontal rupture velocity in determining amplitudes

of ground motion. In the model, a non-vertical rupture front is not an

important factor in determining the peak amplitudes of ground motion, but

it can considerably modify the synthetic pulse shapes. At close distances,

the depth of the top of the fault, and the slip on the fault) are more

important than the fault width, but at large distances from the fault the

moment per unit length appears to control the peak amplitudes.

Synthetic motions adjacent to Haskell models of finite-length faults

in an infinite medium can be regarded as composed of a starting phase,

a rupture passage phase, and a stopping phase. The rupture passage phase

is a prominent component of the total ground motion when it is separat

ed from the starting phase. The pulse generated by the infinite-length

dislocation model considered in this paper is the equivalent) for a half_

space~ of the rupture passage phase generated by the Haskell models.

When compared with observations, the model underestimates peak

accelerations and peak velocities in the near field. This underestimate

occurs both at high frequencies and in the intermediate frequency range

in which asperities are supposed to be of little importance. Furthermore,

the amplitudes of starting and stopping phases do not appear to be suffi

cient to explain the differences. We concl ude that the effects

introduced by layering are therefore the most probable cause of the larger

amplitudes in observational data.
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TABLE 1

Estimate of Rupture Velocity for the
Imperial Valley, Oct. 15, 1979 Earthquake

(~eak time -r
Origin time = Rupture velocity =

Station 1 Peak time2 nt(sec) 6x/H(krn/sec)bx (km)

Array #2 23.6 23: 17: 09.1 14.6 1.62

#4 23.2 23:17:07.3 12.8 1. 81

#5 24.6 23:17:07.7 13.2 1.86

#6 24.6 23:17:67.3-68.2 12.8-13.7 1.92- 1.80

#8 23.6 23:17:66.7 12.2 1.93

#11 22.4 23:17:08.3 13.8 1.62

1. Distance along the fault from epicenter to projection of
observation point onto the fault, measured from Fig. 1 of
Brady, et. ll. (1980) ±0.3 km.

2. GMT, October 15, 1979, ±O.l sec. These are based on start
times of accelerograms given by Porcella and Matthiesen (1979)
and Porcella (personal communication).

. .

3. Based on origin time 23:16:54.5 (Brady, et. !l., 1980).
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FI GURE C.;PTI ONS

Fioure 1. Description of fault model and coordinate systems.

A. Three dimensional view. The plane z = 0 is the free surface. The

plane shaded area represents a vertical fault; rupture occurs only

between Zu and zd' but extends to ± = in the x-direction.

B. Plan view of the plane which contains the fault. The shaded portion

represents the area which has ruptured at time t. Slip on the fault is

independent of location within the shaded area and is constrained to be

horizontal.

Figure 2. Synthetic acceleration pulses at various distances from a vertical,

strike-s1ip fau1t characterized by Zu = 2 km and zd = 10 km. The s1ip on the

fault corresponds to a step dislocation of amplitude ~o =100 em propagating

with velocities cl = 3.184 km/sec and c2 = m.

Figure 3. Synthetic velocities corresponding to the accelerations shown

in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Synthetic displacements corresponding to the accelerations shown

in Figure 2.

Figure 5. Peak values of synthetic acceleration, velocity, and displacement,

as a function of distance y for three vertical, strike-slip faulting models.
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and t.o = lOa em. The dash 1ine (---)

2 km~ zd = 10 km~ and t. o = 100 cm. The

to a fault with Zu = 2 km, z = 18 km,d

All three models have the same moment per unit length. All three models

have cl = 3.0 km/sec and c2 =~. The solid line (-) corresponds to a

model with Zu = 1 km~ zd = 9 km~

corresponds to a fault with Zu =

dash-dot line (-.-.) corresponds

and t.o = 50 cm.

Figure 6. Synthetic velocity pulses from a vertical, strike slip fault with

Zu = 2 km, zd = 10 km, c2 = ~, ~o = lOa cm~ at a distance y = 10 km. The

horizontal rupture velocity cl is given four values approaching the Rayleigh

wave vel oci ty in the ha If space, cR== 3.1849 km/sec.

Figure 7. Effects of horizontal rupture velocity cl on peak amplitudes of

acceleration, velocity, and displacement for a vertical, strike-slip fault

with Zu = 2 km, zd = 10 km, Uo = lOa cm, and other parameters as shown in

the figure.

Figure 8. Effect of horizontal rupture velocity cl on the distribution of

peak velocities as a function of distance y for a vertical strike slip fault

with Zu =2 km, zd = 10 km, c2 = ~, and ~o =100 cm.

Figure 9. Effects of vertical rupture velocity c2 on synthetic velocities

for two models of a vertical, strike slip fault with Zu = 2 km~ zd = 10 km,

cl = 3.0 km/sec, y = 2'km and ~o =100 em. For the case on the left, with

c2 negative, rupture occurs first at the lower edge of the fault for any
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selected location x, and proceeds upward; for the case on the right, with

Cz positive, rupture reaches a location x at the top edge of the fault

first and proceeds downward.

Figure 10. Effects of vertical rupture velocity Cz on synthetic velocities

from a vertical, strike-slip fault with Zu = 2 km, zd = 10 km, cl = 3 km/

sec, Lo = 100 cm, and at y = 10 km.

Figure 11. Effect of Cz on the peak velocity at y = 2 and 10 km for a

vertical strike-slip fault with Zu = 2 km, zd = 10 km, cl = 3 km/sec and

to = 100 cm.

Figure lZ. Synthetic acceleration pulses caused by a vertical, strike-slip

fault which has a slip function described by a ramp with finite duration, T,

and slip velocity 6
0

= 100 cm/sec. The rupture is characterized by Zu = Z.O

km, zd = 10.0 km, cl = 3.0 km/sec and c2 =~. The observation point is at

y = Z km.

Figure 13. Comparison of synthetic velocity from an infinite-length

fault ;~ half-space and several related, finite-length models in an

infinite space. Velocity from the infinite-length fault (solid line)

results from a vertical, right-lateral strike-slip fault with z = 2 km,
u

zd = 10 km, cl = 3.0 km/sec, and c2 =~. The time history of dislocation

at each point is a finite ramp with slip velocity 200 em/sec and rise

time 0.5 sec, giving a total offset of 100 em. At time = 0, the rupture

front is at x = 0; the station location is x = 0 km, y = 2 km. The

finite fault rupture ~Ddels are sections of this infinite fault centered
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at x = 0, with half-length as given. The kinematic fault-dislocation

and fault-receiver geometry are the same as for the infinite fault.

Vel QcHt~? frJ)mthese JinJte faults, shown as broken 1i nes, are

calculated as in Anderson and Richards (1975), and are multiplied by
.

a factor of 2. Note that the vertical scale for uy is twice the
o

vertical scale for Ux and uz.

Figure 14. Peak accelerations (a) and velocities (b) from our cal

culations, (60 = 100 cm, c2 = ~), compared with values predicted by

the regression of Joyner, Boore, and Porcella (1981).

Figure 15. Comparison of 10.0 second section of observed velocity at

stations 6 and 7 during the October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake

with a synthetic record. Components are oriented perpendicular to the

fault (230°). Peak to peak amplitudes of each trace are given on the right.

Synthetic is calculated with a = 5.0 km/sec, S = a/13: Zu = 1.0 km,

zd = 10.0 km, cl = 2.0 km/sec, ~o = 100 em, lo = 67 em/sec (giving a rise

time of 1.5 sec), and y = 1.0 km.
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Figure 16. Peak accelerations from low-pass filtered synthetics, compared

with peaks from low-pass filtered body-wave pulses of the Imperial Valley

earthquake of October 15, 1979. The filter has a corner frequency of 0.5 Hz.

Each accelerograph location is indicated by a code: B = Bonds Corner,

C = Calexico, H = Holtville, numbers 1 to 13 correspond to stations of the

transverse array. Circles represent stations southwest of the fault, and

triangles represent stations northeast of the fault. Data from the El Centro

Differential Array is referred to as station 9. Models use a fault displace

ment of 100 cm, which may differ from average during the Imperial Valley

ea rthq uake .

Figure 1 7. Low-pass filtered S-wave accelerations from transverse array

recordings of the Imperial Valley earthquake of October 15, 1979. Data

from the El Centro Differential Array is referred to as station 9. Fre

quencies greater than 0.5 Hz are removed. The relative timing of the re

cords is based on visual alignment of the peak of the pulse on the perpen

dicular (230 0 )component. The surface expression of the Imperial fault

passes between stations 6 and 7, and the surface expression of the Brawley

fault passes between stations 5 and 6. Distance from a linear approxima

tion to the surface expression of the fault, equivalent to y (Fig. 1), is

shown in parentheses next to each station number. Dashed lines (5) show

filtered synthetic accelerograms for Zu = 1 km, zd = 9 km, cl = 3.0 kID/sec,

c2 = ~, and 6
0

= 225 em at y = 2 and y = -2.
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APPENDIX VII

PARAMETRIC STUDY OF NEAR-FIELD GROUND MOTIONS FOR

OBLIQUE-SLIP AND DIP-SLIP DISLOCATION MODELS

by

John G. Anderson and J. Enrique Luco

ABSTRACT

The near-field motion on the surface of a uniform half-space for oblique-slip and dip-slip faults

has been studied by the use of a dislocation model. The fault is modeled by an infinitely long buried

dislocation of finite v.idth; rupture propagates horizontally along the fault and past the observation

points ....ith a constant rupture velocity lower than the Rayleigh wave velocity. In addition to those

parameters which control peak amplitudes near a vertical, strike-slip fault (depth of the top of the fault,

horizontal rupture velocity), the dip of the fault plays an important role. The slip direction and the

angle between the rupture front and the down-dip direction of the fault also become increasingly impor-

tant in determining amplitudes of peak ground motions as the dip of the fault decreases from vertical to

shallow angles. In some regions near a thrust fault, peak amplitudes are significantly greater than the

largest values near a vertical, strike-slip fault.

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, Scripps Institute of Oceanography. University of California, San Diego, La Jolla,
California 92093 (J.G.AJ.

Depanment of Applied Mechanics and Engineering Sciences, University of California. San Diego. La Jolla, California 92093
(J.E.L and J.G.A).

DRAFT. submitted to the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America for publication, August, 1982.
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INTRODUCTION

This article is a continuation of the parametric study on strong ground motion which was initiated

by Anderson and Luco (982). The previous paper studied the effect of several parameters on the

strong ground motion in the near field of a vertical strike-slip fault in a uniform half-space. The fault is

modeled by an infinitely long buried dislocation of finite width; rupture propagates horizontally along

the fault and past the observation points with a constant rupture velocity lower than the Rayleigh velo

city. We now extend the previous results to dipping faults and to faults which include a dip-slip com·

ponent of ground motion. Since Anderson and Luco (982) thoroughly studied the strike-slip fault,

our approach will be to begin with that case, and see what happens as we deviate from the pure strike

slip. We will study the evolution of ground motion for cases which are intermediate between pure

strike-slip and pure thrust, and then study the pure thrust case in more detail.

Previous parametric studies of three dimensional oblique-faulting or thrust-faulting in a half-space

on a model of comparable complexity have apparently not been carried out. A number of two

dimensional models have been presented (Mal, 1972; Schafer, 1973; Brock, 1975; Niazi, 1975;

Litehiser, 1976; Bouchon and Aki, 1977; Bouchon, 1978; Madariaga, 1980). These models assume that

the rupture velocity along the horizontal dimension of the fault is infinite, in contrast to the model con

sidered here which assumes a finite horizontal rupture velocity.

DESCR.IPTION OF THE MODEL

The model derived by Luco and Anderson (982) gives the ground motion near a fault of finite

width and infinite length, which is embedded in a uniform half-space. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry

of the fault model and the coordinate systems employed. The fault has a strike parallel to the x axis

(Fig. lA) and may have an arbitrary dip, 'Y , which is measured from the horizontal y axis. Faulting
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occurs as a uniform shear dislocation between the depths Zu ~ Z ~ Zd' For the general case of a fault

with dip different from 90°, the vertical projection of the fault to the free surface extends over the

range Yu ~ Y ~ Yd' The ¥.idth of the fault is W = .J (Zd - zu)2 + 0'd - yJ2 = (Zd - zu)/sin'Y'

Figure 1B illustrates the rupture model in the fault plane. The rupture front travels from x = -00

to x = 00 at a constant longitudinal rupture velocity Cj, where Cl must be less than the Rayleigh wave

speed. For an observer at x = 0, the time t = °corresponds to the time of passage of the rupture in

front of the observation point. As shown in Figure 1B, the rupture front need not be parallel to the dip

direction of the fault. Luco and Anderson introduced a "transverse rupture velocity," C2, which

describes the rate at which the rupture front crosses the width of the fault at fixed x. The slip direction

on this fault may be arbitrary and it is described by the rake angle $, measured in the fault plane from

the horizontal axis. The shape of the time function for slip is the same throughout the fault, and, in

this paper, we use a step offset.

The numerical results presented below have been obtained using the analy1ical solution derived by

the authors (Luco and Anderson, 1982) in which the velocity on the surface of the half space is given

in terms of a single, finite integral. Accelerations are obtained by numerical differentiation of the syn

thetic velocity; displacements by numerical integration. Velocities were calculated at a time increment

of 0.02 sec and for a total duration of 20 seconds.

EVOLUTION FROM STRIKE-SLIP TO DIP-SLIP DISPLACEMENTS

ON THE FAULT

Anderson and Luco (1982) thoroughly examined the case of a vertical ('Y = 90., strike-slip

(¢ = 0°) fault. Some review of the results of Anderson and Luco (1982) would seem to be appropri

ate. For the vertical strike slip fault, they examined characteristics of the acceleration, velocity, and

displacement pulses resulting from this modeJas a function of distance to the fault, as a function of

/7t'
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horizontal and transverse rupture velocities, and as a function of rise time. The components Ux and u;

are nodal at the fault plane, and achieved peak values at distances y comparable to the depth of the top

of the fault. A geometrical factor which controls these peak values is the depth of the top of the fault;

the width of the fault is not important (unless it approaches zero). The horizontal rupture velocity CI

has an important role in controlling peak values, with u~ and u: being more sensitive than uy to Cj

when CI is near the Rayleigh velocity. The vertical rupture velocity C2 did not play an important role in

modifying peak amplitudes, unless it became much smaller than CI> but it did significantly modify the

pulse shapes. An intriguing aspect of the solution is that for infinite C2, UX is symmetric about t = 0,

while uy and u: are anti-symmetric. Finally, the effect of increasing rise time is to reduce the ampli

tudes of acceleration and velocity to values which are less, and sometimes considerably less, than those

seen for the step offset.

This study introduces the effect of changes in two more parameters: the fault dip (y) and the rake

(eI». To examine the evolution from vertical strike slip (eI> = 0 0
, y = 90., to dip slip

(eI> = ± 90 0
, y ~ 90 0

), we will first look at the effect of the rake for a vertical fault, second look at the

effect of dip on waves generated by a strike slip fault, and third look at the effect of the rake on waves

generated by a dipping fault. We begin by examining how a change in the rake affects synthetic

motions near a vertical fault. Thus Fig. 2 illustrates the change in synthetic displacement, velocity, and

acceleration for a site at y = 5.0 km as the rake changes from 0 0 to -90 0 on a vertical fault. Other

parameters for the synthetics in Fig. 2 are a: = ,J3f3 = 6.0 km/sec, CI = 3.0 km/sec, C2 = 00, the slip on

the fault, ~o = 100 em, Zu = 2.0 km, and Zd = 10.0 km. The parameters ct, f:3, CJ, ~o, zu, and Zd are

held at those values for all calculations in this paper. Figure 2 illustrates that the symmetry of Ux and

the anti-symmetry of uy and u: of strike-slip faulting is absent for arbitrary rake, but a complementary

symmetry exists for pure dip-slip faulting. In particular, a component which was symmetric for strike

slip becomes anti-symmetric for dip-slip, and a component with anti-symmetric motions for strike-slip

faulting becomes symmetric for dip slip faulting. A second characteristic of the results shown in Fig. 2

is that the peak amplitudes are relatively insensitive to the rake. The components most affected by

variation of the rake are u: and U;, which are increased by a factor of the order of 2 to 3, and uy which
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suffers a reduction also by a factor of the order of 2 to 3 as the rake varies from 0 0 to -90 o. These

observations are further illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the peak values from Fig. 2 and from addi-

tional calculations as a function of the rake.

Next we consider the effect of the dip angle on a fault with pure strike slip motion. The observer

is at a point 5 km from the vertical projection of the top of the fault to the free surface (y - Yu = 5 km)

as shov.n in Fig. 4. The calculations use a constant offset on the fault, and consequently the moment

per unit length increases in these calculations as the dip decreases. In particular, MoiL a Wa _._1_. In
Sin")'

shifting the dip from 90 0 to 15 0
, this causes an increase of MoiL by a factor of 3.86. We have not nor-

malized to constant MoiL because Anderson and Luco (1982) found that close to the fault, the actual

slip was a more important factor in determination of peak amplitudes than the width of the fault.

Figure 5 illustrates the synthetic motions generated for three different dip angles. These synthet-

ics give the motions at the site y - Yu = 5 km for strike slip on faults with dips of 90 0
, 60 0

, and 30 o.

As in Fig. 2, these synthetics are generated for C2 infinite. In Figure 5, one sees that while the general

features of the pulse shapes are not changed as the dip decreases, the amplitudes increase considerably.

Peak amplitudes from Fig. 5 are transferred to Fig. 6, where they are shov.n as a function of the dip.

Peak accelerations Ux and u; increase by factors of 26 and 37, respectively, as the dip decreases from

90 0 to 15 o. These increases are much larger than the increase in the moment, which as mentioned is

only a factor of 3.86. Thus for strike-slip motion on the fault, the dip of the fault plays an important

role in the determination of peak amplitudes of ground motion. We note that as the dip decreases, the

closest distance from the observer to the fault also decreases.

Next, we investigate the effect of a variable rake on the synthetic pulses generated by a dipping

fault. Figure 7 shows the evolution of synthetic acceleration, velocity, and displacement for a site at

Y - Yu -= 5 km, and for infinite C2, caused by a fault with a dip of 30 0 as the rake changes from 0 0 (pure

strike-slip faulting) to -90 0 (pure thrust faulting). Qualitatively the results shov.n in Figure 7 resemble

those on Figure 2 for a vertical fault: arbitrary rake disrupts the symmetry, and the amplitudes of some

components are modified by a factor of the order of 2 to 3. The peak acceleration in the y - com-

ponent experiences a reduction by a factor of the order of 6 as the rake varies from 0 0 to -90 o. Peak
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amplitudes corresponding to this case are shown on Figure 8. It is interesting that strike slip on the

dipping fault causes stronger shaking than pure dip-slip motions.

To summarize this section, we have studied the evolution from strike-slip to dip slip faulting.

These calculations indicate that the peak amplitudes are quite sensitive to the dip, and less sensitive to

the rake.

Ft.rRTHER PARAMETRIC STUDIES ON DIP-SLIP FAULTING

The effects of dip angle on the synthetic motions and peak amplitudes for a site near a thrust fault

are illustrated in Figures 9-11. We have used the same geometry as in Figure 4 for these calculations.

Figure 9 shows synthetic motions generated when C2 = 00, as it has been in the previous figures. fig

ure 10 departs from this, and shows the effect of a finite value for the transverse rupture velocity,

C2 = -2.5 km/sec. For this case, at any location x along the fault, the rupture occurs first at the bot

tom of the fault, and propagates across the width of the fault at 2.5 kmlsec. The symmetry properties

which appear on Figure 9 are absent from Figure 10. The differing delays in the time of occurrence of

peak accelerations and velocities is caused because these peaks occur when rupture at the top of the

fault passes in front of the observation point; with the successively greater width of faults of smaller

dip, it takes longer for rupture to pass from the bottom edge to the top edge of the fault. With the

exception of the uy • component, the peak amplitudes shown in Figures 9 and 10 and summarized in

Fig. 11 do not appear to be strongly affected by the dip of the fault. The largest effects occur for peak

accelerations which show an increase by a factor of the order of 3 as the dip decreases from 90° to 15°.

The peak amplitudes for the transverse component uy show a strong dependence on the dip angle and

exhibit a minimum at a dip"" 45 ~ Figures 9 and 10 indicate that the sense of motion of the uy - com

ponent is reversed between dips of 30° and 60°,
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The amplitudes of the acceleration and velocity pulses which are shown in Fig. 10 for finite [2 are

much smaller than those shown in Figure 9 for infinite [2. Peak amplitudes for the two values of the

transverse rupture velocity [2 are shown on Figure 11. Differences of a factor of 2 to 3 seem to prevail

for velocity, and factors of 3 to 10 for acceleration. The exception to this pattern is the uy - component

which for dip angles near 45 0 and for C2 = - 2.5 km/sec exhibits larger peak values for uy and uy and

equal peak values for uy than the results for [2 = 00.

In Figure 12, we plot profiles of peak values of acceleration, velocity, and displacement along the

free surface for a thrust fault with a dip of 30 0 and C2 infinite. The upper edge of the fault lies beneath

y = 3.46 km. Peak values in the x and z components of motion occur in the vicinity of this point

(y = 3.46 km), while the peaks of the y-components are shifted slightly toward smaller values of y.

Figure 12 shows considerable asymmetry in y, v.ith a less rapid decrease in peak values at y>O, above

the fault plane, and illustrates the extreme dependence of peak amplitude on position. We attempted,

unsuccessfully, to correlate details of the shapes of the curves in Fig. 12 (such as the minimum of Uy at

y::::: 0) with the radiation patterns for a point dislocation (Aki and Richards, 1980, p. 80-81) at the top

edge of the fault. As pointed out by Ar\.huletta and Hartzell (I981), motion at anyone time results

from contributions from different parts of the fault, and different wave types. Our failure to isolate a

simple radiation pattern effect which correlates with details in Fig. 12 emphasizes that even though the

position of the top edge of the fault is among the dominant parameters in determining the peak values,

the entire extent of the fault contributes to the motion.

ON MEASURE OF DISTANCE TO FAULTS

The available data with respect to peak accelerations, velocities and displacements are typically

organized on the basis of different measures of distance to the fault. In recent correlations, for

instance, Campbell (1981) uses as measure of distance the closest distance to the fault while Joyner et

al (I 98 I) and Joyner and Boore (981) use horizontal distance to the closest point on the vertical
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projection of the fault area on the free surface. For vertical faults which intersect the free surface these

two measures of distance coincide. For dipping faults the differences may be significant. This is shown

in Fig. 13, where the peak amplitude resultspre'sentediil'Fti.ifforadipping thrust fault {dip = 30 Q

are plotted versus three different measures of distance. These measures correspond to : distance from

the site to the closest point on the fault surface (R-Oosest), distance to the top edge of the fault (R

Top), and horizontal distance to closest point on the vertical projection of the rupture area on the free

surface (R·Projection). The distance R-Top was motivated by our observation that the depth of the top

of the fault is more important than the width of the fault in determining near-field peak amplitudes.

Inspection of Fig. 13 reveals that the definition R-Oosest tends to reduce the differences between

components and between points at the same value of R·Oosest but on different blocks. Even with this

definition of distance differences of about one order of magnitude can be observed in the distribution of

peak accelerations. The distance R-Projection causes a large scatter at R :::::: 0 (for the purpose of plot

ting, the peak amplitudes at R-Projection = 0 are shown to the left of a broken scale since all points

on the upper block above the fault are assigned the same distance R = O. We note that our steady

state dislocation model over an infinitely long fault introduces a lower number of characteristic dis

tances than a finite fault for which the use of a single measure of distance may introduce additional

scatter.

Joyner and Boore (1981) used the larger of the two horizontal components of acceleration in their

regression; Campbell (I981) selected the .1verage of the two horizontal components. For the long

period ground motions given by our calculations, Fig. 13 shows that one of the two components is sys

tematically smaller than the other. This would seem to violate Campbell's implicit assumption, in take

ing average values, that both horizontal components obey the same distribution. As pointed out by

Hadjian (I 978), in actual accelerograph data, the instrumental axes may be oriented randomly with

respect to the fault and, often, with respect to other accelerographs. However, if one vector component

in fault based coordinates is systematically larger, such an effect will persist. with scatter, on randomly

oriented axes. Incidentally, axes in our synthetic calculation are not necessarily oriented such that the

largest pp-ak acceleration will appear on one of the two components. The high frequencies which are
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present in observations but absent from our calculations might be distributed identically in all vector

orientations, but that is not knov.-n a-priori.

SUM1\lARY

\Vithin the context of the steady-state, infinite length dislocation model described by Luco and

Anderson (982) we have investigated the importance of several parameters on the pulse shapes and

amplitudes of ground motion near a fault. In a separate paper (Anderson and Luco, 1982) we have

studied in detail the case of vertical, strike-slip faults. In the present paper we have analyzed the cases

of oblique-slip and dip-slip fault models. In this section, we attempt to summarize the results obtained

in both studies.

First, we have found that the location of the observation point relative to the fault, and especially

the top of the fault, plays an important, and expected role, in determining peak amplitudes of ground

motion. Distance from the fault is the most easily recognized effect of location. A radiation pattern

effect is also present, but is not always simply related to the radiation pattern from a point source. Near

a dipping fault, peak amplitudes are different at equal distances but in opposite blocks.

Static faulting parameters which we studied included the depths of the top and bottom of the

fault, the offset and the moment per unit length. Near the fault, the depth of the top of the fault and

the offset (for short rise time) have a profound effect on the peak amplitudes; the depth of the bottom

of the fault, and thus the moment per unit length, do not appear to playa dominant role at distances

less than about twice the depth of the bottom.

For a strike-slip type earthquake, the dip of the fault had an order-of-magnitude effect on the

peak amplitudes. On a dip-slip fault, the dip is less important, but still plays a prominent role in deter

mining peak amplitudes. Shallow dipping faults cause larger peak amplitudes than near-vertical faults.

The rake, or slip direction on the fault plane is relatively unimportant (within a factor of 2) in
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determining peak amplitudes for a vertical fault, and slightly more important as the fault becomes more

shallow-dipping.

The dynamic parameters considered induded the rupture velocities c\ and C2, and the rise time.

The horizontal rupture velocity c\ was found in Anderson and Luco (1982) to playa crucial role in

determining peak accelerations, and a successively lesser role in peak velocities and peak displacements.

When the rupture velocity c\ is close to the Rayleigh wave velocity of the medium, the effect is most

impressive. For the strike-slip fault, on which this effect was studied, peak accelerations change by a

factor of about 4 for a less than one percent change in c\ as c\ approaches the Rayleigh wave velocity.

The transverse rupture velocity, C2, was not very important on the vertical, strike-slip fault, but on the

dipping fault it may reduce peak accelerations and velocities considerably. In all cases, it plays an

important role in modifying pulse shapes.

The role of the rise time is also important, especially as one extrapolates this model to larger mag

nitude earthquakes in which the rise time is still unknown. Scholz (1981) has pointed out that if the

larger slip in a large magnitude earthquake is accomplished within the same rise time as for a smaller

earthquake, the peaks of ground motion would be considerably greater than they would be if the rise

time is proportional to the slip.

In a study of vertical strike-slip faults (Anderson and Luco, 1982) we found that the results from

the steady-state dislocation model in a uniform half-space underestimate the observed amplitudes of

motion. Inclusion of the effects of layering are expected to eliminate this discrepancy (Bouchon, 1979).

It is possible that similar effects would affect the results presented here for oblique-slip and dip-slip

fault models.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Coordinate systems and fault model used in these calculations.

Figure 2. Evolution of synthetic waveforms on a vertical fault as the slip direction (rake) changes

from pure strike slip (Rake = 0°) to pure thrust (Rake = -90°). This plot shows synthetic

displacement (top), velocity (center) and acceleration (bottom). Other parameters are dip

= 90 0, Y = 5.0 km, Yu = 0.0 km, C1 = 3.0 km/sec, C2 = 00, !:J.o = 100 cm, Zu = 2.0 km,

Zd = 10.0 km. Synthetics are calculated at 50 points per second.

Figure 3. Peak amplitudes as a function of rake near a vertical fault. Faulting parameters are the same

as those for Figure 2. Symbols are: circle - Ux , square - Un triangle - U;. Symbols are

plotted at all values of the rake where calculations were carried out; curved lines are cubic

spline interpolations.

Figure 4. Observer-fault geometry for results shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Evolution of synthetic waveforms above a strike slip fault of variable dip. The observation

point is on the upper block, 5.0 krn from the vertical projection of the top of the fault. Dip

of 90 ° corresponds to a vertical fault. Synthetic displacement is at the top, velocity in the

center, and acceleration at the bottom. Parameters are rake =0°, y-Yu=5.0 km, c1=3.0

km/sec, C2=00, !:J. o=l00 em, zu=2.0 Ian, zd=10.0 km. Synthetics are calculated at 50

pts/sec.
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Figure 6. Peak amplitudes above a strike-slip fault of variable dip at a site on the upper fault block,

5.0 km from the vertical projection of the top edge of the fault. Model parameters are the

same as in Figure 5. Symbols are circle - Ux , square - Uy, triangle - Uz • Symbols are

plotted at. each point where calculations are carried out, curves are cubic spline interpolations

between these points.

Figure 7. Evolution of synthetic waveforms on a dipping fault (dip =30 0
) as the slip direction changes

from pure strike slip (rake ... 0 0
) to pure thrust (rake = - 90 0

). The observation point (

Y - Yu :=0 5 km ) is above the fault on the upthrust block. Synthetic displacement is at the

top, velocity in the center, and acceleration at the bottom. Parameters are dip "" 30 0,

Y - Yu ... 5.0 km, Cl"'" 3.0 km/sec, C2'" 00, ao "" 100 em, Zu "" 2 km, Zd'" 10.0 km. Synthetics

are calculated at 50 points/second.

Figure 8. Peak amplitudes as a function of rake on the upper block of a dipping fault. Model parame

ters are the same as those of Figure 7. Symbols are circle - Ux , square - Uy , triangle

- Uz . Symbols are plotted at each value of the rake where calculations were carried out;

curved lines are cubic spline interpolations.

Figure 9. Evol.ution of synthetic waveforms above a thrust fault of variable dip. The observation point

is on the upper block, 5.0 km from the vertical projection of the top of the fault. Dip of 90 0

corresponds to a vertical faUlt. Synthetic displacement is at the top, velocity at center,

acceleration at the bottom. Parameters are rake ... - 90 0, Y - Yu ... 5.0 km, C1'" 3.0 km/sec,

C2"" 00, ilo -100 em, Zu .... 2.0 km, Zd"" 10.0 km. Synthetics are calculated at 50 points/sec.
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Figure 10. Equivalent of Figure 9, except that C2 = - 2.5 km/sec.

Figure 11. Peak amplitudes above a thrust fault of variable dip at a site on the upper fault block, 5.0

km from the vertical projection of the top edge of the fault. Model parameters are the same

as in Fig. 9 and 10. Solid lines correspond to c2=00, dashed lines to c2=-2.5 lan/sec.

Symbols are circle - Un square - Uy , triangle - Uz. Symbols are plotted at each point

where calculations are carried out; curves are cubic spline interpolations between these

points.

Figure 12. Peaks in acceleration, velocity, and displacement along a profile of sites perpendicular to a

thrust fault v.ith dip 30°. The upper edge of the fault occurs at Yu = 3.464 Ian. Model

parameters are dip 30°, c}=3.0 lan/sec, C2=00, lio = 100 em, zu=2.0 Ian, zd=10.0 Ian.

Symbols are circle - Ux, square - u'v, triangle - Uz. Symbols are plotted at each point

where calculations were performed, curves are cubic spline interpolations between these

points.

Figure 13. Peak amplitudes from Fig. 12 plotted against three measures of distance to the fault: R-

Closest is the distance between the closest point on the fault rupture and the site, R-Top is

the distance between the top edge of the fault rupture and the site, and R-Projection is the

distance between the site and the nearest surface location of a vertical projection of the fault.

Dashed lines connect points with y - Uu > 0 (on the upthrust block) and solid lines connect

points with y - Yu < O. Circles indicate peak values of the Ux component, and squares indi-

cate peak values of the uy component; the vertical component is not plotted. The vertical

line of points on the attenuation curves plotted against R-Projection are all from sites above

the fault plane (R-Projection = 0), and have been plotted to the left of a broken scale.
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Ficure 1. Coordinate system and fault model used in these calculations.
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ficure 2. Evolution of synthetic waveforms on a vertical fault as the slip direction (rake) changes

from pure strike slip (Rake - 0°) to pure thrust (Rake - -90°). This plot shows synthetic

displacement (top), velocity (center) and a~eleration (bottom). Other parameters are dip

- 90 0, y - 5.0 lan, y~ - 0.0 krn, '1 - 3.0 km/sec, '2 - QQ, oio -100 em, ; - 2.0 k.-n,

If. -10.0 km. Synthetics are calculated at SO points per second.
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center, and acceleration at the bottom. Parameters are rake _0°, Y-YII-S,O krn, c)-3.0

bn/sec, C2- 00 , ~o-IOO em, :,.-2.0 krn, %;-10.0 lan. Synthetics are calculated at 50

pts/sec.
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Finite Faults and Inyerse Theory

with Applications to the 1979 Imperial Valley Eartnquake*

-'0 tt
AlIe:1 H. Olson' and Randy J. Apsel

Abstract

Using a representation theorem from elastodynamics, subsurface slip on a known fault
is formul:::ted as the solution to an inverse problem in' which recorded surface ground
motion is the data. Two methods of solution are presented: the least squares method,
which minimizes the squared differences between tneo:y and data, and the constrained least
sauares l:1ethcd which simultaneously maintains a set of linear inequalities. Instabilities in
the solution are e1fectively eliminated in both methods and the sensitivity of the solution to
small changes in the data is quantitatively stated. The inversion methodology is applied to
77 components of near-ileld ground acceleration recorded dt,;ring the October 15, 1979
Imperial Valley earthquake. The faulting is constrained to propz.gate bilateraily away from
the epicemer at an average velocity of 90 percent of the shear wave speed on a vertical fault
plane extending from th;;; surface to ten kilometers depth. Inequality c(mstraints are used to
keep the faulting sequence physically reasonable by maintaining .eight lat;;ral motion and
positive slip velocity. The preferred solution is stable and provides a good fit to the data; it
is also realistic and consistent with observed surface offsets and independent estimates of
seismic mOr:1ent.

1. Introduction

Faulting is characterized by the slipping of one side of a fau!~ surface with respect to the other. If
the e':1rth is modeh:d as an elastic solid, then the displacement fie:d due to a point dislocation can be
taken as a Green's function for the earrhquake faulting problem. The dispbcement Held at all points in
the earth due to an arbitrD.ry distribution of slip on a fault is expressed as un in~egra: over the fault sur
face of the slip distribution convolved \vith the Green's function. The slip distribution enters linearly
into the integrand so that it may be obtained as the soiurion to a linear inverse problem in which
recorded ground motion at the· earth's sutface is taken as data.

·Presenzed a[: The> pmamics (If Eanhquake Faulring as Inferred from Recordings ofStrong Ground Morion. Hyatt
Lake Tahoe HOlel. Incline Village. Nevada. Q.;tober 21-23. 1981.
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In order for a particul'ar slip distribution to be an acceptable solution to the inverse problem, it
must satisfy the following three conditions.

(1) The solution must explain the data.

(2) The solution must be physically reasonable (-::onsistent with independent constraints).

(3) If more than one solution fits the data equally well, additional information must be sup
plied to uniquely define which solution is being obtained.

Conditions (1) and (2) simply amount to finding a realistic model which fits the data. Often,
there may be many solutions which .fit the data equally well. When this occurs the solution may be
divided into two parts: a stable and an unstable part. The unstable part of the solution is comprised of
distributions of slip which have little or no effect on the data. By definition, an arbitrary amount of the
unstable part may be added to the stable part of the s()lution without affecting the fit to the data. In the
presence of this effective nonuniqueness, condition (3) requires that additional infurmation be supplied
to uniquely define which solution is to be obtained. For example, the added information might lead to:
the smallest solution (small in the sense that the integral of the slip over the fault plane is minimized)~

or, the slip distribution most like a preferred solution. No matter which solution is obtained, only the
stable part is demanded by the data; the unstable aspects of the solution are simply not recoverable
based upon the data alone. .

The following discussion is divided into three major parts contained in Sections 2, 3, and 4. In
Section 2, the forward problem of ~omputing the theoretical ground motion due to earthquake faulting
is reduced to specifying a set oi parameters which correspond to slip across planar sections of fault sur
face. The slip parameters are linearly related to the ground motion data by a matrix. Two methods of
inverting the matrix are presented in Section 3: the least squares method which minimizes the squared
differences between theory and data and the constrained least squares method which simultaneously
maintains a set of inequality constraints. A stabilizing procedure is also presented which determines the
significance of particular details in the solution. In Section 4, the inversion methodology is applied to'
17 components of near-field ground acceleration recorded during the October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley
earthquake; four solutions are obtained which fit the data.. Differences in the four solutions represent
either unstable or nonphysical fault motions. The fourth solution is preferred since it: (0 provides a
good fit to the data; (2) is physically reasonable; and (3) is related to the to the oata in a stable manner.

2. Theoretical Formulation of the Forward Problem

2.1 A Representation Theorem in Elastodynamics

The representation theorem provides an expression for the radiation in an elastic media resulting
from the creation of a discontinuity in the displacement and stress fields across a fault surface. The
Green's function, G, used in the re;Jresentation is the response of the medium to a point force in the
absence of discontinuities. This Green's function can be used to satisfy any boundary condition on the
fault surface; hence, the elastodyne.mic equations need only be solved once.

A derivation of the representation theorem for general anisotropic elastic media is given by Bur
ridge and Knopoff (964). Since faulting is defined by the slipping of one side of a fault surface rela
tive to the other, the representation theorem is specialized to the case where the stress field is continu~

ous across the fault surface and only the displacement fie!d is allo\'ied to be discontinuous:

2

"'00

U'(y,t) = f js(x;r)n(x):G/(x,t-.;y)d'Cd,.
-00 s

(2- 1)



(2-3)

(2-4)

The first integral in Eq. (2-1) is a convolution in time. t; the second is over the fault surface S.
In Figure I. S is illustwted as a plane striking along the XI axis at a dip;) from the vertical. The unit
normal to the fault surface is given by the vector n (x) which depends upon position x. The slip vec
tor, sex,;), is the local discontinuity in displJcement across the fault surface at time (=. and position
x. The quantity Ui(y,r) is the i'th component of displacement at position y and time t resulting from
the slip on S. The Green's function, G'(x,t-=-.; y), is the second order stress tensor in th~ unfau!ted
elastic media as a function of position x and time t due to an impulsive point load applied at position y
in the i'th coordinate direction at time t=T. The tensor components of G i (x,t - T; y) can also be
interpreted as the j'th component of displacement at position y due to a point dislocation at x. Once
the Green's function is known and ·the slip prescribed, the theoretical ground displacements are
obtained by performing the integration in Eq. (2-1). The symbol: is used to denote the inner product
of the components of the two second order tensors s nand G.

2.2 Discretization of the Fault Surface

In this study, the faui! surface is divided into a set of cells, each cell being a rectilinear planar
zone. Locations within each cell are assumed to undergo the same slip within a specified time shift.
Within each cell, the slip is described by a two component vector in the plane of the fault having an
unknown time dependence (a three component vector can be just as easily used if the fault surface is
allowed to separate). The functional form of the parameterization is given in Eqs. (2-2) through (2-4).

s(x,t) = t ~(x) f SjkPk(X,t) (2-2)
j-1 k=-K

X(X) = {I if x in j'th cell
} 0 otherwise

Pk (x,d = F(r - T(x) + k 8t)

The first sum in Eq. (2-2) is over the J cells representing the fault surface. The second sum
defines the slip within the Fth cell: the vector Sjk is the .slip direction of the j'th cell at the k'th time
point and has two components in the plane of the fault; the function PI: (x,d contains the time depen
dence of the k'th slip. Each cell is allowed to slip 2 K+ 1 times at successive increments of St in time~

each slip varies according to the specified time function F(r). The absolute time at which slip takes
place within the cell is centered about T(x).

Equation (2-2) simplifies if each cell is allowed to slip only once; in which case, the sum over k
goes away and the slip within each cell varies as Fer), progressing through the cell as a rupture front
prescribed by T(x). When the cells are allowed to slip more than once, T(x) represents an average
rupture time. By only allowing slip to occur within a prescribed time window about a predetermined
average rupture time. the number of parameters is kept to a minimum. This also allows for the local
rupture velocity to differ from the average rupture velocity.

By substituting Eq. (2-2). for s(x,1) in Eq. (2-1), the integration over x and convolution in t can
be performed since the space and time dependence of the integrand is known completely.

U'(y,t) = t f Sik 'gj(Y,r+kBr) (2-5)
j-I k--K

The vector g} (y, t + k Si) is the Green's function for the )'th cell at position y in i'th component direc
tion. Equation (2-5) is a matrix version of the integral in Eq. (2-1). The columns of the matrix
correspond to components of the Green's function vectors g!(y,r+k8t) for fixed values of j and k.
Since Sik and gj(y,r + k Br) are two-component vectors, the total number of scalar parameters is
2J (2 K +- 1). The number of rows in the matrix equals the number of components (index i) being
considered times the number of time points for which each component is sampled.

The Green's fun'.:tion for the cell, g , is the integral of the point soure,; Green's function, G, over
the cell according to a prescribed rupt re velocly. In practice, the integral in Eq. (2-1) is done

3
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numeric~lly by sampling the Green's function, G, at a grid-work of points on the fault plane. The
Green's function at a location which does not coincide with a sample point is approximated by the
Green's function at the nearest grid-point subject 10 a time shift; the time shift is determined according
to the phase velocity of the dominant body wave (usually the S wavel. This approximation is exact for
nondispersive waves and is a very good approximation when one particular body wave dominates the
Green's function. For a line source of uniform slip, this numerical integratIon' is'equivaient to convolv
ing a single Green's function with a box car.

The continuous integral in Eq. (2-0 is known to represent an underdetermined problem for the
solution s(x,t) (Backus and Gilbert, 1968). However, the discrete system in Eq. (2-5) appears to be
overdetermined since the number of unknown parameters, Sib may be far less than the number of
time points of observed ground motion. This apparent difference between the continuous and discrete
problems disappears if the cells on the fault are made sufficiently small so that the matrix for the
discrete problem becomes ill-conditioned, thereby allowing many solutions. The ill-conditioning results
from redundancies in the matrix which occur for two principal reasons: (1) many columns in the
matrix are simply time shifts of each other by an am~unt k ot; and (2) columns corresponding to cells
which are spatially close to each other are very similar.

3. Inverse Theory for the Discrete Problem

Inverse theory for the discrete problem requires solving a system of linear equalities such as those
in Eq. (2-5). In general, these equalities may be satisfied exactly or approximately, depending on
whether the system is underdetermined or overdetermined. Two methods of solution are presented in
this section; they are, the least squares method, which satisfies the equalities by minimizing the sum of
the squared differences between calculated and observed data, and the constrained least squares method
which simultaneously maintains a set of linear inequalities. Measures of stability for each of these two
methods are presented so that the significance of particular details in the solution can be determined
with respect to possible nonuniqueness.

3.1 The Generalized Inverse and the Least Squares Solution

4

The system of linear equality constraints in Eq. (2-5) can be written more compactly as

Ax =f. (3~1)

The vector x of length II cor:esponds to the unknown parameters; the vector f of length m contains the
data; and the matrix A with III rows and n columns contains the theory relating the parameters to the
data. If m=n and A is nonsingular, then x is found by calculating the inverse of A. In the presence of
inconsistent data and/or a singular matrix, the exact inverse of A is not defined and an alternate
definition of inverse is needed. One such alternative is the generalized inverse (Penrose, 1955) which
always exists and includes the exact inverse as a special case.

An overview of the literature on the generalized inverse, GI, is presented in Ben-Israel and
Charnes (1963). Of the many ways of defining GI, the one chosen here is attributed to Penrose
(1956). The norm being used is the Euclidean norm defined by

II x 11= (x'x)'h = [fx/]'h (3-2)
I~l

in which x' denotes the transpose of x.



Definir[vn: Among aii sotlltions x sGris,f)'ing

minimum 11 A x - f II

rhere is G unique soiurion, x, which satisfies

minimum II x II .
The generalized inverse ofA, A., is the marrL'( which produces xfrom the data.

x=A.r.

0-3)

0-4)

0-5)

5

Note that x is: 1) the least squares solution in the presence of inconsistent data: 2) the smallest solu
tion satisfying the datu exactly for the underdetermined case: and 3) the smallest least squares solution
in the presence of inconsistent data and a singular matrix. In the remaining discus~ion, x refers to the
GI solution while x refers to other candidate solutions to Eq. 0-3).

A discussion of the construction of A is given by Lawson and Hanson (I974) in terms of orthogo
nal decompositions. A particular decomposition which proves useful in examining the stability of x is
the singular value decomposition, SVD, given by

A = UAV', 0-6)

U and V are orthogonal matrices of dimension m by n, and n by n, respectively. The matrix A is an n
by n diagonal matrix in which the diagonal elements, Aii' are arranged in decreasing order down the
diagonal. Since U and V have orthonormal columns, the inverse of each is is simply its transpose so
that the GI of A is .

A=VA-IU', 0-7)

The components of A-I are defined by

(A-I] = {Aij-I for Aii > 0 0-8)
ii 0 for Aii = 0 '

The inclusion of the second criterion in Eq. 0-8) allows for the case where the exact inverse does not
exist.

The null space of A is spanned by the columns of V associated with the zero singular values. Dis
tributions 0; x which lie in the null space vanish when multiplied by A. The exact inverse does not
exist since information about the null space can never be recovered. The GI does exist because it sets
the null space component of x to zero. In the case of inconsistent data, the GI similarly considers only
that part of the data which is in the column space of A. In the remaining discussion, the GJ solution is
referred to as s\mply the least squares solution.

Although the least squares solution is unique in theory, it may be very unstable in practice since
small changes in the data can often lead to large changes in the solution. One useful me;:sure of stabil
ity is presented in Franklin (1970) where a perturbation in the data., Sf, is compared with the related
perturbation in the solution, ox. The relati ve change in the solution divided by the relali ve change in
the data is .

I )[ I
-I

lli.ill llitiL
S = II x II II f II (3-9)

For a stable problem, the value of S should not be much greater than one. The maximum value that S
can attain is called the condition number of A; Franklin (I970) shows that the condition number is
given by the ratio of the largest to smallest singular value in A. The example given there is that a 3
percent change in the data could produce a60 percent change in the solution if the condition number is
20. A condition number of 20 is not an uncommon occurrence.

Another useful measure of stability is obtained through statistics by determining the variance in
the solution due to random errors of known variance. cr 2, in the data (Backus and Gilbert, 1970; Jack
son, 1972; Wiggins, 1972). The covariance of the solution parameters caused by adding independent



random errors to the data is

EI8x8i'!= (j2V A-2V', 0-10)

where £1 Idenotes the usual expected value and 8x is the change in the solution vector. Small singular
values in A give rise to large covariances in the solution parameters since Eq. (3./0) involves taking
the squared inverse of small numbers. Just as in the condition number, instability is indicated by small
singular values.

One method of handling ill-conditioning is to filter the solution. Filtering eliminates the ill
conditioned part of the solution and involves a trade off between resolution and variance (Backus and
Gilbert, 1970; Gilbert, 1971; Jackson, 1972; Wiggins, 1972) By filtering, linear combinations of the
parameters are determined rather than determining any particular parameter uniquely. If the com
ponents of x correspond to values of a sampled continuous function, then the linear combinations of x
mostly involve neighboring parameters so that the filter is performing a local average of the unknowns.

A pseudo low-pass filter, V L V', is defined by a set of filter coefficients in the diagonal matrix L.
The matrix L consists of ones in the first i diagonal entries and zeroes in the last II - i entries. The
filtered version of x is denoted by y where

6

y = YLY'i. (3-10

The filter retains only that part of x associated with the large singular values. The components of y
represent local averages of the components of x in as much as the rows of the filter matrix are concen
trated about the diagonal. If L has all ones on the diagonal, i = n, then the filter is the identity matrix
and no filtering is being done. The filter becomes increasingly spread about the diagonal as the number
of zeroes along the diagonal of L is increased, thus sacrificing resolution.

Using the definition of x given in Eqs. (3-5) and (3·6), along with Eq. 0-11), the filtered least
squares solution becomes

0-12)

The matrix L cancels the large values in A which arise from division by small numbers. The filter can
simply be thought of as modifying the GI of Eqs. (3-7) and (3·8) by treating the small singular values
as zero and not allowing them to participate in the solution. The covariance matrix for y is

E!8yoy'l= cr2VL2A-2y' <3-13)

where oy is the change in the filtered solution vector due to random errors of va6ance ()'"2 in the data.
The small singular values of A are canceled by zeroes in L, having the net effect of decreasing the V:lri
ance. The number of nonzero values in L is at the discretion of the user and the transition from one
to zero along the diagonal can either be abrupt or smooth just as in Fourier filtering. Any number of
transitions may yield similar variances.

Another way to achieve stability in the inversion is to append equations to the original matrix A
in such a way that only the unstable part of the solution is affected. To isolate the unstable part of the
solution, a pseudo high-pass filter is defined in terms of a diagonal malrix H containing zeroes in the
first i diagonal entries and ones in the last n-i entries. The unstable part of the solution, e, is given by

e=VHV'i. (3-14)

By defining Land H in this manner, the solution x to the least squares problem is viewed as the sum
of two parts, a stable and an unstable part.

i = y+e

If a smoother transition is desired in the filter, the only requirement for Eq.
diagonal elements of Land H sum to unity.

L + H = I (identity)

(3-15)

(3-15) to hold is that the

(3-16)"

The inversion is stabilized by appending a high-passed set of equalities to the original matrix and
data. .



0-17)
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The augmented matrix and data will be denoted by Aa and ba respectively. If k" is set very large and b
is set equal to zero, the unstable part of x is effectively eliminated as in the low-pass filter example
above. By adjusting ko, H, and b in Eq. (3-17), the ill-conditioned vector e may be eliminated, made
small, or used to make x resemble some preferred solution. Inversion of the augmented system is
stable provided ko is set large enough to result in a stable condition number.

The SVD of the augmented matrix, Aa , is

0-18)

where

0-19)

and

(3-20)

The matrix V is unchanged and the singular values are ordered in the diagonal matrix Aa. The SVD of
Aa is easiiy verified: 0) the columns of Ua and V are orthonormal: (2) the diagonal matrix Aa has
positive elements; and (3) the equality in Eq. (3-18) is satisfied. Appending equations reduces the con
dition number since previously small singular values become larger in Eq. (3-19); this is a much more
stable situation.

The least squares solution to the augmented system is Ya, where

Ya = V A;2 (A U'f + ko H V'b) . (3-21)

If ko is set very large and b set to zero, the last n - i singular values in A~ become very large; when
these terms are inverted in Eq. 0-21), the ill-conditioned part of the solution is effectively eliminated
and Ya takes on the same value as the filtered solution Y in Eq. (3-12).

If b is set to zero, ko set to an intermediate value between the largest and smallest singular value,
and i set to zero so that the appended matrix is the scaled identity matrix; then, Eq. 0-21) reduces to
the damped least squares solution of Levenberg (944) and Neumann (981). The damped least
squares solution is Yd, where

Yd = Y A (A 2+ko
2I)-I U'f. 0-22)

In damped least squares, th~ ill-conditioned part of the solution is suppressed while the stable part is
affected by an amount determined by ko ; usually ko is taken to be small.

3.2 The Constrained Least Squares Solution

Inequality constraints arise when bounds are placed on some aspect of the solution. These con
straints can occur when the solution parameters correspond to physical quantities \....hich may be
required to be positive, or not allowed to exceed a certain maximum value. Conventional least squares
as presented in Section 3.1 does not incorporate inequality constraints. The following defines an exten
sion of the GI for the constrained least squares problem.

Definition: Among all solutions x satisfying

Gx > h,

and

minimum II A x - f II ,

(3-23)

(3-24)



there is a unique soll/tion Xc which sati~fies

minimum II x II .
The constrained generalized inverse ofA, Ac, is the matrix which produces Xc from the data.

Xc = Ace

(3·25)

(3-26)
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The only difference between this definition and that of Eqs. (3·3) through (3·5) is the inclusion of the
inequality constraints in Eq. (3-23).

A complete description and derivation of the properties of Ac is given in Lawson and Hanson
(974). The first difficulty which may be encountered is that the inequality constraints in Eq. (3-23)
may be incompatible so that no solution exists. Assuming the inequalities can be satisfied. there still
may be many solutions which satisfy Eq. 0-24); once again, the inverse is uniquely defined by finding
the smallest solution. ..<\11 of this is similar to the previous discussion except that an explicit formula
relating Ac to A and G cannot be found. The method by which the solution Xc is produced from the
data is an iterative one and depends upon the data f and constraint data h as well.

Lawson and Hanson (1974) show that Xc is simply the least squares solution to an unconstrained
problem of smaller dimension. The dimension of the problem is reduced by satisfying a subset of the
inequalities in Eq. (3-23) exactly as equalities~ the particular subset to be satisfied is determined from
an iterative procedure. As an example, if G is the n by n identity matrix and II is zero, the constrained
generalized inverse Ac is the GI of a modified A in which certain columns of A have been set to zero.
The components of Xc associated with the zeroed,columns are zero.

Due to the iterative method of obtaining xc' the linear analysis used in section 3.1 is not tractable
and a new definition of stability is needed. Stability is defined as the length of the smallest data pertur
bation required to change a linear combination of the parameters by a prescribed amount. If the linear
combination taken involves an isolated parameter, then the measure indicates the smallest change in
data needed to change that particular parameter by a prescribed amount. One parameter is said to be
more stable than another if a larger data perturbation is required to change it by an equal amount. The
stability measure is derived from the solution to the following problem.

Definition: Among a!l solutions x satisfYing

II Of " = of,

Gx > h,

w'x.= w'xc+ox,

and

minimum II A (x - xc) 'I
there is a unique solution x which satisfies

minimum II x II .

(3-27)

(3-28)

(3-29)

0-30)

In this definition, the qu~ntities G, A, h, and Xc are the elements of the constrained least squares
problem given in Eqs. 0-23} through (3·26); the purpose of this definition is to test the stability of the
linear combination w'xc- After solving Eqs. (3-27) through (3-30), the residual vector of is the smal
lest change in the data of Eq. 0-24) sufficient to increase the linear combination w'Xc by an amount
ox. Large values of of indicate greater stability of w' Xc than small values of of.

For the least squares problem without inequality constraints, this stability measure can be
expressed in closed form. If the linear combination being tested is the j'th parameter (i.e. w' is all
zeroes except for a one in the Fth location), the data perturbation necessary to increase the j'th param
eter by an amount ox is given by

[
,,2 l'f-o _ ux

f - (V A-2 V') ..
jj

0-31)



The expression in the denominator is also the variance in the Fth parameter due to independent errors
of unit variance in the data as given in Eq. 0-10). If a general linc:1r combination of parameters is to

be tested, one can simply make a change of variables so that the Fth parameter has the value of the
linear combination and Eq. 0-31) can be applied. Hence, for least squares without inequality con
straints, this new definition of stability is equivalent to the more commonly used variance estimates..

A closed form solution for of is not known when inequality constraints are maintained due to the
iterative method of obtaining the solution. When analyzing the stability of the constrained least squares
solution, the inverse problem of Eqs. 0-27) through (3-30) must be solved for each combination of
parameters being tested. One important feature of this stability measure is that it simply involves solv
ing another constrained least squares problem. By virtue of the fact that the original problem can be
solved, the stability analysis can be performed and requires no further expertise.

Two methods of stabilizing the solution were presented in Section 3.1: low-pass filtering (Eq. O·
11)) and augmentation of the original matrix (Eq. (3-17)). Only the augmented matrix method can be
used to stabilize the constrained least squares solution since low-pass filtering generally causes the ine
quality constraints to be violated.

3.3 Computer Implementation of Inversion !vlethods

Once the matrices and data vectors are formed, the inversion follo\'iS a three step procedure
designed to eliminate redundant calculations. The foilowing discussion presumes that In> n so that the
system appears overdetermined.

(1) The matrix A and data f are reduced from an m by n system to the n by n system
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A V'x = V'f,

which has the same least squares solution as the original system.

(3-32)

(2) The filter H, constant ko' and data b of Eq. (3-.17), are defined and appended to the
reduced matrix from step 0) to stabilize the inversion. This composite system which is now
2 n by 11 is once again reduced to the 11 by n equivalent system

Aa V'x = A;l A V'! + ko A;\ HV'b. (3-33)

(3) The constrained least squares' problem of (3-23) through 0:26) is solved using the
reduced system of step (2). If inequality constraints are absent, the least squares solution is
obtained ~y multiplying Eq. 0-33) in step (2) by V Aa- l to obtain Eq. (3-21).

The number of arithmetic operations associated with each of steps (1) and 0) is proportional to
the number of rows i:1 the matrix times the number of columns squared. Hence, step (1) requires
m n2 operations and step (3) requires n3 operations. Step (2) requires a negligible amount of calcula
tion since it is known by an exact algebraic expression. Since m>!l, the utility of step (D is recog
nized when the inverse problem is to be solved many times since only steps (2) and 0) need to be
repeated for each subsequent inversion. This three step procedure has the added benefit that the
amount of computer storage required to perform the inversion in step (3) is also reduced. For large
systems, as are encountered in the present application, the reduction of the matrix in step (1) above
can be done sequentially to further minimize computer storage (e.g., Lawson and Hanson, 1974).

The following Fortran computer codes are used to form the inversion algorithm. The program
SVDRS (Lawson and Hanson, 1974) is used to compute the SVD. The programs SQROC and SQRSL
(Dongarra (!! aI., 1979) are used to perform Gram-Schmidt decomposition of the A matrix. The con
strained least squares solution is obtained using program LSI written by A. Olson based upon the text
of Lawson and Hanson (1974). Routine LSI performs the appropriate transformations necessary to call
programs NNLS and LOP (Lawson and Hanson. 1974).



4. Application to the 1979 Imperial yalley Earthquake

In this section, near-field ground accelerations of the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake are
inverted, resulting in four solutions which fit the data. The first two solutions are obtained from least
squares and demonstrate the concept of a solution's stability. The third and fourth solutions are
obtained by constrained least squares analysis: -the slip velocity is constrained to be positive tlverywhere
on the fault to ensure that the solutions are physically reasonable. It should be noted that these con
straints do not allow the slip to have an over-shoot, i.e., reverse direction: this type of faulting is not
considered here, although it is easily accommodated in the inversion procedure by constraining only the
total offset instead of the slip velocity.. Finally, the stability of each of these solutions is made quantita
tive so that the significance of particular details in the solutions can be assessed.

4.1 Description ofFault Geometry and Station Locations

The October 15. 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake had a local magnitude M L = 6.6 and occurred
within the vicinity of several permanent seismic networks operating in the United States and Mexico.
The magnitude, epicentral location, and origin time are given by Chavez et at. 0980. Figure 2 shows
the geometry of the recording stations with respect to the epicenter and known major faults. The
observed surface offset is predOminantly right-lateral strike-slip with the dip-slip component of offset
increasing near the northern end of the Imperial Fault. A maximum offset of 70 cm was observed
beginning 10 km northwest of the epicenter on the Imperial Fault and decreasing to zero in a distance
of 30 km at the fault's northern end (Sharp et al., 1980. The observed offset on the Brawley Fault
averaged approximately 25 cm. The orientation of surface offset with respect to epicenter location indi
cates that the slip on the fault proceeded to the northwest along the Imperial Fault.

A tOtal of 30 three-component accelerometers recorded this earthquake and are listed in Table 1.
Four of these are not used in the inversion study due to their proximity to the perimeter of the valley
or other structural irregularities (e.g., Cerro Prieto is located on top of a volcano). The remaining 26
stations are those shown in Figure 2. Stations numbered 1 through 22 are part of a permanent array
deployed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The station locations, component orienta
tions, and trigger times (when available) for these 22 stations are given in Brady et at. (980). Stations
23 through 29 are located in Mexico and are maintained by the University of California at San Diego
(UCSD). The ground motion at these seven sites was recorded digitally and the location, component
orientations, and trigger times are given in Brune ef at. 0980. Station 30 is maintained by the Cali
fornia Divi~ion of Mines and Geology (CDMG) as described in Mcjunkin and Ragsdale (1980). A
total of 77 acceleration times series from these 26 stations comprise the recorded data for the inversion
study.

The Green's functions of Eq. (2-5) are calculated \\lith the computer program PROSE, which gen
erates the complete response of a layered visco-elastic halfspace by means of a wavenumber integral
formulation and Fourier transform (Apse!, 1979). The velocity structure used is given in Table 2 and
is based upon the interpretation by McMechan and Mooney (I980) of a recent refraction survey in the
Imperial Valley conducted by the USGS (Fuis et al., 1981a and 1981b). The layered velocity model is
an approximation to the gradient which varies smoothly along the northwest trending axis of the valley.
Since the refraction analysis only pertained to P waves, the S wave structure of Table 2 is conjectured
based upon a P to S ratio of 1.73 at depths greater than 5.75 km, and a P to S ratio which is 3.38 at the
surface of the halfspace and increases linearly with depth. The density structure in Table 2 is consistent
with the interpretation of gravity data given in Fuis et al. (I 981a). The ground acceleration is low
passed before inversion so that periods shorter than 3 seconds are not considered. At this low fre
quency and ,distance range, the effects of attenuation and of layering rather than gradient are negligible.
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4.2 Discretization of the Fault Surface

Inversion requires a discretization of the fault surface into a set of cells as described in Section
2.2. The parameterization is totally defined by: the ceil size; the wavefront, T(x); the slip function.
F(t); the number of times each cell may slip, (2 K + I): and the time step between each slip, ot.

In this study, the Imperial and Brawley faults are approximated as vertical planes extending from
zero to 10 km depth. The Imperial Fault is 50 km in iength extending 40 km northwest and 10 km
southeast of the epicenter. The Brawley Fault is 10 km in length extending northward from the
imperial Fault as shown in Figure 2. The cells are 5 km by 5 km square. This means that there are
two cells vertically on each fault. ten cells horizontally on the Imperial Fault. and two cells horizontally
on the Brawley Fault. The data are filtered so that the shortest data wavelength is roughly 10 km
corresponding to a three-second period wave in the material below 5 km depth. The smallest discretiza
tion wavelength and smallest data wavelength are therefore comparable below 5 km. Above 5 km
depth, the data wavelength is less than the cell dimension; however. a cell dimension less than 5 km
for this problem is not feasible since the number of parameters would become quite large causing
excessive computer storage and time requirements.

The average rupture front, T(x), is chosen to be the arrival time of a geometrical ray wavefront
defined by 90 percent of the shear wave speed (see Table 2 for shear wave velocity). T(x) initiates at
10 km depth below the epicenter and proceeds bilaterally along the Imperial Fault. T(x) on the Braw
ley Fault initiates when the wavefront passes on the Imperial Fault. Since the observed5urface offset
began abruptly at 10 km northwest of the epicenter Dn the Imperial Fault, a se::ond rupture is allowed
to occur here which propagates to the south and is initiated by the passing of the first rupture. This
second rupture is equivalent to allowing the average rupture front T(x) to proceed bilaterally from a
point 10 km northwest of the epicenter on the Imperial Fault.

The slip function, Fer), -is illustrated in Figure 3. F(r) is basically a smooth step fur.ction which
begins rapidly, achieving about 75 percent of the final offset in one second and terminates in 2.25
seconds. For tile frequ~ncy range of the -filtered data (periods greater than 3 seconds). the departure of
F(r) from a step function in Figure 3 is not significant and the reader may simply regard F(r) as a step
function. Each cell is allowed to slip five times at sequential delays of ot = 0.75 seconds. The increment
of 0.75 seconds is chosen in ~.ccordancewith the 3-second low-pass filtering of the data; increments in
slip occurring at higher frequencies are not resolved. Each time a cell slips, the slip at every point
within the cell occurs according to F(r) while the slip progresses through the cell according to T(x).
The term "dynamic slip" used in the following sections refers to the vector values of the five slip incre
ments experienced by each cell.

The number of parameters equals twice the number of cells multi'plied by the number of times
each cell can slip. The factor of two arises since each slip vector, si~ in Eq. (2-5), has two components
in the plane of the fault. There are 24 cells on the Imperial and Brawley faults combined for the initial
bilateral rupture and 8 cells on the Imperial Fault for the second rupture: a total of 32 cells. Each cell
is allowed to slip five times. This yields a total of n=320 parameters.

In this study, ground acceleration is used as data rather than ground displacement; as a result,
both sides of Eq. (2-5) must be differentiated twice with respect to time. Both sides of Eq. (2-5) are
additionally Fourier band-pass filtered to retain only periods longer than 3 seconds and shorter than 10
seconds. Both data and Green's functions are then sampled at 0.25 second increments so that the char
acter of the waveforms is maintained. Only the first 30 seconds of recorded ground motion is con
sidered which results in 120 data points for each of 77 components, a total of m=9240 data points.
Absolute timing is maintained between data and Green's functions for the stations at which timing
information was available.

For each component of acceleration used in the inversion, the maximum value is found and both
data and Green's functions for that component are divided by that value. This has the effect of nor
malizing the problem so that the inversion is attempting to fit each component to within the same per
centage. This particular normalization reflects one idea of "goodness of fit". Other normalization
schemes can be employed. For example, one might argue that the greatest imparlance should be given
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to the larger amplitude data near the fault since these are less aITcctcd by uncertainties in wave propaga
tion and attenuation. Due to the inability of the inversion to fit the motion at several stations, certain
components were weighted small in the inversion; these are marked with a * in Figure 13. The \veight
ing waS accomplished by multiplying the rows of the matrix and the data by 0.01 for these components~

all other components were not weighted and therefore have an effective weight of 1.

4.3 The Least Squares Solution

The least squares solution is defined in Eqs. (3-3) through (3-5). Figure 4 shows the distribution
of slip which results from fitting the data without any attempt to ensure stability in the solution. The
area of each triangle is proportional to the slip in a given cell and points in the direction of slip. For
example, a triangle pointing to the right indicates right-lateral strike-slip motion; a triangle pointing up
indicates dip-slip m.otion with the west side of the fault surface moving up relative to the east side.

The dynamic slip in Figure 4 (bottom) contains 'two groups of boxes, each group being five boxes
high. The upper group of boxes contains the five slips in the row of cells spanning 0 to 5 km depth on
the fault surface; the static offset from 0 to 5 km depth is shown in the upper row of cells above. The
lower group of boxes contains the five slips in the row of cells spanning 5 to 10 km depth; the static
offset from 5 to 10 km depth is shown in the lower row of cells above. Each dynamic slip vector
corresponds to an increment in displacement in the direction of the triangle at 0.75 seconds intervals.
In Figure 4, the static offset for a given cell is the vector sum of the five corresponding dynamic slip
vectors shown below.

The static offset and dynamic slip are each scaled separately according to their peak values. The
peak offset in Figure 4 is 3.96 meters. The peak dynamic slip is 2.05 meters, occurring within a time
increment of 0.75 seconds. The seismic moment is 4.04 x 1025 dyne-em, defined as the scalar length of
the vector sum of the offsets in all cells. The offset is very oscillatory with neighboring cells having
offsets in opposing directions. Even the dynamic slip within a given cell oscillates, changing direction
by as much as 180 0 in 0.75 seconds. Most of the energy radiating from this fault motion is simply can
celing and has a minimal affect upon the fit to the data. This solution is not acceptable due to the
erratic spatial and temporal variations and the significant component of left-lateral faulting on known
right-lateral faults.

Since the data do not contain long period energy, the static offset cannot be deduced from the
data alone. The presence of a nonzero static offset in Figure 4 occurs then for two reasons: 0) addi
tional constraints have been imposed, such as, requiring the slip to occur within a 3.75 second time
window centered about 90 percent of the shear wave arrival time; and (2) the solution is unstable and
the static component is not needed to fit the data. The erratic character exhibited in Figure 4 is also
typical of unstable solutions in which small variations in the data produce large changes in the solution.
The stabilizing methodology presented in Section 3.1 is used to suppress the unstable part of the least
squares solution, and in so doing, increase the misfit to the data by a small amount. Although the sta
bilized solution is not the best fit to the data, it is stable in the sense that it is not being controlled by
small features in the data.

The condition number of the original matrix is 128 (ratio of the largest to smallest singular value)
implying that a one percent change in the data could lead to a 128 percent change in the overall solu
tion. The condition number is reduced in order to stabilize the solution by appending a set of equa
tions to the original matrix as defined in Eq. 0-17). The filter coefficient matrixH is prescribed to be:
zero where the singular value ratio is between 1 and 4; unity where the singular value ratio is greater
than 20; and linear in between. The vector b is set to zero and the constant k" is made large enough to
reduce the condition number from 128 to 6. Stabilizing the matrix in this manner suppresses the
unstable part of the solution associated with small singular values.

Figure 5 shows the stabilized least squares solution obtained using the augmented matrix and data.
Both the static offset and dynamic slip are much smoother th:lI1 the unstabi!ized solution in Figure 4.
The peak offset decreases from 3.96 meters in Figure 4 to 1.31 meters in Figure 5; the peak dynamic
slip also decreases from 2.05 meters to 0.75 meters. The seisr.1ic moment similarly decreases from
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4.04 X 1025 to 3.37 X 1025 dyne-em. While the offset and slip :lre smaller by :l factor of three, the
moment is smaller by only 20 percent. Such a small change in moment is L!ue to the ncar cancellation
of the unstable slip distributions. This cancellation results from the vector sum of slip vectors having
opposing orientations. The small change in moment suggests, quite expectcdly, that moment is a more
stable quantity than offset or slip. The nonzero value resulting in the static otfset is due entirely to the
3.75 second time window in the stabilized solution. Increasing the time \vindow results in progressively
smaller static offsets since the very long period slip is not recoverable based upon only short period
data. In other words, additional information or assumptions must be supplied in order to infer the
static offset in this problem.

The geology and tectonics for the Imperial Valley indicate that faulting is predominantly right
lateral strike-slip; the dip-Slip component is much smaller ',vith the west side of the Imperial Fault mov
ing up and the west side of the Brawley Fault moving dO\\TI relative to the east side. The stabilized
solution (Figure 5) also exhibits predominantly right-lateral offset. The dip-slip component of offset in
Figure 5 has the wrong polarity but is much smaller in amplitude than t!1e strike-slip component.

The dynamic slip for the stabilized solution still shows intermittent left-lateral motion, i.e., rever
sals. Even the offset shows a few neighbonng cells which moved in opposing directions, especially on
the Brawley Fault. These reversals, both in static offset and dynamic slip, are no longer due to instabil
ities in the solution. They are a characteristic of the least squares solution to this particular data set and
no further amount of stabilization can make them disappear.

Opposing siatic offsets along the fault contradict the expected fault motion based upon the tec
tonic stress field and are therefore unphysical. Tne interesting question remains as to whether a distri
bution of slip can be found which: (1) has no .reversals; (2) is consistent with tectonic and geologic
evidence; and (3) satisfies the retorded ground motion data. Since the ground motion data alone does
not require the solution to be nonreversing, additional information must be added to the inversion to
ensure this outcome as discussed in the next section.

4.4 The COllstrained Least Squares Solution

By solving the constrained least squares problem of Eqs. 0-23) through (3-26), only nonreversing
solutions are allowed. The inequalities of Eq. (3-23) take the form of positivity constraints for the
parameters representing strike-slip motion. By keeping these parameters positive, each strike-slip
parameter remains right-lateral. The dip-slip parameters for the Imperial Fault are constrained to be
positive \vhile the dip-slip parameters for the Brawley Fault are constrained negative.

The constrained least squares solution is shov.'O in Figure 6. Only the data and inequality con
straints are used in this inversion and no attempt is made to ensure the stability of the solution. The
remarkable difference between this solution and the least squares solution (Figure 4) is due entirely to
the inclusion of the inequality constraints in the constrained least squares inversion. The static offset is
much smoother in Figure 6 with all cells being right-lateral and having the appropriate dip-slip com
ponent in accordance with the inequality constraints, The dy"'amlc slip is also quite reasonable in
appearance showing the coherent temporal behavior resulting from the inequality constraints.

The peak values of static' offset and dynamic slip for the constrained solution (Figure 6) are nearly
the same as the corresponding values for the least squares solution (Figure 4). The amount of static
offset within any given cell is also nearly the same for these two solutions, although, the polarity of the
offset sometimes differs significantly. The constrained solution has a moment of 1.71 x 1026 dyne-em
which is four times larger than the moment of 4.04 x 1025 in the least square solution. As was pointed
out earlier, cancellation is responsible for the low value of moment in the least squares solution. The
inequality constraints-force the-slip\vt1fiin eachcel1 to be nearly parallel: hence, the amount of possible
cancellation is minimized and the moment increased.

Although the constrained least squares solutions seems reasonable (Figure 6), it does not foHow
from this judgement alone that it is also stable. Certainly, the addition of the inequality constraints can
only increase the stability of the solution when compared with the unconstrai:1cd solution; however, the



amount of increase has yet to be determined. The canstrainell least squares inversion is stabilized
exactly as the least squares inversion (Section 4.3, Figure 5), A set of equations arc appended to the
original matrix and the solution to the augmented system is then found. The f1ltcr coefficient matrix H
and vector b are defined exactly as in Section 4.3. The constant k" is set large enough to change the
condition number from 128 to 7.

The stabilized constrained least squares solution is shown in Figure 7. Once again. stabilization
produces significant changes in the solution. The moment is 9.13 x 1025 dyne-em compared with
1. 71 x 1026 in the unstabilized solution, nearly a factor of two smaller. The peak static offset and peak
dynamic slip are also smaller by nearly a factor of two: 1.65 meters and 0.93 meters in the stabilized
solution~ 2.6 meters and 1.93 meters in the unstabilized solution. In the stabilized solution (Figure 7),
the relative offset in the upper five km on the Imperial Fault is much smaller at the northern end than
in the unstabilized solution (Figure 6).

It is interesting to note that, in contrast to the unconstrained least squares solution, the static
offset in the constrained solution does not go to zero as the time window is increased. This follows
since only the zero solution has a zero static offset \~hen the slip is not allowed to reverse directions.
Hence, the positivity constraints act as additional data which allow the long periOd slip to be inferred
from shorter period data, provided of course that the constraints are justified. This coupling of long
and short periods is evidence of the nonlinearity associated with inequality constraints.

A noticeable trend can be seen going from the upper middle to the lower right in the dynamic slip
at depth on the Imperial Fault (Figure 7). To interpret this trend, consideration must be given to the
wavefront T(x) which defines the absolute time for the five point time window. Zero time for the five
point time window is defined as the travel time of a wavefront initialing at the earthquake epicenter and
traveling at 90 percent of the local shear wave velocity. Trends which go across the boxes from left to
right correspond to slip propagating along the fault with a horizontal phase velocity equal to the wave
front T(x). Trends which go from upper left to lower right correspond to slip propagating with a hor
izontal phase velocity greater than the wavefront T(x). Similarly, trends which 80 from 1000ver left to
upper right correspond to phase velocities less than Te·;).

The bottom group of boxes contains the five slips for the single row of cells at five to ten km
depth~ hence, the trend corresponds to slip propagating in this depth range at a horizontal phase velo~

city greater than 90 percent of the shear wave speed. The actual phase velocity is betw·een 4.0 and 5.0
km/sec which more nearly equals the compressional wave ·velocity. Since this is the horizontal phase
velocity of slip propagation, the actual velocity may be less. For example, if the slip is propagating
vertically as a plane wave the horizontal phase velocity is infinite. With only two cells in the vertical
direction on the fault, the vertical phase velocity can not be accurately determined.

Figure 7 (bottom) shows the right-lateral component of offset on the Imperial Fault for the stabil
ized solution. The dark triangular shaded region is a schematic representation of the observed surface
offset (Sharp e/ al., 1981). The consistency of the solution and observation is remarbble since the
inversion is based only on the acceleration recordings. Both inversion and observation show the offset
near the surface to be concentrated between 10 and 35 km north 01 the epicenter decaying to zero at
the most northern end. The inversion shows about 70 percent more displacement in the upper five km
than reflected in the observed offset at the surface. The offset between 5 km and 10 km is about twice
that in the upper five km but the overall shape is very similar. It is interesting to note that no large
concentrations of slip are required by the data; this is evidenced by the smooth character of the stabil
ized solution.

The moment estimated from long period surface waves is 6 x 1025 dyne-cm (Kanamori and
Regan, 1981). Laser strain meter measurements taken at Pinon Rat Observatory approximately 140
km away indicate a moment of 9 x 1025 dyne-em (Wyatt, 1981). The moment for the stabilized solu
tion in Figure 7 is 9.13 x 1025 dyne-em, consistent with these independent estimates of moment.

The fits to the data by the stabilized solution (Figure 7) arc plotted geographically in Figures 8, 9,
and 10 for the 230°, 140°, and vertical components of motion respectively. Figures 11 through 13
show the same fits in greater detail. The overall agreement in both amplitude and pn<lse is very good.
Figure 13 shows the detailed fit to the stations farthest south in Mexico: although there is agreement in



amplitude, the fit to the pha.se is not very good due to the more complicated nature of the data in the
south. Recordings denoted by a * in Figure 13 were weighted small in the inversion since their com
plexity was not well modeled by the inversion.

By stabilizing the solution, a certain amount of fit to the data is sacrificed. Figure 14 shows the fit
to the 230 0 component of data by the unstabilized least squares solution. While the fit is nearly perfect,
the corresponding solution (Figure 4) contains a very oscillatory slip distribution. Conversely, the dis
tribution of slip in the stabilized constrained least squares solution (Figure 7) is smoothly varying while
the fit to the 230 0 component of data (Figure 8) is less perfect. Although in this study the nonrevers
ing slip constraint did not cause the fit to the data to deteriorate, the presence of substantial deteriora
tion in other applications would cause the validity of such a constraint to be questioned. The amount
of misfit in Figure 8 is not much considering the improvement in the slip distribution. Of the four slip
distributions (Figures 4 through 7), the stabilized least squares solution (Figure 7) is preferred due to
its stability, coherence, and compatibility with geologic, tectonic, and other independent observations.

4.5 Stability Analysis of Inversion Results

The condition number provides an estimate of the overall stability of the solution. In order to
test the significance of particular details in the solution, stability is defined in terms of the smallest
change in the data required to change the offset in a given cell by one meter (see Eqs. (3-27) through
(3-30)). A cell which requires a small change in the data is less stably detemlined than a cell which
requires a large change in data.

Figure 15 shows the stability results for the t\....o least squares solutions shown in Figures 4 and 5.
The most stable cell in the least squares solution is the third from the upper right corner on the
Imperial Fault (Figure IS, top). An 8.5 percent change in the data is required to change the dip-slip
component of offset in this cell by one meter, while a 3.4 percent change is required to produce an
equal change in the strike-slip component. Other celis (Figure IS, top) contain lower values for stabil
ity, sometimes only a fraction of a percent as in the northern upper corner of the Imperial Fault. These
low values correspond to the least stably determined offsets in the least squares solution.

The stability of the stabilized least squares solution is shown in Figure 15 (bottom). It is clear
that the effect of the stabilizing procedure is to make the ·stability of the strike-slip and dip-slip com
ponents more nearly equal and the same in each cell. An 18 percent change in the data is required to
produce a one meter change in the offset of the stabilized solution. Using this measure, the stability is
improved by roughly a factor of 2 to 20 depending upon the cell. Again, improved stability is caused
by suppressing the unstable slip distributions.

The stability of the t\'.'o constrained least squares solutions are shown in Figure 16. Comparing
Figure 16 (top) with Figure 15 (top), the constrained least squares solution is seen to be everywhere
more stable than the least squares solution. This confirms the earlier statement that adding information
to the inversion has the effect of stabilizing the solution. A 9.6 percent change in the data is required
to change the dip-slip component of offset in third cell from the upper corner on the Imperial Fault
(Figure 16, top). The cell with the most stably determined strike-slip component of offset is now ne:tr
the southern upper corner of the Imperial Fault (Figure 16. top) requiring a 6.6 percent change in the
data to produce a one meter change. Just as in least squares (Figure 15, top), stability varies from cell
to cell.

The stability of the stabilized constrained least squares solution (Figure 16, bottom) is much
greater than the unstabilized solution (top). The stability of the dip-slip component is nearly a constant
14.2 percent everywhere, while the strike-slip stability is almost uniformly 12.8 percent. It should be
noted that more than a 14.2 percent change in the data is likely to be required to change the dip-slip
component of offset in two cells simultaneously; this amount has not been determined here. The same
holds for simultaneously changing the strike-slip and dip-slip components of offset in one cell.

To put the stability analysis in perspective, note that multiplying the data by two will change the
solution by exactly a factor of two since the problem in linear in this regard. Since the offsets in the



stabilized solutions (Figures 5 and 7) are roughly one meter, a 100 percent change in the data can
therefore change the ofTset in every cell by roughly one meter. To change a component of offset in
only one cell by one meter will require less than a 100 percent change in the data. Hence, the 14.2 per
cent change in the data shown in Figure 16 (bottom) indicates a stable solution.

5. Conclusions

Due to the linear relation between the displacement discontinuity on a fautt surface and the
resulting seismic radiation, it was shown that linear inverse theory could be used to infer subsurface slip
distributions on a known fault from recordings of ground motion at the Earth's surface. In order to
obtain physically reasonable slip distributions, inequality constraints were satisfied in addition to the
recorded data. Not only did inverse theory allow a reasonable solution to be systematically found, it
provided a framework wherein the solution was decomposed into a stable and an unstable component.
Whe1 many distributions of slip fit the data, differences in the solutions were found to correspond to
the unstable component which is not determined by data.

Inverse theory was applied to 77 components of low frequency acceleration recorded in the near
field of the October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. A solution was obtained in Section 4.4 which
satisfies the data, is physically reasonable, and only contains the stable component of slip distribution.
The seismic moment of 9.13 x 1025 dyne-em obtained for this solution is consistent with independent
estimates of moment from long period surface waves and static strain measurements. The correspond
ing peak offset is 1.65 meters occurring between 5 km and 10 km depth and 15 to 20 km north of the
epicenter on the Imperial Fault: the offset in the upper five kilometers conforms in both amplitude and
shape to observations of surface offset and has a peak value of one meter. The offset obtained was
predominantly right-lateral ana smoothly varying requiring no localized zones of high offset; offset on
the Brawley Fault is much less than that on the Imperial Fault. The time behavior of slip was con
strained to propagate at an average velocity of 90 percent of the local shear wave speed: however, over
a distance of 20 to 30 km on the Imperial Fault, the horizontal propagation of slip was found to occur
at a velocity approaching that of the compressional wave.
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Figures

Figure 1: Geometry of fault surface S in an elastic halfspace. In this figure. a planar fault sur
face at a dip of 0 from the vertical is divided into two-dimensional rectilinear cells. Each
cell requires a two component vector to described the relative slip across the surface.

Figure 2: Map showing fault geometry and station locations for the October 15. 1979 Imperial
Valley earthquake. The 26 stations shown are used in the inversion for the distribution of
slip on the Imperial and Brawley faults.

Figure 3: The time function F(r) (bottom) and its derivative (top) used in the discretization of
the inverse problem. Each point on the fault is allowed to slip a prescribed number of
times. slipping as FCt) each time.

Figure 4: Slip on the Imperial and Brawley faults obtained by least squares inversion without
stabilization. Triangles have an area proportional to the displacement. and point in the
direction of slip; the peaks define the scales for static and dynamic displacements. The
static offset (top) is shown for the two horizontal rows of 5 km square cells which make
up the fault surface. The two groups of boxes (bottom) contain the dynamic slip for the
two rows of cells (top). Each triangle in the dynamic slip corresponds to one of the Sjk

vectors in Eq. (2-5). The vector sum of the five sequential slips plotted vertically (bot
tom) equals the static offset in the corresponding cell above. Zero time for the dynamic
slip is the time required by a wavefront moving at 90 percent of the shear wave velocity
to travel from the hypocenter to the cell.

Figure 5: Slip on the Imperial and Brawley faults obtained by least squares inversion with sta
bilization (analogous to Figure 4 for the unstabilized solution). Stabilization provides a
much smoother offset (top) and dynamic slip (bottom) than the unst2.bilized result in Fig
ure 4; this is evidenced by the more uniform direction and amplitude of adjacent triangles.

Figure 6: Slip on the Imperial and Brawley faults obtained by constrained least squares inver
sion without stabilization (analogous to the unconstrained solution shown in Figure 4). In
this solution. the slip is constrained to be: right-lateral; west side up on the Imperial
Fault; and west side down on the Brawley Fault. As a result of the constraints, the
dynamic slip (bottom) does not reverse direction and the static offsets (top) in adjacent
cells are not in opposing directions (compare with Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 7: Slip on the Imperial and Brawley faults obtained by constrained least squares inver
sion with stabilization (analogous to the unstabilized solution in Figure 6>' The seismic
moment is much smaller than in Figure 6. Also, a noticeable trend with a horizontal
phase velocity between 4.0 and 5.0 km/sec has emerged in the dynamic slip of the bottom
row of cells on the Imperial Fault. The strike-slip component of offset on the Imperial
Fault is shown in the lower left superimposed upon a shaded schematic of the observed
surface offset.

Figure 8: Comparison of the data (heavy line) with the fit to the data (light line) for the stabil
ized constrained least squares solution shown in Figure 7. The seismograms are plotted
geographically beginning at the station location marked with an X. The 230 0 component
(perpendicular to the Imperial Fault) is shown. The accelerograms for stations EC5 and
EC7 are shown in the lower left for cbrity along with EC4. EC6, and ECg.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the data (heavy line) with the fit to the data (light line) for the stabil
ized constrained least squares solution shown in Figure 7 (analogous to Figure 8). The
140 0 component (parallel to the Imperial Fault) is shown.

Figure 10: Comparison of the data (heavy line) with the fit to the data (light line) for the sta
bilized constrained least squares solution shown in Figure 7 (analogous to Figures 8 and
9). The vertical component is shown with orientation given in Table 1.

Figure I I: Comparison of data (solid line) with theory (dashed line) by the stabilized con
strained least squares solution of Figure 7. Nine of the stations compared in Figures 8
through 10 are shown in greater detail. Component orientations are listed in Table I with
the left-most horizontal orientation in Table I corresponding to the left-most horizontal
component plotted above. The numbers at the side of each component are the maximum
filtered horizontal acceleration in cm/sec2. The absolute time scale and acceleration scale
pertain to both data and inversion.

Figure 12: Comparison of data (solid line) with theory (dashed line) by the stabilized con
strained least squares solution of Figure 7 (analogous to Figure 11 for nine additional sta
tions) .

Figure 13: Comparison of data (solid line) with theory (dashed line) by the stabilized con
strained least squares solution of Figure 7 (anaiogous to Figures 11 and 12 for eight addi
tional stations). Components marked with a * are weighted very small in the inversion
and have a negligible effect upon the final solution; they are shown for comparison pur
poses only.

Figure 14: Comparison of the data (heayy line) with the fit to the data (light line) for the un
stabilized least squares solution shown in Figure 4. The 230 0 component (perpendicular
to the Imperial Fault) is shown. The fit is almost exact. Compare with Figure 8 for the
stabilized constrained least squares fit to the data.

Figure 15: Stability analysis results for the least squares solution (Figure 4) and the stabilized
least squares solution (Figure 5). The height of each box is proportional to the smallest
percentage change in the data required to change a component of offset :n the corr~spond

ing cell by one meter. The peak value for each component of offset is given since each of
the four results shown is scaled separately. Large values depict cells with most stably
determined offset. The stabilized solution (boltom) is more ~table everywhere than the
unstabilized solution (top), and all cells (bottom) are equally stable.

Figure 16: Stability analysis results for the constrained least squares solution (Figure 6) and the
stabilized constrained least squares solution (Figure 7) (analogous to Figure 15 for the
stability of unconstrained least squares). The constrained least squares solution (top) is
everywhere more stable than the unconstrained least squares solution (Figure 15, top).
Also, the stabilized solution (bottom) is more stable everywhere than the unstabilized
solution (top).
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Tables

Table 1: List of component orientations for near-field stations recording the October 15, 1979
Imperial Valley earthquake.
* Horizontal direction measured in degrees clockwise from North.
** Stations not considered in the inversion studies.

Table 2: Crustal structure consisting of homogeneous plane layers used in the calculation of
theoretical Green's functions for the imperial Valley, California.
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Figure 1: Geometry of fault surface S in an ebstic halfspace. In this figure, a planar fault sur
face at a dip of ~ from the vertical is divided into two-dimensional rectilinear cells. Each
cell rrquires a two component vecter to described the relative slip across the surface.
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Figure 11: Comparison of data (solid line) with theory (t.!ashed line) by the stabilized con
strained least squ~res solution of Figure 7. Nine of the stations compared in Fig:.lres 8
through 10 are shown in greater detail. Comrcncl1t orientations arc listed in Table 1 with
the left-most horizontal orientation in Tabk I corrcsronCiing to the left-most horizontal
comronent plotted i\bove. The numbers at the side of each component arc the maximum
filtered horizontal acceleration in cm/sec2• The absolute time scale and acceleration scale
pertain to both data and in version.
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stabilized cons,rained least squares fit to the data.
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Station Station Component
Number Name Orientations·

1 EI Centro #7 230°, up, 140°
2 EI Centro #6 230°, up, 140°
3 Bonds Corner 230°, up, 140°
4 EI Centro #8 230°, up, 140°
5 EI Centro #5 230°, up, 140°
6 EI Centro Diff. 360°, up, 270°
7 EI Centro #4 230°, up; 140°
8 Brawley Airport 315°, up, 225°
9 Holtville Post Office 315°, up, 225°

10 EI Centro #10 , 50°, up, 320°
11 Calexico 315°, up, 225°
12 El Centro #11 230°, up, 140°
13 EI Centro #3 230°, up, 140°
14 Parachute Test Fac. 315°, up, 225°
15 El Centro #2 2300, up, 140°
16 El Centro #12 230°, up, 140°
17 Calipatria 315°, up, 225°
18 El Centro #13 230°, up, 140°
19 El Centro #1 230°, up, 140°
20 Superstition Me. ** 135°, up, 45°
21 Plaster City" 135°, up, 450

22 Coachella Canal #4" 135°, up, 45°
23 Agrarias 183°, down, 93°
24 Cerro Prieto'" 57°, down, 327°
25 Chihuahua 192°, down, 102°
26 Compuertas 195°, down, 105°
27 Delta 172°, down, 8ZO
28 Cucapah 85°, up, 355°
29 Victoria 75°, up, 3450

30 Meloland 0°, up, 270°

Table 1: List of component orientations for near-field stations recording the October 15. 1979
• Imperial Valley earthquake. .

• Horizontal direction measured in degrees clockwise from North.
*- Stations not considered in the inversion studies.
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Thickness/ P·Wave Velocity, S-Wave Velocity, Density

Layer Depth (km) km/sec km/sec gm/cm.3

1 0.10 0.0 1.690 0.500 2.04

2 0.15 0.10 1.790 0.818 2.06

3 0.50 0.25 2.167 1.010 2.13

4 0.50 0.75 2.533 1.200 2.21

5 0.50 1.25 2.900 1.410 2.28

6 0.50 1.75 3.267 1.620 2.35

7 0.50 2.25 3.633 1.850 2.43

8 0.50 2.75 4.000 2.080 2.50

9 0.50 3.25 4.367. 2.330 2.57

10 0.50 3.75 4.733 2.590 2.65

11 0.50 4.25 5.100 2.870 2.72

12 0.50 - 4.75 5.375 3.060 2.77

13 0.50 5.25 - 5.650 - 3.260 2.83-
14 5.25 5.75 5.750 3.320 2.85

15 0.30 11.0 6.700 3.870 3.04

16 0.30 11.3 6.900 3.980 3.08

17 0.30 11.6 7.100 4.100 3.12

18 13.1 11.9 7.300 4.210 3.16

19 25.0 25.0 7.800 4.500 3.26

20 -- 50.0 8.100 4.670 3.32

Table 2: Crustal structure ccnsisling of homogeneous plnne layers used in the calculation of
theoretical Green's functions for the Imperial V"lley, California.










